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NAACP Continues Fight
Against Cotton Makers
Despite Retraction

Friend Turns Foe And Kills
Man, 24, He Tried To Help

A 24-year-old Memphis man had never accused her of paywho had been unable to find i n g too much attention to
steady work since his release Bowen.
Final rites for the victim
from an Alabama prison four
months ago, was stabbed to were scheduled for Wednesdeath last Friday night by a day night at Southern Funeral
neighbor who was trying to home.
Local NAACP officials told als felt that the statement
help him find a job.
t h e Tri-State Defender on went beyond individual opinStabbed to death w a s
Monday that they had "re- ions and made damaging stateCharles T. Smith, of 784 Porttracted and withdrawn" sev- ments that were untrue and
er at. Police arrested Jerry
eral phrases in a statement mis-leading."
Bowen, 37, of 742 Porter, a
The Jubilee statement conmade publicly "concerning the
few minutes after the victim
integrity and character of the tinued: "We yet feel that an
was found dead in front of a
Cotton Maker's Jubilee and- organization like the Memphis
cafe at 687 Walnut and charg- SHREVEPORT, l.a.-- A
Cotton Makers Jubilee repreor-its promoters."
ed him with murder.
home being built in the subHowever, the NAACP offici- senting a special ethnic group
N. B JONES
According to Homicide offi- urbs for Dr. and Mrs. C. O.
als said that they "reaffirm has a definite place in this
integration leaders,
its objections to the Cotton community."
ONE DIED HERE and two tion early Sunday morning. with just about the same cials, Smith thought Bowen Simpkins,
wife too was destroyed by a dynamite
Makers Jubilee and still con- In a letter to the editor of
other passengers in the IreFound in the wreckage of amount of whiskey found in w a s showing his
recektly. The bombing was
tends that the Jubilee, which this newspaper; dated Feb. 26,
much attention.
hide were catapulted from
the car bearing Illinois li- the other car.
may have been useful in the and signed by Jesse H. Turner,
Mrs. Smith said that she theAlatest in a series of atlt and left in critical condi- cense plates was a bottle (Sheriff's Dept. Photos)
past, does not now fit into the was stated: "I enclose herein
and her husband had been in- tacks on local integratiooists
scheme of social progress that a copy of a press release isvited to the cafe by Bowen, and their buildings.
Dr. and Mrs. Simpkins are
it revolutionizing this na- sued by the Memphis Branch
who was "just a friend" of
tion, including Memphis." The NAACP relative to the Cotton
hers while her husband was active in several civil rights
written statement sent to the Makers' Jubilee. This stateserving nine months in prison organizations. He is a member
Tri-State Defender Monday ment is self explanatory. Howat Montgomery, and that after of the board of the Southern
was released by the president ever, the NAACP continues to
drinking two quarts of beer Conference EducAtionai Fund.
inA Juvenile Court pi efect of the local branch. Jesse H. reitierate its objections to the
she told her husband it was New Orleans, a southwicle
here
terracial group working for in- died of a heart attack
Turner, and the chairman of Cotton Makers' Jubilee —
time for them to go home.
Friday evening about a half the Freedom Committee, Rev. more commonly known as the
tegration.
A short time after returning
four
that
The Simpkins' new home hour after he learned
Negro version of the Cotton
Nabrit.
home, she was notified that was almost completed. Local yoUths had escaped from the H. Clark
A statement released by the Carnival, and the association
her husband had been stabbed officials said they were look- security section of the buildofficials of the Cotton Mak- offers no apology whatever for
to death.
ing but unable to fini the ing at 616 Adams at.
ers' Jubilee and signed by this stand."
of
76,
Relatives of Bowen said that dynamiters.
Jones,
B.
Neuberger
Below are the full text of ,
Clifton Satterfield, secretary
he came home and simply said
Meantime, four student 1005 N. Seventh at., collapsed and treasurer of the organi- the statements from both orthat he had gotten into a fight, leaders remained in jail at and died as he was being es- zation stated: "Jubilee offici- ganizations:
and that he was wearing a Tee Baton Rouge, on charges of corted into the ramp of John
Shirt soaked with blood. They criminal anarchy
Gaston hospital by Juvenile
assumed it had come from his
Court Officers John Williams
nose bleeding.
and Robert Williams. •
They said he toed It and
Mr. Jones, who had been
a blood-soaked wash cloth in
working at the court for about "The Memphis branch of the
a wood stove a n d burned
10 years, was getting informs- National Association for the
head-on collision on Austin °meter stuck on 82 was botTWO DIED HERE -- In
some boys who were Advancement of Colored Peot h e m, and they did not
tn
'phis wreckage was found the Pear highway north of tle with small amount ot find out,a man lied been kill_.„ireing admitted about 5:30, ple, through its Freedom Coin- "A lengthy statement prebodies of U. S. Navy and U. Memphis. Also in the wreck' whiskey in it.
ed until' the police carne, arwhen he received a call from mitte, released a statement Dared end released for publiage of vehicle with speed S. Marine officers following
rested Bowen and led him
Chief Probation Officer W. C. protesting the Cotton Makers cation in the Memphis World
away in handcuffs.
Mosley asking him If four Jubilee; the promoters of the and the Tri-State Defender,
They said they found a pudyouth had not escaped from Jubilee contend that this state- by the Local Branch Officials
InFrontiers
The Memphis
ment maligns their character, of the NAACP, condemning
dle of blood near the chair in
the building.
which he had been sitting be- ternational is making plans to The probation officer said "Accordingly, the Branch re- the Memphis Cotton Makers'
series
a
in
second
present its
fore his arrest.
that Mr. Jones said that he examined its statement. As a Jubilee, was challenged last
His mother, Mrs. Dillie Lou- of lectures on "consolidation" would go and see. A few min- result thereof, those phrases week by the Memphis Cotton
government
county
ise Bowen, said that her son af city and
utes later he said the prefect in the statement, which, left Makers' Jubilee Officials.
had never been in any serious during a regular monthly called him and said that he to free interpretation, m a y "The Jubilee officials felt
scheduled
meeting
trouble before, and did all that luncheon
was sick and would have to go convey a connotation concern- that the statement went being the integrity and charact- yond individual opinions and
he could to help other people for 12 noon at the Eagle club, home.
580 S. Wellington at.
in the community.
Mr. Jones became so ill en er of the Cotton Makers Jubi- made damaging statements
The meeting is to be held route home that the two of- lee and/or its promoters, are that were untrue a n d misMrs. Smith said that Bowen
did send her husband to a Wednesday, March 7. T h e ficers decided it was neces- hereby retracted a n d with- leading; that the integrity and
place where there was a job name of the guest speaker has sary to carry him to the hos- drawn. It was not and is not character of the Jubilee Offinot been revealed. Rev. James pital, but he died before he the intent of the Branch to cials had been
attacked, hence
What caused a heavily-built from the floor. All of the Ne- available, but that he failed to
record. A. McDaniel is president of
question the character of the a meeting was arranged by
car and a light station wagon groes were flung from the car. get it because of his
2)
Page
ATTACK,
(See
chapter.
local
persons.
the
aforementioned
She added that her husband
the legal advisor of the Memto meet head-on on a perfect STOPPED AT 82
"The Memphis branch of the phis Cotton Makers' Jubilee
According to investigating
stretch of Austin Peay highreaffirms
however,
NAACP,
and officials of both organizaway five miles north of Mem- officers, t h e 1961 Falcon's
its objections to the Cotton tions.
phis shortly before daylight speedometer was stopped on
constill
and
Jubilee
Makers
on Sunday morning leaving 82 miles an holm, the left
As a result of this meeting,
tends that the Jubilee, which
three persons dead and two front wheel driven back under
a statement of retraction and
was
court
the
that
satisfied
Counare
the
in
useful
General
been
have
may
NAACP
today.
NEW YORK ..- The Federit. and the engine torn from
others critically injured?
withdrawal prepared by Mr.
al Communications Commis- sel Robert L. Carter cites the in gross error in permitting past, does not now fit into the Jesse H. Turner, president of
Sheriff's deputies could only its mounting.
that
progress
testimony
this
social
of
of
scheme
introduction
make
"to
LEWIS TALIAFERRO
this kind of testimony, we
speculate since none on the On Monday the two survi- sion has been urged
the Local Branch NAACP and
during injunctive proceedings bring it to your attention for is revolutionizing this 'nation.
scene could make a statement, vors were still listed in cri- a thorough inquiry" into the
Rev. H. Clark Nabrit, chairCirthe
Memphis."
in
NAACP
including
the
against
Alabama
determination as to whether
but in both cars they found tical condition at the hospital introduction in an
man of the Freedom CommitMontgomery
of
Court
cuit
e
h
t
of
this constitutes a violation of
small amounts of whiskey in and could not be questioned. court proceedings
tee, NAACP, was read to the
1981.
27-28,
Dec.
County,
numthe Federal Communications
half pint bottles of the shred- It was not determined who names and telephone
board of directors of the MemHe also called for prosecu- Act. Without basis for a bewas driving the station wag- bers of persons called by an
ded vehicles.
phis Cotton Makers' Jubilee in
responsible
"thos4
of
tion
AsNational
been
lief that a crime has
In John Gaston hospital in on at the time it collided with official of the
their regular Friday night
federal
of
violation
a
since
Advancement
the
officials
committed, for state
critical condition are H. M. the heavier car, but it was be- sociation for
meeting Feb. 23,
his law would appear to be in- to be permitted to secure inSmith, 27, of Chicago, believ- lieved that Smith was at the of Colored People from
"These men withdraw the
inproceedings
The
volved."
during
to
residence
reference
Birmingham
formation with
State Senator Lewis Talia- ed to be the owner of the auto wheel of the Buick.
libelous and untrue statements
volved a suit by Alabama of- telephonic a n d telegraphic
1956-61.
ferrei, who recently announced bearing Illinois license plates,
which had previously b een
Also introduced were the ficials to bar the NAACP from communications of private
his candidacy for the U. S. and Mrs. Virginia Benson Taysent to newspapers and which
names and telephone num- operating in the state.
citizens, raises a serious quesCongress, earlier this week lor. 17, of Atoka. Tenn.
appeared in print in the Members of person who made col- "As far as we have been tion respecting personal freenamed Pete Sisson as his cam- SHREDDED METAL
phis World."
lect calls to W. C. Patton, NA- able to establish," the NAA- dom and security."
paign manager. He also manApparently killed instantly
"A majority of the members
Attorney
"the
said,
lawyer
CP
regisfor
secretary
field
ACP
aged Taliaferro's campaign were Hartford Jones, 30,
of the Memphis Cotton MakBecause of this exposure of
office had not seGeneral's
the
and
voting,
and
tration
when he ran for his present Atoka. in the same car with
ers' Jubilee are members of
names and telephone numcontents of a telegram sent cured a court order directing
of
Mr.
office.
the injured; Ensign Bennie H.
NAACP and several are conthe Southern Bell Telephone bers, "we feel certain,"
some
all
In
Patton.
Mr.
by
. In a formal statement, Sis- Handley, 22, U.S. Navy; and
pertributing Life Members of that
Company to open its files for Carter said, "that many
the
into
read
were
calls
400
son said:
First Lt. Oliver B. Runnels.
organization, therefore, consons, concerned about issues
record by William E. Eagerton, examination by the Attorney
trary to public announcement
"These uncertain times de- 23, of the U. S. Marine Corps
General's office for the pur- of civil rights and racial disSouthern
the
of
employee
an
there is no quarrel with the
crimination in Alabama, will
mand from members of Con- both of whom were from TexBell Telephone and Telegraph pose of securing the testimony
gress intelligent and practical as and stationed at the Mem- Prospective
to Company at Birmingham.
freshmen
which" was read into the court not now feel free and secure OMNIBUS 100 club mem- NAACP as far as the Jubilee
leadership diligently and so- phis Naval Air Station.
Officials are concerned.
in using the telephonic and
Owen college have an opporIn a three-and -a-half page record.
communications' bers will hear George V.
The Sheriff's office said that tunity to receive full tuition
"The Board of Directors of
berly rendered. Shelby County
"We are gravely concerned telegraphic
NewChairman
FCC
and
to
letter
secretary
Jr..
Morse,
needs vigorous and aggres- it w a s impossible to learn scholarships to the school by
with this procedure," Mr. system in connection with general manager of Better the Memphis Cotton Makers'
on
dispatched
Minow,
N.
ton
sive representation in Wash- what caused the two cars to taking competitive examinaJubilee accept in good faith
issues."
Business Bureau of MemFeb. 21 and made public here Carter continued. 'While we
ington, responsive to the will meet.
the apology by 44r. Turner and
tions.
the
on
subspeak
Inc.,
phis.
of the people.
The 1954 Buick traveled 45 Tests will be held at Bruce
Reverend Nabrit for the local
a
in
Business
-Doing
ject,
branch of the National Asso"Our present Congressman feet after it collided with the High school in Dyersburg on
their
at
World"
Changing
ciation for the Advancement
Will reach retirement age of station wagon near the cent- Monday, March 12; Merry
the
in
cafemeeting
regular
The
65 during this year and will er line of the highway.
High in Jackson on Tuesday,
teria of Universal Life In- of Colored People.
"We yet feel that an organie eligible for a full Congres- left doors were torn off, the March 13; Cameron High in
company on Satursurance
Wednesday,
on
sional pension. Good judgment metal top buckled, the engine Nashville
day evening. March 3, start- zation like the Memphis Cotcarried back into passenger March 14; Howard High in
suggests that he retire.
ing at 6:30. Morse is much ton Makers' Jubilee represent"After Working from the section and both seats torn Chattanooga, Thursday, March
in demand as a public ing a special Ethnic group has
bottom up as a political inde15; Austin High in Knoxville,
speaker and has appeared a definite place in this compendent, Lewis Taliaferro was
Friday, March 16; and Owen
before many organizations munity."
college, Saturday, April 7.
elected State Senator by the
in Memphis and the Mid9:30
Testing wil start at
people of Shelby County by a
South.
in
a.m., and students interested
heavy majority. The next
consult
logical level of public service
taking them should
principals, guidance counselfor him is U. S. RepresentaexHis
this
The LeMoyne Alumni Club
district.
ors, or write Owen College,
tive from
of Memphis will hold its reperience in state government
Post Office 2653, Memphis 2.
The school was recently
will provide a good base on
The auxiliaries of Clayborn gular monthly meeting this
granted full membershiip in
which to build an effective
Temple AME church, 294 Her- Sunday, March 4, at 5 p.m., in
the Southern Association of
work on Capitol Hill. I am
nando at., have made plans the faculty lounge of BrownColleges a n d Secondary
pleased to have the assignfor a "White House Tea" Sun- lee Hall. Refreshments will be
Schools, the regional accreditserved by James Cowan and
ment of managing his camday, March 4.
ing agency.
paign."
Proceeding the Tea, a pro- Misses Eunice Carruthers and
the Memphis Community gram is scheduled to be held Rose Marie Long.
URBAN LEAGUE Awards church on last Friday night. of
SWIPES SWIMMING POOL
Next project for the club
Committee, Mrs. in the church's sanctuary. City
Relations
was
awards
the
making
and
HOLLYWOOD — Some- for distinguished service in
and other community will he the annual iniercolwork
officials
her
for
cited
was
Ish
McDaniel,
A.
James
Rev.
thing new in crime plots on the cause of better race reFlamingo.
with the YWCA. the Mem leaders are expected to attend testate dance at the
Carl II. Hari IS of Chicago
television will be seen in "The lations were given to Dr. left, executive director of
will be served in the May 26. which is staged in
Tea
Councils
Tenn*
and
phis
Jones.
Dr.
was the weekend guest of Mr.
organization.
the
Vendetta Arms" episode of Paul Tudor Jones, center.
on Human Relations and the church's dining hall. It is open connection with the annual
pastor of Idlewild Presbyand Mr. E. I. Lewis, jr., of
Warner Bros.' "SurfSide 6" se- and Mrs. G. W. Stanley Ish
to the public. Rev. A. D. meeting or LeMoyne's GenNAACP. (Withers Photo)
chairman
1448 Dixie ave. Harris, the
IS
terian
church,
the
at
ries. Thieves set out to steal during a program
Brown is the church's pastor. eral Alumni Association.
brother of Mrs. Lewis, was enChristian
Mississippi Blvd.
a swimming pool,
PlItTE SISSON
route to Hot Springs, Ark.
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By Jesse L. Williams

acia* aztr

could be admitted.
Chief Mosley said that
there was no doubt that the
excitement that followed the
And they That shall be matter, the urban renewal escape of the four bays conof the. Mal/ build the ad program offers many oppor- tributed to the prefect's death,
AT JOHN GASTON
°hell Edward.
Glenda Jean.
waste places; thou shalt tunities for the employment but it was listed as "from naHOSPITAL
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie King, Mr. and Mrs. Galvester
rids. up the totaidathasts of of reel Mete skills. Urban tural cattlIts."
Feb. 17.
2684 Carnes; boy, Tony Ber- Franklin, 2122 York; girl, Namany generations: and thou renewal and redevelopment
Mr. and Mrs. James E. nard.
He said that the four boys
talie.
shalt b. called. the repairer areas must be identified and who escaped should
Crump;
DeRandle,
girl,.
545
Mr. and Mrs. James Branhave been
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Betts,
of the breach. the restorer delimited. In view of his cap- locked in
borah Ann.
igen, 768 Tate; girl.
their rooms, b u t
1323 Nicholas; boy, Charles, Jr.
of paths to etweil in."
ability in property and neigh- they went down a hallway,
Mr. and Mrs. John L. RayMr. and Mrs. Joseph GrifMr. and Mrs. James Heine,
ner, 212 N. Manassas; boy, fin, 195 S. Manassas; girl, 1361
'Isaiah 58 Chapter, 12 Verse borhood analysis, the manager unscrewed a trap door a n d
Nicholas; girl, Deneesia
John L., Jr.
April Regina.
Atmost Immediately after is uniquely qualified to carry left.
Renee.
Mr. and Mrs. Hayfield Plun- Feb. 19.
his election to his first term on surveys and to counsel While the boys were running
Mr. and Mrs. Sammie Drinkaway, Chief Moxley said, some
Mr. and Mrs. Trusty Taylor, water, 595
Set, 1452 Valse; girl, Linda
In the White House, president authorities.
Hampton; girl, VeAppraisals must be made youngsters in another section
Joyce.
260 Oklahoma; girl, Shirley. nita.
Eisenhower appointed what
Mr. and Mrs. Otis V. Petties, Mr. and Mrs. Johnny B. Feb.
was known is the President's of the properties to be acquir- of the building started call11.
1378 Eloise; girl, Carolyn Den- Crump, 3563 Silas; boy, Lester
Advisory Committee on Gov- ed as well as of the land to ing, and at first it was believMr. and Mrs. Alvin Evans,
ise.
Jerome.
ernment Howling Policies and be re-used. Projections must ed that it was a ruse to at973 LeMoyne Dr.; boy, AnMr and Mrs. Lenow LipsMr. and Mrs. Charles C Wil- thony
Programs. This group was re- be prepared to show the type tract attention to them while
Jerome.
combs, 1239 Firestone; boy liams, 928 Mosby; girl, Anita
presentative of the housing of property best suited for the others made a getaway.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Perry,
Quentin Ainsworth.
Louise.
Subsequent questioning, he
industry, labor unions, cite. the re-use of the land and the
2297 Lena; girl, Debra Denali
Mr and Mrs. Alexander
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Kerns, Mr. and Mrs. Herman
zen's organizations, and fin- buildings must be financed, said, revealed that it was not
RIllgr
constructed, and
managed a part of the escape plans, but
Ward, 2712 St. Elmo; girl, 927 Fields; boy, Dwayne Les- inson, 1519
ance.
Patton; girl, Joyce
ter.
the boys only trying to youth
Prior to ther deliberations upon completion.
Marie.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Wise, Mr. and Mrs. Joe L. Guy, Mr. and Mrs.
the federal government had
running away.
Willie Craw444 Linden; boy.
689 Pontotoc; boy, Charles ford. 2886
Two officers returning to
been concerned with housing
Choctan; boy, LesMr. and Mrs. Willie J. Cade, Albert.
the building saw the escapees,
finance, public housing, and
ter Earl.
797 Saxon; girl, Chantei La- Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Prince, Mr.
Chief Moxley said, and calledl
urban redevelopment (slum
and Mrs. Otha Samuels,
yette.
to them, but the youth only
208 Curely; boy, Anthony 247 W. McKellar; boy, Otha,
clearance). There was need for
DR.
E.
WILLIAM
Mr.
BENand
studies
comparative
Mrs.
on meClarence E. James.
more comprehensive approech
ran faster.
Jr.
to the creation and maintenAbout an hour later, two NETT, left, h a s been tabolic and hydrolytic en- King, 1663 McMillan; boy, Mr. and Mrs. Otto Carnes; Feb. 22.
cells,
monouctear
zymes
of
Lorenzo
by
awarded
the
Reshauw.
National
2794
ance of healthier cities.
of the escapees who happened
Harvard; boy, Otto, Jr. Mr. and Mrs. Matt Foster,
Mr. and Mrs. Edward C. Mr. and Mrs. Richard Car- 288 Baltic; boy.
to be brothers and were being Institutes of Health, $28,- both from normal and imThe term "Urban Renewal"
was actually coined by the
held at Juvenile Court for re- 277 grant for investigation munised animals of varying Simmons, 201 W. Person; boy, son, 2783 Hale; girl, Demetric
Mr. and Mrs. Mervin Wilceiving stolen goods, c a in e Into the responses of ro- genetic resistance to the Edward C., Jr.
president's commission to desAuntrell.
liams, 393 Crump; girl, Felecia
cribe the new total program.
Mrs. and Mrs. Samuel L. Mr. and Mrs. Jessie Wil- Diane.
back a n d were readmitted, dents to leprosy infection. ballfing disease. The reHe is a michobiologist at searcher pointed out that Fountain, 1232 College; boy, liam s, 142 Stonewall; boy,
Chief Moxley said.
Mr. and Mrs. Monroe AnAREAS OF ACTION
the studies should further Samuel, Jr.
Police were still seeking the Meharry Medical college in
James.
derson, 1576 Brookins; boy.
As ultimately evolved from
Nashville. At the left is his contribute to a better under/7,
who
other
Mr.
both
and
two
Mrs.
boys,
Sam
Mr.
E.
Powand
Mrs.
Erskine Perk- Reginore.
the provisions of the law and
By EMILIE BILES
had been arrested on charges research assistant, Mrs. Iral standing of the role of the ers, 973 LeMoyne Dr.; boy, ins, 761 Pendleton; girl, Melbo
Mr. and Mrs. Joe L. Yates,
from regulations adopted by
Here I am again to inform
system Michael Leonard.
reticulo-endothelial
Porter helping to inject an
burglary
and
of
Lynne.
larceny,
on
927 Mason; girl, Brenda Joyce.
the urban renewal administra- you on the latest around the
in homorranspiantation Im- Feb. 19.
experimental animal with
Monday.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Sidney
Dorse, Feb. 23.
tion, the workable program to "Water."
munity, protection against
Mr. and Mrs. James Roys- 203 Washington; boy, Tracy
Chief Moxley said the two leprosy bacilli. Bennett, one
Mr. and Mrs. Lymon Swift,
which participating local govThis week a junior at Henof Meharrses principal in- radiation and andotoxin in- ton, 2356 Progress; girl, Rosa- Darrell,
said
brothers
that
they
fol803 Plum; boy, Layrnon, Jr.
ernment were required to corn- derson Business college is
vestigators of in urin e lepjury, and possibly, the pre- lyn Annette.
lowed
the
other
only
youth
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Edward
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Crenbit themselves, embraced the stepping in our spotlight,
after the pair had threatened rosy, said that the grant will vention of cancer spreadMr. and Mrs. Carey Burns, Evans, 669 Walker; boy, James shaw, 782
:following areas of action:
Hamilton; boy, CO
namely Mary Eddins, daugh- them.
give financial support to ing through the body.
592
S.
Lauderdale;
Edward.
boy,
James
los Andre.
1) Codes and ordinances
ter or Rev. and Mrs. Ben
research assistant, Mrs. Ihal
Edward.
"We
have
every
reason
to
Feb.
20.
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Eason,
2) A comprehensive
dins of 13* Bridgewater road.
believe that they are telling
Mr. and Mrs. Charles W. Mr and Mrs. Smiley Barr, 2439 Zanone. girl,
community plan
Tetranetta
Mary is a graduate of Mt.
Bunton,
truth,
2103
because
the
Clarksdale;
they
girl,
cer237
Flynn;
bey,
Velese.
3) Neighborhood analyses
Michael.
Pisgah High school and now tainly
Karen
weren't
forced
Yvette.
to
come
Mr.
and
'Mrs.
John
E.
HarMr. and Mrs. Otis Prison,
4) Administrative
Is one of the top honor stuback," he said.
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie B. Dod- ris, 1429 Marechalneil; boy, 1189
Greenwood; boy, Carswell.
organization
dents at Henderson, where Chief
son,
1615
Moxley
Oriole;
said
boy.
that
Mr.
George.
Ronald
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Brooks,
5) Financing
she is taking a course for ex- Jones
Mr.
and
was
loved
and
respectMrs.
Chubbie
CrutMr.
and
Mrs.
Robert
R.
369
E.
Essex; girl, Gwendolyn
6) Housing for displaced
ecutive secretary.
cher, 874 Tillman; boy, Mit- Watkins, 922 Florida; girl, Sue.
ed by the boys who came
families
Religiously Mary is very ac- under his supervision
at the
7) Citizen participation.
tive in Sunday Scheel, the court,
and although it was not
Rev. W. L. Vernado is pastor.'
Na
professional
group Junior choir, and the BTU.
a part of his duty, he gave By THOMASINE DOUGLAS Was an assembly program in
When asked what his hobshould be more interested in
Socially Mary is a sponsor t h e youth religious counsel
bies are; he listed them in this
the school auditorium. The ocand MARY EDWARDS
maintaining the desirability for the BWSC, and a memwhich had a lasting effect on
order; sports cars, music, dancof our cities than property ber of the Bridgedettes.
Hi this is Thomasine and casion for this program was
ing and GIRLS. Our KEEN
many of them.
Mary here to bring to you to observe National Brothermanagers whose very liveli- GOSSIP
TEEN
of the week—Jimmie
Mr. Jones was a native of some
hood depends upon an inven- Annie Pinson is not only Mississippi.
of the events around hood Week.
He joined t h e
By GWENDOLYN JOHNSON table and famed "St. Louis Lee.
Douglass.
tory of sound income struc- a queen in the eyes of J. C.,
profor
speaker
this
The
Seventh-Day
Adventist church BROTHERHOOD WEEK
NEGRO HISTORY
Blues" in honor and tribute to MANASSAS STUDENT
tures, especially in the resi- but Larsefte Swift also.
gram
was Attorney Mike
shortly after coming to the
In an observance of Crime
dential field.
On Thursrday Feb. 22, there Cody, a young and ambitious Last week at Manassas high the late W. C. Handy.
The type of boyfriend Veris city in 1931, and he
his
and
school, along with other Ne- Mrs, Grayson, a relatively Prevention Week to emphasize
The manager's first interest Watkins has been searching
Memphian,
stressed
who
the
wife
were
members
of
t h
gro citizens throughout the na- new teacher on our faculty re- the number of juvenile delinin urban renewal should be for is waiting in Lincoln,
importance of Brotherhood in
Mississippi Blvd. Seventh Day
tion, observed Negro History cited a moving reading entitled quents and their roles in crisis'
that of a citizen anxious to be Neb.
his speech. Atty. Cody said it Week
Adventist
church..
with a series Of devotion- "I am a Negro."
the situdent body was addre..41.
of help in the general welfare Bonnie Williams and EY1is necessary that we accept
Aside
from
his
wife,
he
al programs climaxing the week
of his community.
The devotional segment of by several policemen.
veeter Wright are tight.
and understand brotherly love. with
survived
by
two
daughters,
an inspiring chapel pro- the program was directed by There was also an art conUPON COMPLETION
Lula Rhodes is asg
able Hill of SacramenJames Kincaide a Junior gram , Friday.
As a prectIcal professional to Charftes Jones.
Osbern Tatlor with scripture test in connection with this
• •
- to, -Califs a ti d Mrs. Pearl
was chosen by the students
and prayer. Then James Cross Crime Prevention Week and
MONDAY
Florence is still in the heart BlalsCof Harvey, Ill., t w o
as
the
best
Student
exemthat
•
The theme of the thirty- related the story of • famous Capturing first place was a stuof Ellis Mitchell.
grandchildren and other relaplified Brotherhood.
seventh annual Negro History and courageous Negro leader of dent of our school, James Cox,
Pearlie Riles is attracting tives.
IT WOULD BE LOVELY IF Week Observance was "New slaves Touiseaint L'Overture. who received for his entry in
full attention of a certain
Funeral arrangements on
junior from Capleville High. Monday were incomplete WASHINGTON—Robert Had- The underclassmen would Frontiers for the Negro." To Edward Harris, president of the the contest a fifty dollar savemphasize the importance and Social Science Club, served as ings bond. As a reward token
Jennie Rhodes is telling Ray pending the arrival of relaey, of Thomasville, Ga., finish- respect the Seniors and their
to be aware of these new fron- master of ceremonies. Our Hats of appreciation to the art 'Inthat "one mint ulip" was the tives. •
ed the first phase of Peat* privileges.
tiers opening to us as a race are off to the Social Science structor who coached James
BATON. ROUGE -- T w o cause of it all.
Southern Funeral home was Corps Volunteer training at the Fred Jackson wouldn't let
this subject was elaborated on department for bringing to the along Mr. W. P. Guy also reyoung leaders of the integration .1. K. W. has her eyes on in charge of arrangements.
National 4-H Foundation Cent- his girl worry him because by way of recording after open- students of Manassas a pro- ceived the game type of prise.
movement came here, in the a certain freshman at Owen.
Carla is really his one and
here last week.
er,
ing remarks from the Social gram that can serve RS an in- Our hats are off, and we outtradition of Biblical teaching, Watch out Wilma, she may be
One of a 53-member group of only.
Science Club ,President, Ed- spiration to us NOW and in the lute this week James Cox end
to visit a man in prieone-and ranking your hustle.
Rosie
Dillard
could
be
seen
trainees from 28 states and
Mr. W. P. Guy ! !!
FUTURE ! !!
ward Harris over intercom.
Minnie Mullins has her eyes
ended up in jail themselves on
Puerto Rico. Hadley will now doing the Popeye and Charles TUESDAY
• SAY THE LEAST
E12124
on a basketball player at
TEEN
charges of criminananarchy.
Hendricks
doing
the
Twist.
begin the Corps' second trainBecause of the space flight This week the beaming rays Vernon Hatch has developed
The two are Charles McDew. Pisgah.
Willie
Kimmon
realcould
'rig phase to be completed in
the Negro History Program of the limelight radiate on an- a "nose job."—
chairman of the Student Nom WHO'S WHO
Arecibo. Puerto Rico, before ly be a certain girl's Duke of was postponed.
other of Manassas' best. He is "Sylvester" Hunt is a memviolent Coordinating Commit- Attractive: Arneita Winiame
Earl,
because
that
she
we
hear
entering final preparations in
WEDNESDAY
a quiet and gentlemanly young ber of the "pinching" club!—
Handsome: Melvin Hender
tee, the Southv„,ide organisawants to be his Duchess.
Helen Kinnard is looking fortion which coordinates the stu- son.
Andrew Hall knew that By way of recording the Ma- man who possesses that rare
The 22-year-old Talladega
nassas students were able to trait which labels him as a ward to Easter in the hopes
Loquacious:
Lillie
Rich
dent anti-segregation protest
C'if'20 graduate is a skilled there is a Junior interested
visualize the feelings of our "true friend" to whomever he of tying "bonds."—
movement, and Robert Zell- mood.
earthier and a veteran with in him.
Ike Hentrell has a slight
Neatest. Veris Watkins and
ner, a staff member of the
A certain Senior could Dial dauntless predecessors. Also we associates.
farm machinery and radio
were given an explanation and
His goal includes a formal crush on one of the D.T.'s (Besame organization. McDew is Ray Mullins.
114
for
a
date.
equipment.
441
He
club
was
a
JACKSON, Miss. — The regunderstanding of our famed Ne- education, at Memphis State ware! it may be YOU!)-Best Dressed: Alm arie
Negro, and Zellner is white.
istration of three thousand Ne- president and has traveled ex- Robert Johnson and Ora gro spirituals, which are still university
Georgia Brown: it has bin
or Lane college in
Baton Rouge was recently Brooks and George Reese.
g-0 voters would assure victory tensively for the Missionary Douglass could mate up their sung today.
the field of political science. said that your mouth is goll.
the scene of large student Talented: Stella Kirkw
in "the Fight for Freedom in Education Department of the minds.
This debonair young man is to get you in trouble!—(they
demonstrations against segre- and Horace Turner.
Dorothy Wettest) amid alma% FRIDAY
the South by 1963," Gloster B. United Church of Christ.
The Social Science depart- known around our campus as say your life is in DANGER)—
gation, but McDew and Zenner Studious: Jennie Rhodes.
Current, national director of Trainees for this project were criticism instead OI giVe it.
ment sponsored a unique chap- "Mr. Charm." With no further Elmer Harrison likes to do
were not here to demonstrate. Witty: Alvin Brooks.
NAACP branches, declared in selected principally for their IMAGINE
el program, instead of pre- ado our spotlight subject of the the "popeye."—
They just came, on February 17, DEDICATIONS
an address prepared for de- achievements in 4-H leadership,
Osbern Taylor has finial
to visit a fellow student leader, "I'm Blue": Horace Turner. livery here last Friday at the The final choice Peace Corps Bob Stamps being our next senting a guest-speaker with week—Jimmie Lee, a senior In
•
elaborate words the department the 12-1 class in which Mrs. J. found a "love of his own''
Dion Diamond, in the East Bat- "I Know": Clementine Davis, NAACP 10th annual Southeast Volunteers will be rated on astronaut.
sits near him at the dinner
"Find My B a b y": Faye Regional conference.
on Rouge Pariah jail.
such factors as health, reliabili- William Fleming becoming used our own talent here at R Turner is homeroom inCity top football school in the form of a stu- structor. Jimmie resides with table EVERYDAY to protect
Diamond, also a staff mem- Brown.
In his keynote address at the ty, emotional maturity, specific one of the
dent panel that explained the his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Jim- him from harm!)—
ber of the Student Nonviolent
tour-day conference vehich con- skills in agricultural extension Stars.
Charles Smith and Joyce Ma
S. L. Smith teaching Tim status of the 'Negro past, pre- mie Lee, at 2273 Marble st.
Coordinating Committee, had btELE
cludes here Sunday.(*Feb. 25), work such as modern farming
sent, and future and the affect Around our campus he is vice hon are trying lei becom
YORK—(UPD—Sam Mr. Current expressed the con- techniques and home economics. Warr the latest dances.
NEW
been jailed during the demonAuthur James hand becom- of religion on the Negro down president of his homeroom, Stu- "tight" (well, F)oy
strations on charges of vagran- Mete, manager of the Ameri- viction that "Negro voters will and their progress in training.
dent Council member, NDCC "Tracy Greene" got eve
cy, trespassing, and disorderly can League's Minnesota Twins, not support any candidate who In Brazil. the Peace Corps ing stuck to the hand bell. through the ages.
conducts. He has been in jail captained the 1943-44 New espouses the far right-wing Volunteers will work with 4-S You obeying your Student Panelists were: Gwendolyn monitor, Library club, and the word in the book thrown a
Robinson, Roderick Diggs, Hen- Ole Timers.
him the other night, am I no
over three weeks. under $6,000 York University basketball views of the super patroits. The clubs, the equivalent of 4-H Council members.
Modena Smith and Ruby ry Montgomery and Charles Religiously Jimmie is an ac- right?—
team.
bond.
right-wingers in America are clubs in the United States.
Branham,
moderator. The pan- tive member a the Cummings Frank McBee believes in
anti-Negro in their views and Robert Hadley, of Thomas- Miller as "Miss America" and
el and its discussions were im- St. Baptist church where the "meetings."-as dangerous to the cause of ville, Georgia. and Miss Pris- "Miss Universe."
mensely
enjoyed
by the stuinterracial justice and under- cilla Thorsrud, of Fontana, Margaree Burrows winning
dent body and judging from
standing as those of the far lfet, California, Peace Corps Volun- the typing contest.
NOW WITH
the audience's reactions numStartsSUNDAY ,
the Communists and their fel- teer candidates. chat with Dr. TOP COUPLES
erous other such programs will
Benjamin Mays, president of
MARCH 41%
low travelers.
T. C. Haraway and
be sponsored in the near fu"Negroes who a r e fighting Atlarita's MOrehoust college. at
6 -RIG DAYS -6
Helena
Morgan.
ture.
and winning the right to vote the National 4-H Foundation
Niers, Townes and
To set the pace of the proin the South will exercise their Center. in WashMston, D.C.
Joyner.
gram, the Mixed Chorus sang
use of the ballot carefully and Hadley and Miss Thosrud are JoeGloria
two Negro spirituals: Ain't That
Deener and
effectively, rejecting flag-wav- part of 53-member group of
Good News and "Poor Man
ing 'patriots' who thus far have trainees. Dr. Mays is a mem- Mickey Ware.
Clyde Griffin and
Latarus." Also music wise the
shown no intermit in ending ber of the Peace Corps NationGracie Hardy.
Premiers, a campus singing
segregation."
al Advisory Council.
Mono Brownlee and
group of Manassas studente
James Young.
namely: Elmer Harrison. Fred
Henderson, Vance Moore, and
Jo Ann Hampton and
Calvin Joyner. sang the noBradford McClain.

Bridgewater
Teen News
By
Earlie Bites
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Peace Corps
Volunteer is
4-H Leader

Bennie Primers
After Visiting
Fried In Jail

Voting Is Key
To Full Rights,
Says Current

Bill SPENDS
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Mrs Netter Lawrence of
2022 Sparks st., was the hostess when members of the
Ella Bradshaw Charity club
mot recently and observed Negro History week. Presiding
.,t. the meeting was the presiI•r
,
" dent, Mrs. Fanline Shelton.
After devotions by Mrs. J.
•4
D. Walker, and the reading of
the minutes, letters of appreciation were read from students at colleges who had
been given money by the organisation
Participating on the history
program were Mrs. Ruth Collins, chairman of music; Mrs.
J. D. Walker, who recited a
poem; and Miss Annie C. Cargill, who gave a quiz on the
SCHOLARSHIPS to three
man OE the American Dis- accomplishments of Negroes.
tributing
Company, 2699
Mrs. M. D. King was pro- top ranking students at
Fisk university have been
Broad Ave
gram chairman.
awarded by the Most Worsolipsist korinc• mut (arena
Lodge, Free and Accepted
Masons Jurisdiction of Ten-

RD

44;
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A LOCAL TAX APPRAIS- Meted with rumors about th,
ER must be really walking his deceased, who cried and why
dogs, because he has a hole in who cried that should not
the bottom of his shoe as big have. Why some of the famil)
as a half-dollar. A manager members did or did not cry
' of a local restaurant remark- ... on and on. What a morbid
ed, "He has worn his shoes out game!
running down people to col- "DO YOU BELIEVE in
• lect taxes."
ghosts?" asked one intelligent
,•1, WAS THE LADY'S SLIP man. "Yes," replied the school
--SHOWING? She appeared at teacher. "There is too much
an evening gathering wearing concrete evidence." Then the
a .very tight short-short dress, other man went on to tell
. and shown receiving ions, as Dr. Stephen J.
and what appeared to be a about his grandmother's ex- WILLIAM WALKER is pro
grants of $100 each from Dr. Wright, Fisk president, obruffled slip, because it was a perience and about a dream moted to warehouse forethe presentation. The
Thomas E. Poag. grand edu
type of dress one would not his mother had about a buried
cational director, Sr. Leo third student, Lorsitha Anne
expect to find with ruffles at fortune which she did not obThomas Hale, Milan. Tenn.. Robertson. Selmer. Tenn.. a
the bottom. We concluded that tain because she refused to let
and Carolyn Eleanor Nes- freshman, was not present
she had set a new style or she the grave be disturbed where
bitt. Dickson, both are son. for the photograph.
was wearing too much "slip" the money was buried. Do you
Apr too little dress.
believe in ghosts? We advise,
"I have always favored propleasant frame of mind.
MI A PUBL I C SCHOOL take care of the living, the
moting workers in the com, TEACHER is on the spot. The dead cannot harm you.
Her "Long Chain Man" was
pany as long as they are capteacher had promised one of • SOME OF THE WORLD'S
a historial song, and one could
able and qualified to advance,
his pupils that if she won the most skilled knifers-in-thealmost see and hear the old
rather than go outside of the
local Spelling Bee, she would back gathered last week and
slave moving along rattling
company and hire other perhave an opportunity to parti- dissected a man so painlessly
his chain as Odetta sang about
sons," said A. R. Hamilton,
cipate this year in the national until he did not even know
George lw saykl.
him coming to a house for
owner of the American Dis- County Tax As,essor
his
spelling tournament. How- that he had been knifed on
meat and cold biscuits.
The best investment the countributing C o ni pan y, 2699 LaHManna
to
C111,111)C1,
tO
REID
L.
M.
By
ever, the teacher discovered job.
LaManna expressed a desire: ty can make is the estimated
A few persons in the audiBroad ave.
nostalgia
of
glimmer
a
be
Bruce
pai;ked
Memphians
BE
his
TO
to
chagrin that the Spel- THERE AI PEARS
Hamilton's statement was a "to find some other source for $30.00 a year for re-assessing hall on the campus of Le- ‘A hen the singer gave out with ence, unfamiliar with the singling Bee for Negroes starts a lot of mixed emotions about
reply to a reporter's inquiry revenue other than increasing all property, said LaManna. He Moyne college last Wednesday the late Bessie Smith's "Spe- er's repertoire, were disapand stops here .. . because of consolidation of city a n d
pointed when they did not
about 29-year-old William the tax-burden of property added, and equal and stabilized
racial discrimination.
county government. Many are Walker, who was recently pro- owners." He revealed this "de- tax will be inducive te big in- night for what turned out to cial Delivery Blues." She re- hear her rendering the classics,
audience that in
the
minded
apfirst
The
treat:
rare
a
be
NEVER ENGAGE IN THE saying that if the Commission
however, Odetta was trained
moted from truck driver of sire" while talking with a group dustry moving to Memphis.
GAME of picking a funeral form of government is scrap- the company to warehouse of Negro community leaders in He revealed that in 1961 real pearance of Odetta, folk singer the days when that song was for such and did not draw the
popular, a special delivery
California.
from
apart. Some find it most in- ped here, they favor the
crowds that rush to her now.
foreman. It is believed that his office about the "benefits estate in Shelby County was asAccording to Dr. Hollis F. stamp cost only a dime.
teresting. Usually the game councilman-strong-mayor form Walker is the only Negro in of consolidating the city and sessed at $1.053,190,750 . .
She was guaranteed $1,000
Price, the college president, Odetta expalined at the be
entails telling who was there, of government with counciltax
Jan.
in
county
offices
1964."
or her Memphis booking, and
personalty assessment at $107,Memphis holding such job.
what they were wearing, what men being elected from vari- The owner of the distribut- The Tax Assessor said that 897,550, making a total of $1,- response to Odetta's program ginning of her program that this was no doubt small in
was the largest accorded any folk songs were in reality, the
the minister said that con- ous districts.
ing company explained: "the under his tax-equalization plan, 161,088,300. The 1961 Tax rate concert artist since Marian "meat" of history, and that comparison to what she exland
of
be
parcel
will
every
of $2.21 per hundred-dollar as- Anderson came to the city
from a confact that Walker is a Negro
folk singing could get across pected to receive
cert to be given in St. Louis
is incidental to his promotion. re-appraised and re-assessed at sessment represented an in- about 10 years ago.
the subject which often stresa
each
for
He
parcel.
cost
$5
of
warehouse
When the former
crease of $5.476,485 over the
Dressed in a muu muu, her ses only dates and events, on the weekend.
foreman, Louis Pinnell, was said FHA would charge about 1960 total of $20.183.566. This hair left in its natural state promptly forgotten after an
Folk singing is a thriving
to
on
went
He
parcel.
a
$20
bookkeeping
the
to
promoted
renresents an increase of 4.99 and carrying her large guitar, examination.
business, and Odetta managed
department, he recommended e.nnt out that "we are 15 years uer cent in real estate and 14.9 Odetta gained the immediate
to get into it on the ground
Her work songs would no
William as a good qualified behind progress in our tax- in personalty, making a net in- attention of the entire audifamiliar floor and skyrocketed to the
crease of 5.84 per cent over ence, which included almost doubt have been very
man to replace him because he operation."
tep.
to anyone who has been on a
has the knowledge of the He added "I have the open- 1960.
as many students from other
Memphis Because the tunes a r e
duties of the job. So! I pro- door policy here. You can come The 82.21 per hundred dollar institution of hibher learning penal farm outside
or at Parchman in Mississsip- simple, it appears that her
in and look at the books con- assessment was divided in the
moted him," said Hamilton.
in the city as from LeMoyne, pi, or even on an Arkansas sugestion that folk singing
property,
any
appraiscerning
employed
been
had
Walker
bond,
following
manner:
princi"A Salute to African Indeand held it until the end of cotton farm.
become a part of the cirricuby another distributor for two als and assessments."
pal and interest 41 rents: com- the program.
pendence" will be the theme
Work songs not only give a lum has some merit.
LaManna explained "I have missioners, 18-cents: chairman.
years before being employed
Breathed there a soul who
Although her program con- rhythm to one's task, it has
f a Benefit Tea to be given with the preent company last inherited this inequitable tax 30-cents: schools. $1.205: transdid not feel a pride in Amerisystem. Some property owners pertation for county schools. sisted mainly of American been discovered, but it makes
y the Henderson Business Col- September.
ca as he sang alongwith Odetfolk songs, she did include
A graduate of Booker T. are paying too much. And some .015 cents: and roads and bridglege Volunteer committee on
the time seem to go by faster ta on "This Land Belongs to
Gerand
Scotland
from
some
We
not
enough.
are
paving
Washington high school,
es 10 cents.
St.nday, March 4, from four to
many. From those old enough and puts the overseer in a You and Me."
attended Griggs Busi- want to be fair to all taxpayers. LaManna went on to discuss
7 p.m. at the Beauticians' home Walker
office
tax
proposed
the
Under
ness college two years. He
the problems of taxation with
GLORIA DAVY
522 Linden ave.
spent two years in Korea and •onsolidation. will be able to the community leaders who inProceeds from the affair will Japan (1953-55) on tour duty save taxpayers thousands of cluded Loetis Peterman, Floyd
go to purchase books for the with the U. S. Army. He is a dollars. Presently there is as Campbell, Harry Cash. Tom
school's library.
member of St. Augustine much as $2,000 difference be- Hayes, John R. Arnold, Jr.,
tween the assessment by the George Stevens, N. J. Ford, EdWith the assistance of the Catholic church
students, the committee is pre- He and his wife, Mrs. Katie city and county."
die Haves. and M. J. Edwards.
paring to display African art, Walker are the parents of Some property is assessed ac- Explaining to the citizens
set up a table depicting various two sons, James 18, and Syl- cording to the income value of groun the method of appraising
Next big attraction at Le- phases of African culture, and vester, 11. They live at 1043 the property rather than the which determines the assessmarket value of the structure," ment value of property, was
College st.
Moyne College will be the play some African music.
Lawrence Stanley Wade, an
noted soprano, Gloria Davy, Mrs. Ethel Venson, chairman
appraiser.
first Negro artist in the his- of t h e committee, said, "It
tory of the Metropolitan Opera promises to be a highly interesting event, as friends and pato sing "Aida."
The vibrant, lovely young trons of the college will be takmembers, Clara Boyce.- Pearlie
By ROSE FITZPATRICK
soprano will appear in con- ing a tour of African life."
Biles and Rose Fitzpatrick
cert March 23 at 8:30 p.m. in Others serving on the com- This week our spotlight participated on the . talent
Bruce Hall. She is being mittee are Elijah Noel, presi- falls upon two deserving stu- show with a Fashionette. The
brought here by the college's dent, and Mrs. Lula Wilson, sec- dents. They are the reporters girls represented Mt. Pisgah
for the Mt. Pisgah Weekly
Cultural Life committee.
retary, both former teachers at
by
displaying
beautifully
News, namely Ruthie Stout
MEMPHIS, Tenn. — (UPI)
She is the last of three the school.
three dress designs made from
Jones.
Ruby
and
—Three men were killed and
artists scheduled by LeMoyne Refreshments will be served.
WITH COUPON AND $5.00 ADDITIONAL PURCHASE
of one basic pattern.
member
1
1is
Stout
Miss
a man and girl critically infor the current college year.
DEDICATIONS:
the senior class. She is the
jured Sunday in a two-car
David Gibson, pianist, render!aughter of Rev. and Mrs. E. "Lost Someone," Charles- collision on a county road near
ed an excellent recital Nov.
D. Stout of 243 South at., Col- etta Lewis and Leroy Hodges: here.
2, and Odetta, the exciting
"You're the One," Rose
iierville
The dead were identified as
folk singer, packed Bruce Hall.
She is a member of the Fitzpatrick and Willie Brooks. Navy Ens. Bennie Harold
Feb. 21.
Gracious Ladies club, and the "My Little Angel," Lillie Handley, 22, of Arlington,
Originally, Miss Davy had
Library and French clubs. Brown and Eddie Price.
Tex.; Marine 1st Lt. Oliver B.
been scheduled to sing here
After graduation she plans to "C r y to Me," Dorothy Runnels, 23., Fort Worth, Tex.;
VAC-PACK
With
April 11, but the change was
attend Tennessee A&I State Cleaves and Charles Norfleet. and Hartford Jones, 30, of
Lb.
made when she received an FROSTPROOF, Fla.—(UPI) university,
"Rotation," Sarah Porter Atoka, Tenn.
Can
offer to appear with the Radio
In religious life, she is a and Hohn Malone.
attacked
Negroes
20
Listed in critical condition
• ••
Orchestra of Paris in Berlin, —About
member of St. Mark Baptist
two police officers Sunday, in- church, of which Rev. H. P. DID YOU KNOW? . .. Lillie were H. S. Smith, 27, of 1023
-April 7.
LARGE
III When she made her debut juring one and showering a Sandridge is the pastor. She isn't worried about her com- South Hamilton St., Chicago.
POUND
and' Virginia Benson, 17, of
junior
Urwith Metropolitan Opera in deputy sheriffs car
the
of
member
a
is
petition? Ruthie dropped a
with
LOAVES
teaches Sunday certain guy cold? Tommy and Atoka.
the role of "Aida," February,
and
choir
bricks and stones.
Authorities said Handley
1958, the New York Times
school.
with
suffering
are
JJsephine
Runnels, students at the
COUNTRY CLUB
KROGER Freestone
noted, "she is clearly an asset The Negroes, charged with
Miss Jones is also a member "nose thouble"? Beverly Bur- and
Officers
Hnlves
to the company . . . she has unlawful assembly, were due of the senior class. She resides rows is changing tremendous- Aviation Maintenance
school at the Memphis Naval
a voice of exceptional beauty." for court hearing at Bartow at 10652 Macon Road.' Eads, ly?
s or Slices
Lon.
Air Station, were in one car
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Before her Met debut, the
Miss
and
Smith
Jones,
and
Monday.
Hezekiah Jones.
KROGER Frozen
Brooklyn-born soprano, who'd
HUNT'S
Benson, all Negroes, in the
Among the clubs she is a
been generating such high
Polk County deputy Edward
vehicle,
other
NHA,
voltage in European opera Dice and Frostproof policeman member of are Library.
and English.
houses and concert halls, alLeon Respress said they were
Anniston
of
ANNISTON. Ala. — (UPI)— commissioner
ready had won glowing praise attacked when they tried to Religiously, she is a member
PRIDE of ILLINOIS
NORTH BAY
W. S.
of Mt. Pisgah Baptist church, Dr. Gordon A. Rogers, jr., a against incumbent
from New York's high priests
arrest a Negro who appeared pastored by Rev. S. Townsend. Negro dentist, this weekend Weatherly and two other
60.
of music criticism.
to be drunk.
She serves faithfully on the qualified to run for police white candidates.
Cons
In Italy, where she makes
Respress' arm was twisted usher board. After graduation
her home in Milan, Gloria
attend
to
are
intentions
her
Davy is treated as few opera and dice suffered some bruises.
university.
stars are ever treated in Dice's car was heavily dam- Tennessee Add.
Recently the District NHA
KROGER
America. Her popularity with aged and its windshield shatheld at Douglass
her public there might more tered. About six more deputies meeting was
1TENDERAY
our
of
Three
school.
High
patrolaptly be compared to that of and several highway
men put down the disturbance.
a leading movie queen.

_L

RS

:lalvester
Na•
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Observes History
Of American Negro
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Truck Driver To
Warehouse Foreman

LaManna Explains Benefits
Of Consolidating Tax System Odetta Concert 'Best
To Negro Community Leaders In Years' At LeMoyne

Henderson Will
Give Benefit
Tea On Sunday

Gloria Davy Comes
To Memphis For
opecital March 23

Kroger Has

LOWER
PRICES

MT. PISGAH HIGH NEWS

3 Killed In
2-Car Crash

...Plus TOP VALUE STAMPS

HENDERSON

Fight Fla. Cop
Nabbing Negro

UGAR S

Bag,

Coupon and $5.00
additional purchase.

290
250

Kroger Coffee
Sun Gold Bread

4 100 Ice Cream

Pea c h e

Ala. Dentist
Seeks Cop Post

Tomato Sauce 10

$100

Orange Juice 6'.99

5

$100

Corn

Tuna Fish

2 ,1 1„,°' 35‘

7go

ROUND or SIRLOIN

STEAK

School Bias Issue

PERSONALIZED STATIONERY
Imprinted with your name, address city & state

World's Finest
Number 7800
White. 10e single sheets (50 imprinted, 50 plain)
$1.50
50 envelopes
Number 551
Pink or blue 50 printed sheets, 50 plain
$0 printed envelopes
Number 553
White. 36 printed sheets 24 galls
:,..•rapes
I'

$1 65

$1.70

Number 7810
White. Informal Notes. 36 notes (imprinted with one line
$1.65
Only) 36 ens elopes, not imprinted
kindly order by number.
Seat.' check or money order to:

SO4A

•

FASHION

ENTERPRISES

Post Office Box 311
Memphis, Tennessee

WASHINGTON —(UPI) —
A house subscommittee will
open hearings Wednesday on
federal aid to racially segregated schools. Welfare secretary Abraham A. Ribicoff will
be the first witness.

Pictures Tell A Story

ERNEST C.WITHERS
Photographers
Studio At
319 BEALE STREET
WE SPECIALIZE IN
•Family Groups
• Church Groups
• Horne Photos
• News Photos
• Weddings
• Receptions

JA 6-5835 or WH 6-3289

CHUCK STEAK

Lb

59‘ T BONE STEAK

MORRELL or KWICK KRISP

You just haven't tasted pancakes at their very hest
until you've tried them with Forest Hill Sweet
Cream Butter, made right here in Memphis from
the same sweet cream you use on your table.
For hot foods of every kind or a spread for bread,
there ix NO substitute for the flavor of real hotter.
Get Forest Hill Sweet Cream Butter at your favorite foodritore, or call BR 4-2034.

2040 MAOISO(4

MORE MEMPHIS AMU SHIT AV EnnNlY rAuji T.; USE
FOREST Hitt RUTTER THAN ANY OTHER MM.

TENDER
Lb

49‘

Fresh Lean

Pork Butts
P

WHOLE

Lb

390

e.d sS.
WaNsoh.e1d RU
hit

otatoes

10

e
49

COUPON

rooms*

YORK
HENDERSON

5
BR 4-2034

Lb 894

Lb 494 PORK STEAK

BACON

SUA

FOREST

Lb
TENDER AY-Tall-less

TENDERAY

Pancak
taste
ForestAyfinget
'
Hill A,

',Goir- 434

i?

19'

Wok this Coupon and $5.00 additional purchos• at K 10 g •r,
Mmnphis Area and W•111 M•rnpht•. Thru W•d., March 7th--

VAC-PACK

KROGER COFFEE

29'

Lb. Con
irk thi. ceopon and $5.00 ad•
dinonol purchm at K reg•r,
tAtomphls Artta and W•st Memphis, Thor Wad., March 7th...

Apples 4 `bna 49'
FLORIDA

Sweet Corn
6 E— 49'

4
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Race Relations
Institute Set
For June 25

West Holmes
YPCC
Club News

By HERBERT L. BUGGS

Mrs. Inez Brooks is prec:
ST. PETER BAPTIST
Members of the Missionary 'dent of the Society, and Rev.
The 19th annual Race Re- Society Of St. Peter Baptist C. J. Gaston pastor of the
lations Institute at Fisk uni- church presented a program on church.
versity in Nashville, has been Feb. 13 with the young people ST. JUDE BAPTIST
set for June 25 - July 7, an- of the church taking an active
An Konor Program, spotnounced Dr. Herman H. Long, part.
lighting the pastor. Pastor
a professor at the university,
Special guest speaker was emeritus, deacons, trustees and
who is director of the InstiLinda Killingsworth, a others was held at the churcji
Miss
tute.
of Fairlawn Baptist on last Sunday night, and a
member
projoint
a
The institute is
who
spoke on the im- goodly number of visitors
church,
United
the
by
ject sponsored
of
being a mission from other churches were pre-.
portance
e
h
t
Churches,
of
Church
sent to share in the ogle=
Council of Christian Social ary.
tion of the move to the
After the program, a fellow'Action and Fisk university.
church home located at 853
Clinics on "Religion and ship dinner was given. Mrs. Trigg ave.
Race" and "Employment and Lola Rowland of the CarnaThe program was sponsored
Community Action," are Plan- tion Milk company served the by Mrs. Mamie
Peppers, Mrs.
Orce
Mrs.
ned.
refreshments.
Purnell is chairman Of
o r further information Brown presented gifts to Mrs. Mabel
the public relations committee,
contact: Dr. Herman H. Long, Louise Mayes and Mrs. Marie
and Rev. L. J. Peppers pastor
Annual Race Relation Insti- Jones, director of the young of
the church.
tute, Fisk UniversIty. Nash- people
ville 8, Tenn.
Employment of production
members of Hunter Avenue
Baptist church and Macedonia workers in the U.S. textile industry dropped about 28 per
Baptist church
The program is open to the cent in the 11 years ending in
1958.
public.

By
Thomas Saulsberry

"Put on the whole armour extant that one becomes God
of God that ye may be able Slue he also becomes mature
to stand against the wiles
We live in a day when in
. of the devil."
many areas people denounce
.
6:11.
—Ephesians
the existence of God — the
If any one thing stands up highest source of goodness.
is your reporter
U a sore spot in human acti- Anytime any person or group Hello, this
all the latest with
vity today it is the lack of of people refuse to expose bringing you
maturity on the part of our themselves to the highest good the YPCC.
T
generation. A few days ago they can not be good them- SPOTLIGH
This week the spotlight falls
Ann Landers said, "Marriage selves. The ability of one to
on Miss Betty Jean House,
is for adults!" I would like mature in any area presupwho resides with her parents
to paraphrase this life is for poses that that person will
Mr. and Mrs. William House
adults. The older one gets expose himself to that thing.
Sr. at 5315 Norma drive.
the more he realizes that with one today desire to be good
all of the pressure placed he must expose himself to She is a student of the
upon men throughout the day goodness. If moral and spi- Geeter High school where she
life is getting to be a matter ritual maturity will ever be is assistant secretary of the
class, parliarnentarof adulthood or maturity.
attained they will be attained freshman
Whereas marriage is only only by those people who ex- ian of the Charmette club, •
, one aspect of life we can say pose themselves to the moral members of the Science club,
all that goes along with mak- and spiritual things of this day band and Student Council.
ing this life what it should be and time. No one can remove In religious life, she is a
carries with it the idea that himself from these things and member of the Mt. Pisgah
survival is predicated upon the expect them to become a part Baptist Church on Weaver
full development of the indi- of himself. We must 'expose Road, which is pastored by
vidual. In whatever area of ourselves and the greater the the Rev. A. C. Jackson. She
Greater Mt. Zion Baptist
our endeavor today we must exposure the more likely we is the secretary of her Sunday
church's congregation h a s
the
school class, pianist of
have those things working in are to be affected by it.
made plans to honor the pasus and for us that will make Another important factor in Sunday School, Junior choir
tor and his wife, Rev. and
the
of
for excellence in all of our this quotation is that we go and assistant pianist
Mrs. Z. V. McGhee during
endeavors.
through the thing thoroughly. church. She also plays the ortheir 10th anniversary with
to
proud
very
If somewhere down the Present world conditions are gan. We are
the church. The celebration is
line we come to grips with the attributable tO the fact that have such a talented person
scheduled for Sunday, March
organizaour
basic things of life we must we are concerning ourselves in as a member of
4 at 3 p.m.
first of all develop those forces far too many cases with only tion.
The keynote address is exSunday School - 9:30 A.M. Morning Viorship - 11 A.M.
within us that will enable us doing a part of the job. Doing TOPICS
More than 300 persons were refreshments beautifically de- pected to be delivered by Rev.
—
6 P.M. sight Worship - 8 P.M.
B.T.U.
to soar above the adversities a part of the job is not enough. The club had a very spirit- present last Friday night to corated in a golden motiff.
L. R. Butler. Also invited to
Pastor- MRS. C.M.W1NSTON,Secy.
S.
110WARO,
that this world places upon There must be a complete sur- ed meeting last Saturday help Rev. and Mrs. W. L. The couple received many speak is Rev. L M. MorganREV. JOHN
us. Years ago Paul admonish- render to the highest and afternoon. Members discussed Varnado observe their golden golden gift objects.
field. Special guests will be
ed his hearers to put on the noblest forces at work in our such topics as, ways of solving anniversary at the Cummings
full or whole armour of God. lives. The "whole armour of courtship problems, how to Street Baptist Church, where
At this point he was admon- God" must have a real meanbring about better parent-child he is pastor.
ishing all to take on a God- ing to all of us. It must stand relationship and ways to get
Participating on the prowho
He
told
those
.
men
likeness
for the best of which
our adults interested in civic gram were: Mrs. Isabel Flagg,
heard him that only to the are capable. Through this prowork. The club added two Mrs. Lucy Peterman and Mr.
cedure we must dedicate our- new members; Miss Eliza John Whittaker who sang
things
selves fully to those
Trent and Hubert Mayes, Jr. musical selections; Mrs. Artie
that will bring about maturity
The club is very entusiastic G. Nelson and Joe L. Nelson,
in ifs fullest sense.
over the idea of selling the who extended greetings; and
Yes, life is a matter of Tri-State Defenders, and the Rev. S. A. Owen, a long-time
growing up. Only to the extent community as a whole has friend of the family.
that we grow up will we be taken the same attitude. We The Varnadoes were married
able to enjoy life at it fullest. appreciate the patience that on Feb. 21, 1912 in Canton,
Youth Day was recently Everything that God has put they have shown in continu- Miss., and all of their five
observed at Trinity Baptist here He expects us to enjoy ing to purchase these papers children were present for the
Church, 1058 Overton Park. it. We are able to enjoy only even when our articles were anniversary celebration. They
The featured speech was made to the degree that we have not printed as we promised. included: Willie C. Varnado of
by Rev. B. T. Fuller. During developed an appreciation for
meeting will be Detroit, Mich.; Mrs. Doris V.
the observance the Usher the better things of life. Life Our next
Grove Bap- Conic of Jackson, Miss.; Mrs.
Lake
the
at
held
only
Board, Sunshine Band and will become "abundant"
Weaver Road, Pearl V. Crawford of Merion
church
tist
able
Educational Circle installed to the extent that we are
V.
Saturday March 3, at 3 p.m. dian, Miss.; Mrs. Lillian
officers.
to appreciate what God has
is the Watkins, of Montgomery, Ala.;..
Dandridge
C.
Rev.
The
and
see
Appearing on program were done for us. When we
church. We will and Mrs. Ernestine V. Guy of
Mrs. Eldora Thorpe, Mrs. Onie appreciate the handiwork of pastor of the special guests, Memphis.
our
as
have
appreciate
Sykes.
Mass and Sullivan
God we are able to
Whitehaven Eight of the 11 grandchilDuring an evening pro- God but this can be realized members of the
Our groups dren of the couple were preclub.
Civic
Junior
-113:0u2
we
that
Beasley
Dorothy
gram, Mrs.
only to the extent
together and debate sent. They were: Levi Jr.,
come
will
were
spiritually.
Holmes
Ozzie
and Mrs.
have grown
and
Doristine
just
James,
We
Donald
ideas.
.. honored. A bounquet of flow- Not only does a real mar- and exchange
are as sharp Pearl Watkins; and Carmella,
etzzi
ers was presented to each. riage demand maturity and hope that they people. We
Beverly and Francine Guy.
young
our
as
Ilia
program
at
guests
_Special
adulthood but life at its high- would like very much to have Messages from the absent
were Taft Holmes, Mrs. Della est peak is a matter of putof the St. Luke grandchildren were presented
Abston, Mr. and Mrs. Robert ting on the full armour of some members come and join
on the program. Myrna Crawchurch
Barnes, Miss Rhelda Davis God or growing to a point Baptist
since that church is ford sent tape-recording greetclub
our
and Miss Minnie Ross.
that we are able to ward off
this community. ings and a musical selection.
Also participating in the those forces of destruction that also a part of
open to all who Camille Varnado sent an oriaffair were Sloan Boyd, Mrs. constantly haunt us. We must This club is
have something ginal poem which was read
T. McKinney, and Mrs. Pearl constanIty strengthen our- feel thatt hey
others, or who are by her father. Marie Watkins,
offer
to
Anderson.
selves to the point that we can
themselves. who is attending Northwestern
Trinity church's Young Ma- look back and see the things in need of help
University, sent a telegram.
trons have made plans to pre- of question that we did last The Lake Grove Angels Other
present
relatives
sent Douglas High School's year are no longer with us. Baseball clubs, Junior and
were: Mr. and Mrs. Oliver
,Glee Club, Sunday evening, The one and only way that we Senior will meet at the home Varnado; Rev. and Mrs. W. C.
-March 11. Mrs. James Rainey can do this is realized when of Mr. J. D. Saulsberry Sr.
Holmes; James C. Crawford
is president; Mrs. Ophelia Ross we expose ourselves to the on March 14. All potential
Meridian, Miss.; Frank N.
members are asked to be pre- of
is program chairman and Mrs. true spirit of God.
Conic of Jackson, Miss.; Dr.
sent.
Opal Fitzgerald is secretary.
and Mrs. George Carmichael
William Meeks is manager of Canton. Miss.
assistant
is
and Lozie Boddie
Rev. Varnado is a graduate
manager. In order to become of Alcorn college in Alcorn,
served pastora member of these clubs, one Miss. and has
Miss.; Jackson,
Canton,
in
ates
or
must attend some church
Miss.; Jackson, Tenn.; and BirRev. H. H. Battle, pastor of church school.
mingham, Ala. before coming
The "Annie Pickett" Mis- the First Baptist Church of
Memphis in 1949 to the
to
Col
of
Owen
Coleman
Circle
sionary
Chattanooga and
the direc- Jackson Ave. Baptist Church
under
Choir
College
rethe
at
at
met
church,
c.22z2)
CME
spoke
Chapel
lege Trustee,
Cummings
Graham.
cent each to your church, civic
Worth
the home of Mr. and Mrs. J. gular Mid-Week Chapel Serv tion of Mrs. D. T. attending —later changed to
1960.
in
Rev. Battle was
Street Baptist Church,
Tooles of Chicago at. re- ice at the College last Wed
group or charitable organization.
the Mid-Winter Session of the He is active in many reli.4sently. Mrs. E. E. Dunigan, nesday.
Missionary
Baptist
civic organizations
and
gious
Tennessee
Bring or Mail to
"My
was
topic,
Battle's
teacher for the group, lead a
Rev.
Educational Convention including vice chairman of the
discussion.
Brother and I," in keeping and
Advertising Agency
Air-Press
trusBaptist
of
Board
Jude
Owen College
Among those present were: with the observanse of Na- held at the St.
2071 Union Avenue
Church. He is president of the tees; the Tennessee Baptist
1.
Mrs. Magnolia O'Neal presi- tional Brotherhood week.
Missionary and Educational
,:dent of the group; Mrs. Lovie Music was provided by the Eastern Region.
Memphis, Tennessee.
and
NAACP
the
Convention;
Holman, Mrs. Lucile Johnson.
the Non-Partisan Voters ReMrs. Fannie Tooles. Mrs. Mary
gistration Movement.
Tatum and Mrs. Ethel WilliamA reception was held in the
son.
annex of the church where
the couple presided over a
‘'uled to be held in the home'
three tier wedding cake and
of Mrs. Lucile Johnson on
:_traCe
a table loaded with assorted
Chicago at.
I
Rev. E. E. Dunigan is pastor
Baptist church in sion period will be held at 7
of the church.
Rev. William A. Lawson, Hebron
Kan.
p.m. each night.
director-teacher of the Baptist Pittsburgh,
t in the A rededication period will
Student Union Center at Texas "Self Involvemen
been
has
Our
Time"
of
Crisis
Housbe held at the mid week chapel
Southern University of
as this year's theme services on Wednesday, March
ton. Texas, will be the speaker chosen
Rev. Fred Lofton 14.
during the annual observance announces
minister.
of Religious Emphasis Week college
_,a
5V3571
,
-1
College, March 11- A reception will be held in
New ollicri of “, Delta at Owen
CHOIR ROBES
honor of the speaker directly
14.
on
dub 24 were installed
the regular monthly
High Fashion Stylunq
Rev. Lawson, a native of, St. following
Wednesday night, Feb. 14, in
Superbly Tailored
the B. A. de- vespers on Sunday, March 11
received
Louis,
GuyEddie
., the home of Mrs.
A. de I. at 4 p.m., which marks the -At An Economy Price' I
Tennessee
from
gree
at.
by
-ton of 882 N. Second
02:RoD
in 1950 and the beginning of Religious Em
SHAPIRO - SOUTHERN
011ie Lee King, a mem- State Univ.
1953 and the phasis Week.
COMPANY
UNIFORM
in
degree
D.
B.
Baptist
ber of Ebenezer
will 314 tooth Moo, Si.
JA 6 1(11
of Theology degree Religious conferences
church's Beautification club. Master
Coll for Mr, I ol/or
Baptist Theo- be arranged each afternoon for
Central
the
from
were
members
Mt
?fon
n1
Rap,,,
new
Two
(Pernbe,
Seminary of Kansas students and faculty members
hutch for Infortnotmet)
added to the club. They includ- logical
discus
and
Hour"
A
"Coffee
formerly
He
as.
ed Mrs. Clara Blackwood and City, Kans
pastor at the Mt.
Mrs. Amanda Moore. A tasty served as
menu was served by the
hostess to conclude the meetdprliCi eirofed

t.

Mt.Zion Church
To Honor Pasta!
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Where you are Always
Among Friends

Where Prices are Right
And Clerks Polite!
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Trustee Speaks
At Owen's Chapel
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The Public's Favorite
Gift Stamps

E 8.1.uhonor

UNIFORMS

club's next meeting
will be held In the home of
MM. William Pruitt of 882
Njbeend it. with Mrs. Davie
Lee Douglas as hostess.
Sirs. Dorenzo Simmons is
president of the • club.
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$5,150 Yearly Needed For N.Y. Family Of 4 7

FEPC Gets 'Action' When
Negro Job Seekers Protest

Other Peoples

•- BUSINESS

SAN FRANCISCO — What ences he was given the job.
NEW YORK—A New York the total requirements of a
happened to an experienced Two laborers applied togethof four requires $5,150 family consisting of an employfamily
BY A. L FOSTER
telephone switchboard opera- er at an employment agency.
annually, or $99.04 weekly, ed man, a housewife, a boy Of
tor when she applied for work The application of one, a Cauto maintain an "adequate but 13 and a girl of 8, are based
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
at five establishments listing casian was accepted, but that
modest" standard of living. on the Council's family budgvacancies is related by the of the Negro, was refused. InCOSMOPOLITAN CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
These figures, based on Octo- et standard. This is a measure
CLlifornia Fair Employment vestigation of the Negro's comber, 1961 prices, were made of the cost of living in New
Practice Commission FEPC) in plaint led to conferences in
(Formerly ('hicago Negro Chamber of (ommerce)
public recently by the Budg- Y irk City for self-supporting
its report on cases closed dur- which inexperienced agency
et Standard Service of the families of given size and
personnel learned the meanTwo interesting bits of news dent of the Chicago, and
ing January, 1962.
Community Council of Great- composition. The kinds of
employment
-have come to the attention American Bar Associations. He
er New York on completion of goods and services used in
The Negro PBX operator ing of the fair
applicacalculating costs are typical of
7of this columnist which I want was once general counsel for
its annual price survey.
filed applications with an em- law, the complainant's
he was
the Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternilip share with my readers.
ployment agency, two hospitals, tion was accepted, and
rose .8 purchases made by families in
services
and
Goods
the low-to-moderate income
, One, stock in the Fuller ty. He is on the Washington
an insurance office and an air- offered job referrals.
percent in cost between OctoAn experienced Negro soProducts Company may now Park YMCA board and has
craft factory, all in the same
October, 1961. groups.
ber,
1960
and
charged
discriminabe purchased. For several served as chairman of the fi- MISS PAULINE STEGER. suburban industrial area. Fail- cial worker
The increase resulted primari- PRICES SOAR
Curtis ing to obtain a job, she com- tion when a county welfare
Helene
"Years, investors have wanted nance committee. He is vice formerly
ly from higher costs for serv- This year's survey showed
her.
hire
to
refused
department
the opportunity of sharing in president of the Deacons board Ever-Perm sales represent's. plained to FEPC.
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that some powerful elements sociation feels the NAACP
:.gationists substantive ground on which to Today countless stores, restaurants and of the
white community would spokesmen in Memphis have oslav Pelikan of Yale Divinity Jews live side by side under a for the first time, "to think
harden their resistance and continue their railroad and bus terminals are receiving like to see perpetuated . . . done racial progress in this school.
government that shows no of- about going beyond mere
tolanti-racial policy.
and accommodating Negro patrons on an in order to strenghten their community a din-service by Dr. Pelikan scouts the new fical preference among them. erance to
genuine understandfrontier
in
It can therefore be said, with a fair integrated basis.
interfaith
relation- Dr. Pelikan notes that it has ing."
contention that the Negro is noblishing its recent erronedegree of accuracy that the dismissal of
Despite these meaningful social gains basically inferior . . . a clown ous, malicious, and scandalous ships in a brief but provocative taken Americans a long time "Tolerance," he explains, "is
those students who took an active part in which provide ample just5fication for the . . an "Uncle Tom" . . . be- statement' in the local press. little pamphlet entitled "plat- to achieve a seasonable de- at best a negative virtue." It
gree of "order in the house." may mean only that you don't
the movement for integration, and the agitation *for equality, President Clark reft of dignity, intelligence, It is not true that the Jubi- form of good will."
closing down of the 'whole school, have would wish to turn Southern University and racial and individual lee Association is "a Negro It is being distributed by the At one time or another in the have very strong convictions
National
pride
Conference
of
segment of the Memphis CotChris- nation's history, members of on a particular subject, and are
retarded the march of racial desegrega- into a vast plantation turning out handPOINTS OF VIEW
ton Carnival." The Carnival tians and Jews for use in con- every religious group have therefore indifferent to what
tion beyond calculation.
kerchief-heads, good only in the vanish- There are no doubt many Association
spokesman would nection with "Brotherhood been subjected to discrimina- the other fellow believes or
President Felton Clark's assertion ing, unskilled act of picking cotton.
Memphians and Mid-South be the first to confirm this Week" observances which will tion or persecution, and even says.
erners who resent the conno- . . because the Carnival AsUnderstanding, however, inij•
*********••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
••
•
.
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tatiohs conveyed by the word sociation has long questioned •
volves a positive respect for
"cotton" in the Jubilee title the observance of the Negro
another person's views on a
. . . who regard the organiza- show . . . in more ways than
matter about which you do
tion's activities as child's play one.
care deeply.
•
. . . who feel that the energy HoW COME?
•
How can Protestants. Cath
•
By bombarding Congress with re- GOP officials, on improved organization, expended to present the Jubi- T h e Jubilee Association •
• tics and Jews move beyo,
•
•
quests for legislation President Kennedy on more Republican salesmen, regardless lee could be better used in feels it has been definitely •
4 tolerance toward understand"is not only appeasing Democrats who of what they sell, particularly in the big behalf of racial advancement maligned, and scandously poring?
.
.
.
who
think
that
the
•
Jubilee
NAACP
by
the
statetraved
- accuse him of lacking enterprise and cities.
"The first step," says the
•
serves the prejudiced segment ment that its activities have ****••***********
•••••••••••••••••••••
••••? Yale theologian, is "to acquire
drive but is also hitting the Republicans
It was in the big cities that Mr. Ken- of the white community by led to the delinquency. and dewhere it hurts them most.
nedy found his majority in 1960 and a supporting the old cliche that bauchment Of Negro youth .
MANI TAKE OFF THAT
azine quotes a New York psy- information about one another
If he forces them to vote, especially recent report showed that in these cities "The Negro is happy and con- leading them to drunkenness, APRON
chiatrist as saying that a that is historically accurate
on the new Department of Urban Affairs Republican workers, especially paid full- tented with the status quo, as vulgarity and immorality . . . Not long ago a dean-of- father who changes the baby's and religiously sound."
:and Housing—on his welfare proposals, time ones, are almost unbelievably thin proven by the abandon shown by the presentation of its ob- women at a southern univer- diapers may confuse his chil- "Much of what we 'know'
as the "tail" of the Memphis servance. The burden of proof sity said during an address dren about the roles of the about other traditions than
aid for education, improvements in pub- on the ground.
our own simply is not so, or
that " . . . promoting full rec- sexes.
ren-,a'ns with the NAACP.
lie assistance, medical benefits for the
The Republicans have little prospect Cotton Carnival."
represents only a part of the
aged—he will also force the Republicans of actually winning in these urban cen- Those and 'more could be It is obviously and definite- ognition of the father as head Could this account for the whole."
to demonstrate publicly their inability to ters, but they hope to reduce the huge factors in the convictions of ly wrong for the NAACP of the home is urgently need- reason many young men in- Another necessary ingredithe NAACP spokesmen who spokesmen to make constant ed to strengthen family living torested only in
agree on such matters.
marrying a ent is "plain good will."
Democratic majorities which offset Re- actively oppose the Jubilee or- references to Jubilee person- in the rural South."
girl after they have deterrninAlready this inability has frustrated publican votes in suburban and rural ganization and annual
pre- nel as "Uncle Toms" when it About three months before ed whether or not she will be "The commandment, 'thou
a suggestion that the party should pro- areas and thus enable the Democrats to sentation.
can be easily established that the dean's speech. Coronet able to help "bring the bacon shalt not bear false witness
duce its own legislative program as a carry state-wide contests.
against thy neighbor' is in all
Interestingly enough, the this same Jubilee personnel is magazine
published an ar- home." Or is it a case of "like our Bibles," says Dr. Pekikan.
--constructive alternative to President
Since Congressional and State elec- Jubilee administrators a n d well represented as dues-pay- tide entitled "Husbands and father, like son?"
"Yet do we not find ourselves
"Kennedy's.
tions are fought largely on local and per- members are among the first ing members of the NAACP Wives Should Do Own Jobs."
In spite of warnings from the more sonal issues, organization may indeed be to recognize and respect these chapter itself, with some of The article started off with the The magazine article went unconsciously comparing the
on to say "it is more desirable best in our tradition with the
them having been among the earth - shaking
progressive Republicans that the party more important than policy for the Re- points of view.
warning . . .for a man to help his wife worst in another?
But, on the other hand, the original founders of the unit.
'.must approach today's problems posi- publicans next November; even
"Husbands
of
the
world unite!' with h e r household chores "We suspect that behind the
though
tively, that it is "agin' everything" was it is the cities that the party suffers most Jubilee Association sticks to 0 n e begins to wonder Both the speech by the dean than it is for his wife to help smile
of a Roman Catholic
its guns because of its own whether or not there are perof women, Mrs. 0. B. Moore him with his after-hours bus- stands the
the main impression given by its leading from the refusal of its reactionaries to conviction that
grand inquisitor, or
the Memphis sonal axes being ground in
of
Southern
university
in Bat- ness work. A wife's prestige that the cordiality of a Jew
spokesmen in recent weeks.
support social welfare programs.
Cotton-Makers Jubilee has the current NAACP hassel
on
Rouge.
La.;
and
Coronet's
is often enhanced by holding merely veils the hard heart o
The Republicans are now busy raising
And if, as may well be the case, it is made, and still seeks to make over the Jubilee. Sure, they
funds for the campaign which will end the liberal Republicans who achieve the a tangible and definite contri- have a right to disagree with article were very interesting a job—but an apron does a a Pharisee, or that the
to
particularly
me,
after
the
lot less for a man."
. on November 6th with the election of victories, if Richard Nixon becomes Gov- bution to the progress of the the idea. But, increasing numerant' modern Protestan
would persecute Paptists if
:435 members of the House of Representa- ernor of California, and George Romney Negro in the South and the bers of people are beginning executive secretary of t h e THE IMAGE
Memphis
Urban
League,
nation.
A lot of children got it all he ever had the opportunity.
to wonder who's trying to gain
tives, 37 Senators and 35 State Governors. Governor of Michigan, then by 1964
they HELP HIMSELF
Rev.
James
A.
McDaniel;
anwhat by the destruction of a
conf used because their And we do this despite our
Success in these elections, as a start- may be able to check the trend to the
nounced recently that of the
ing point for victory in the 1964 Presi- right which has so much to do with the The Jubilee was started as Negro program that has hurt estimatedmale students mothers have been earning the knowledge that these historical
a protest movement . . . a nobody and is paying its own
bread—taking care of family- stereotypes are all caricatures."
dential contest, depends, according to present ineffectiveness of their party.
in local colleges, less than 300
protest against the stereo- way. How come?
business (daddy is too ignor- A third hallmark of genuine
of them are Negro men.
ant) and barking out orders understanding, is "the practiice
TOO FEW
•
so long until they think that of candid criticism."
The college dean stated "mommie,, is perfectly
within Today, says Dr. Pelikan,
further in her speech that she her rights to
wear the pants. "We are afraid that criticism
pitied Negro boys, who grow The dean-of-women
pointed may seem 'intolerant' and
PHILADELPHIA—In its first eign Mission Bureau announced pilgrim Mission at Issele-Uku fiell of
up in mother - dominated out in her speech
mission aid," a spokes"the busi- somehow un-American." But
—major breakthrough, for Afri- that it will undertake the maj- in Nigeria. The activity is
homes
where
they
sometimes
man for the bureau has pointed
ness manager of Southern uni- "one difference between tol.,can Missions, the Baptist For- or American responsibility for
develop complexes that are venity,
headed by Dr. S. W. Martin, a out.
G. Leon Netterville erance and understanding is
NEW YORK — (UPI) — never overcome, or in any
native Nigerian, who has Dr. Martin, head of the Pil- Foreign competition has killed
complained that the image of that we become less touchy
worked in the African Mission- grim System in Nigeria, told off 41 per cent of the jobs in home where the boys take sec- the American Negro will con- and more tough in our conary field for more than 40 years. the Foreign Mission Bureau's the American hand tool in- ond place to the girls in home tinue to be tarnished until tacts, developing the freedom
The work at Issele-Uku is a di_ ectors that their help will dustry since 1947, according to comforts and educational op- more husbands assume full and security with one another
part of an extensive operation enable the system to "set up Steelways, official publication portunities, resulting in an in- family responsibilities in the that enables us all to speak
under the direction of the Pil- a school of religion with a de- of the American Iron and Steel tenor status for them when home!,
fraternally and frankly."
they grow up to become hus- I would advise
grim Mission System, which has ca,-tment of theology and Institute,
the Negro "This is not a matter of
bands."
received sons eaid from BP- Bible training." Bureau aid will
women to change their atti- 'shake hands and come out
A $10 million increase in fede- HOSPITALS OFF PACE
tists in the United States for also go toward a Teachers About 100 American hand I am glad the dean-of-women tude about pushing to educate fighting,'" he concludes, "but
has
been
funds
"incentive"
building
has
not
Hospital
ral
producers
been
tool
afhave
e
.
did
not
say
"grow up to be- their daughters a n d paying of facing each other critically
almoet two generations; and the Training school and a mat rniavailable for hospital construe- kept pace with population
decision of the Mission's board ty hospital, Dr. Martin said, fected by the "hardware dis- come men." They don't. That little or no attention to the just because we are brethern."
...aion. The increase, coming on growth, new medical advances,
hand
imported
tool
ease"
is
—
one
of
the
many reasons
lace a portion of its future
In addition to the school and price competition due largely that they are referred to so, role their sons should play in
2top of a record $1.1 billion con- and increased use of hospitals, t,
p
'..
the
he
hands
n
e
w
in
.
of
I
y
a well orientated family unit.
hospital, the Pilgrim Mission to the lower comparative wage often—despite my
Itruction year raises the ceil- according to the Association.
eat
40Bureau
formed Foreign Mission B
chargrin—' Many Negro women, today,
....
g of federal construction
The 6,876 hospitals list
ined
by is being h a ii e d by religious System also supports forty-five rates which favor foreign pro- "as boys," Too few of them asa r e frustrated because they
. fund to $20 million, and pro- the American Hospital Associaam all, out-mission schools ducers of hammers, screw- sume the responsibility
t
throughout the country gically
leaders
of a are unable to find husbands
aappreciablestrate
vides an opportunity for the tion provide approximately 1 8
wrenches
within
pliers,
located
a
and
drivers,
man—a
father—a
husband—an
-'- as n
endorsement radii
on their educational level . . .
of thirty miles.
—nation's hospital system to ex- million beds.
-nation's
other hand tools, the publics- intricate part of the commun- so they become the victim
that unit.
of
.1.74zand to meet population growth Another 867,000 beds are
The System, which is direct- tion said.
life.
ity
,
an ignorant husband.
..ntild increasing hospital use, it needed for all types of hospi- The Foreign Mission Bureau ed from the main work at Among competitive market- The tragic part about the BE
A
MAN
•'••••A I reported by the American tals, and an additional 252,000 was founded, with Dr. C. C. Issele-Uku, has 7,000 students ing examples it cited were Nbyeg.roandm.a large,1e inthheen
sou
.thp,echkeed.
is vises:
The article in Coronet ad=`....sociation of Fund-Raising beds are needed in nursing Adams as head, after many °-f and upward of 190 missionaries, supermarkets offering needle
"The way to .make the
homes. In addition to new th2 country's leading Baptist teachers, preachers and lay nosed pliers made in Japan woman-dominated and lacking
• —rounsel. Inc.
-- Approximately 3,400 private- beds, an estimated $3.5 billion supporters of that denomina- workers. The now expansive at 59 cents a pair, while the in education and skill for jobs. sexes equal is not by sharing
=„y supported, short-term, vol- is needed for modernization lion's foreign work had con- undertaking, which grew from town hardware dealer retails That accounts, to a large mea- t heir jobs . . . A husband NEW YORK — (UPI) —
tell his wife that in American Telephone & Tele=Anton, hospitals which corn- and
replacement of present eluded that a new emphasis a small mission supported, ini- for $3.08 a well-known quality sure, why there are more Ne- should
their family's best interest, she
..—prise half of the hospitals in hospital beds, the Association '
tially, by the Pilgrim Baptist brand made domestically.
'A. 3 °ceded'
g r o women either heading should do her own dishes." graph Co.'s total profit in 1961
The new setup, which nurn- Church, of Chicago, is believed A major mail order company households or are the chief
=be U.S., will benefit from the reported.
was the highest ever achieved
I would advise the Negro
•—increased funds available un- Since 1946, when federal bers many of the Younger Bap- by many African observers to catalogs automatic screwdriv- bread-winner in the family.
any U. S. corporation, its
obtaited_o
n an edbt:icnatiaio
--eler the Hill-Burton Act.
funds were first made avail. ti.t leaders ia its general con- be the most thorough and well era from abroad at $1.98 while In most instances—the chief
nnual report showed.
ajY
job. lannual
. The 14 per cent increase in able, the government has pro.text, expects to expand the planned activity of its kind the American-made original bread - winner controls the prsvtds its die seeds of your
AT&T earnings for the cal-1961 hospital construction was vided $1.2 billion of the en whole ethic of mission work
for $4.28 at local hard- roost.
family. C u t yourself &loose endar year totaled $1,284,586,--attributed by the U. S. De- billion applied to new hospi_ in Africa, according to its to be found an where on that sells
ware stores, Steelways said. The article in Coronet mag- from your wife's apron string. 000
continent.
..partment of Health. Education tal construction. Federal funds board of directors.
"With his average total
Employ your wife in y o u r . or $5 52 share compared
Welfare to some $620 million under the Hill-Burton program SUPPORTS SCHOOL,
hourly remuneration now hit- the competitors have the jobs o„, home to eare.toe a ,ti with $1,212,966,000 of $5.53 in
.of construction without fede- are apportioned by area and HOSPITAL
The cotton equivallent of ting about $2.80 an hour, the and the American worker has mother your children a n d 1960 — the previous all-time
..ral aid. Construction with fede- applied
according
to
the "Many of us now recognize
American hand tool worker paid for his enviable status make her take those pants off
record.
_rat aid continued at 6480 mil- amount raised by the hospital the fact that as Africa under- imported cotton textiles av- may be the envy of his
28- either wth the very job that she had been wearing too long. The slight decline in pe
eraged
about
six per cent of cent
Lon, and direct federal con- locally, similar to the match- goes broad and wholesome
an hour Japanese cons- created it, or with a reduction Oh yes! men . . . take off that share earnings
reflected an in...it. uction maintained its 1960 ing gift programs used by in- change, so must the form and U.S. mill consumption of got- Petitor or even
his 91.16 an in his working hours," the apron so you can stand tall crease in the number of
,,level of $50 million.
, dustry.
text of our activities in the ton in 1960.
hour Swedish comoetitor—but publicatims •44.4
on? -^••''- 12.• A Man."
s:.area outstanding last year.
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Theologian Lauds Protestants, Jews
Catholics For Tolerance Among Groups
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BaptistSponsor American Pilgrim Mission In Africa
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U.S. Hikes Funds For
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Dear Mme Chante: I am 44 cis Rankins, 19 Upper Oxtoml
years old, married and have St., Kingston, annaloa, B.W.I.
•••
7 children, ages 7-20. I am a
Roman Catholic. Would like to Dear Mme Chante: I am a
hear from anyone on general Nigerian and would like a pen
topics. Someone with children friend from the United States
or even a child in a large or any part of the world. I I
am • young man of SO. My.1
family could write.
I have two boys, 20 and hobbies are football, photo14, others are girLs. I am an graphy. — Isaac Bisi Oladapo,
accountant and would be de- E.G.N. Training School, P.M.
lighted to hear from other ac- Bag 2030, Lagos, Nigeria, West
J. Africa.
countants. — Kenneth
•••
Clarke, 4 Central Road, Kencot, Kingston 10 Jantiaica. B. Dear Move Chante: I would
like very much to hear from
W. I.
•••
a young lady between the
Dear Mme Chante: I would ages of 18 and $5 who is Inter,
like to correspond with an at- csted in marriage. I ant 25, 6
inches tall, weigh 175
tractive young lady between feet,
18 and 25, weighing not over lbs. She may have one or two
130 lbs. I am not seeking a children. Must be willing to
pen pal but someone who is work the first year of Our
serious and wants the better marriage. Anyone not sincere
things in life. I am dark do not write. — Ocie L. Nickbrownskin, 145 lbs, 5 beet, 6 erson, 4106 W. 13th St., Chicainches tall. Will answer all go, Ill.
•••
sincere letters. Please enclose
Dear Mme Chante: I would
photo in first letter. — Edward Ward. 4749 S. Ingleside like to become. nwenber
your pen pal dub. 7 am $2,
Ave., Chicago 15, Ill.
•••
dark complexion. Would like
Dear Mme Chante: I am in- to bear from gnetlemen beterested in becoming a mem- tween 40 and 60 of fair coin Dorothy Motes!,
ber of your pen pal club. I pletrion.
am 25, fair complexion. Oc- c/o ms. V. Jackson, 85 Oxford
cupation, hair dresser — Fran- St., Kingston, Jamaica, B.W.1.
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More Companies Eyeing
Negro Buying Power
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"Portugal herself has become mobs of whites prodded by the
the best salesman of Commun- press responded by dumping
ism in Angola by serving as the American consul's car in
the propaganda agent for the the bay," he concluded.
NEW YORK — Consumer- mane big US. advertisers now thing she fears most." So says
goods compenies are becoming substitute Nape models in a Methodist layman, who
increasingly, if belatedly, con- their ads for Etiony (dr. 700,- served as a missiionary to Anscious of the Negro market as 000) Magazine. Aootsrding to gala from 1953 to December,
a distinct and flourishing enti- Time, last year Ebony carried 1961.
ads from 5'7 of the nation's top
ty with the U.S. economy.
Frecterck Brancel, who was
In the past dozen years, 100 advertiser, Another ba- deported by the Portuguese
Time said in its Feb. 9 Wale, rometer: 20 years ago, only after being held prisoner for FALSETTO VOICE
the personal income of U.S. three U.S. radio stations offerthree months on charges of es_
wy MARCUS H. SOULWARE
Negroes has doubled to $27 ed programs tailored to Ne"conniving with terriorists," QUESTION: What is meant
billion, and now constitutes 7 gres Now more than SOO do.
made his statement in refuting by the falsetto voice, and how
Experts dispute how best to
per cent of the U.S. total —
that
assertions
Portuguese
Can it be coped with?—K. L.
a buying force about equal to approach the Negro market.
n
are leading the B.
that of the whole population Prof. Henry A. Bullock of Communists
university, revolt in Angola.
of Canada. The U. S. Negro Texas Southern
ANSWER: Simply the MlInstaed of recognizing the
popillation, which now stands argues that Negroes resent as
is termed a false voice.
conditions of poverty, ig_ setto
at 19 million, is increasing 57 condescending the use of Ne- numme,
filth, disease, abusive It is in part a disorder of pitch
Proper cent faster than the rest gro models and specially
denial of and partly one of quality.
adapted radio programs. He labor practices arid
of the nation.
fessor Negus says that in the
as
n
representatio
From Camel to Dodge, advocates a broad appeal that political
falsetto only a portion of the
sells to both whites and Ne- causes of the revolt, Brancel cords vibrate.
Cornblames
said, Portugal
In recent years the Dickey groes, such as Revlon's use of
In the male yoke, the lowest
munism as the instigator.
farm has become a kind of Singer Harry Belafonte an TV.
made in this
"To the African it is logical notes cannot be
GibParke
D.
Harlem's
But
and
farming
tree
in
model
notes
that if Communism is such a manner, but the highest
Marketan
independent
son,
the
year
Last
building.
soil
this voice is
exiscidlvie secretary
threat to Portuguese rule," he can. Sometimes
PILGRIM BAPTIST Mission ington (left) and Dr. S. W. stand beside the sign. The Adams,
"the
that
argues
adviser,
ing
Forestry
Annual
County
Pike
Misphonating on
was of the Baptist Foreign
office
"it must be his hope for Produced when
headquarters at Issele-Uku is Martin, native Nigerian who headquarters
Field Day was held on their Negro does not look at spacial stated.
of breathe. It
inhalation
the
lion.
C.
Dr.
C.
of
Pos.
memory
in
built
mission,
the
Baptist
heads
the
more
WashA.
The
J.
liberation.
as
• pictured here
--farm. More than 500 farmers, marketing as a form of segrenly
n:
te o
hoaullldamboeunatsddoefd a rth r
ilin
blast Communism as s
Forest Service officials, and gation, but rather as recogni- tuguese
are
unrest,
the
of
instigator
the
S o i 1 Conservation Service tion."
essary to provide the speaking
Agreeing with this view is the more appealing this un.
technicians took part in the
falsetto,
the
to
becomes
Negro
power
first
Russell,
C.
known
Harvey
event.
One of the procedures used
president appointed by African."
Dickey and corn, the Dickeys sell
Mrs. Dickey hopes to build a vice
1!.. A faint family that was fifth of a bale to the acre to ready for harvesting.
eggs
cows,
21
their
Although Brancel discounted in correcting the falsetto is to
the Pepsi-Cola Co. Russell has
from
milk
by seleceven
that
estimates
model
a
be
will
trying
which
home
limb
Corn
half.
a
on
out
and
a
nearly
bale
to
one*
Negro Portugal's claims of Corn- lower the habitual pitch level
the lar- from their 50 layers, and pine for homemakers, too says MTh. encouraged Pepsi to use
_make a living on wornout
up from 15 to 85 bushels tive cutting (cutting
models in ads and placards, munist leadership of the re- of the speaker, employ relaxhome
her
wood.
kindling
Carter
for
B.
Lillian
stumps
land now has $15,000 is
the
eroded
leaving
and
per acre, and sweet potatoes ger trees
employs 18 Negro field repre- volt, he saidthat Communism ation exercises, and utilization
•s•
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'n' Andy Att."
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Boston.
pert*, however, Seymour be- shake from President Dr. Smith. a native of
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who congratulates him on gree from Michigan State
U. S. Negroes aiemaking to
weed economic and social being assigned to teach in University and will serve at
- 1,
.0117
professor of psychology at
equality will eventually make the oarninurdeations departspecial appeala unnecessary ment at Gibbs Junior College Gibbs. Dr. Black,• native of
Arkansas, received his batheHe predicts that within 15 in St. Petersburg, Fla. Black
years Nigro radio stations will is the second white instruct- lor's, master's and doctorate
die out. "I 'guess," says he or to teach in the first pub- degrees from the University
wryly, "we're going to tall licly supported institution in of Arkansas.
Florida to desegregated both
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"Out on

I

quently reprinted in recent years:
1. There was a young
man from the city
Who met what he
thought was a kitty.
He gave it a pat
And said, "Nice little
cat."
They buried his
clothes, out of pity.
2. God's plan made a
hopeful beginning
But man spoiled his
chances by sinning.
We trust that the story
2,13
Will end in God's
glory
But, at present, the other side's winning.
•
•
•
A violet-eyed starlet introduced her escort at the Os-or Awards
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to George Kennedy as "a leading southern planter
discovered later ben a mortician from AtlAnta
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HER MAJESTY, CAROLE JONES, was crowned the
1962 Queen of the National Defense Cadet Corps of
Memphis City High school on Feb. 17. Above, Queen
Carole, seated on her throne, is being congratulated by
ilk retiring Queen Phyliss Ross. Both are students at Hamilton high school.

trr

'TRIUMPHANTLY SHE MARCHED thru the arch-of- forming the arch are: Major E. F. Gray, Maj. James
sabers — Queen Carole Jones, who won over candidates Davis, Maj. Harold Hightower, Maj. John Bridges, Col.
from six other city high schools. The pretty queen, a Michael Braswell, Lt. Col. Don Brownlee, Capt. Orhigh school junior, is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Pres- lando Hale, all of Hamilton, and Col. Robert Collins of
ton Jones, 1381 S. Willet St. The eight cadet officers Booker T Washington high.

MANASSAS HIGH SCHOOL Cadets and Sponsors as
they participated in the NDCC second annual banquet
which preceded the military ball at Carver high schooL
Standing, left-right, Major Annye Ruth Phillips and
Major Marvin Alexander. Seated: left-right, Lt. Col.
Mattie James and Lt. Col. Terry Edwards.

rfis

"The Twist" replaced the military-like grace
GRAND MARCH, with a backdrop of C 010rs and dolph, Major Annette Whitaker, Major Donald.Turner, MORE THAN 300 CADET Officers and their sponsors craze
Standards, signaled the start of the ball. The above Major Bobby Jones, Major Lena Shelton, Capt. Rich- waltzed to the music of the Ben Branch Band to start the waltz.
the second annual ball. However, the current dance
NDCC officers and their sponsors, are from Carver high ard Barhart and Capt. Carolyn Speight.
school. They are: Col. Shirley Hill, Col. Theodore Ran-

h.

of

j
toe,

oRa
ER
letters
e &strut{ 25 29
KYZ
4

MAJOR GEORGE L. ROBINSON, head of NDCC of
Wall of Memphis Nero high schools, is being told by the
four queen-contest judges, their choice of queen. First
alternate was Miss Shirley Hill of Carver high, and second alternate, Miss Francis Dancy of Booker T. Washington high. Other candidates for queen were: Miss

Freddie Rooks of Douglas high; Miss Eunice Logan of
Lester high; Miss Annye Ruth Phillips of Manassas;
and Miss Bernestine Prewitt of Melrose high. Judges
are, left-right, Don Delugach, real estate broker; Clark
Porteous, newspaper reporter; and Mrs. W. 0. Speight,
jr. At. the right is Col. Marvin Jacobs, guest speaker.

SPEAKER'S TABLE AT THE NDCC banquet accommodated representatives from various areas of Memphis. Standing is Col. Marvin L. Jacobs, district engineer with the U.S. Corps of Engineers, who delivered
the main address. Left-right at table are: Mrs. Helen

Hayes, Tom Hayes, Lee Thompson, E. C. Stimbert, superintendent of city schools; Mrs. R. Q. Venson, Don Delugach, Miss Harry Mae Simons, mistress of ceremony;
and Mrs. George Robinson.

19
19

14

•
DOUGLAS HIGH SCHOOL Cadets and sponsors are, Col. Freddie
Rooks;Col. Arthur James, Major Katheryn Neely and Major James
MacWilliams. Miss Rooks was competing for the queenship of
NDCC. •

WASHINGTON HIGH SCHOOL puts forth some of its best in the
NDCC in the above group which consists of, left-right, Lt. Col.
Frances Dancy, Lt. Col. Booker T. James, Major Joan Hampton,
Major Andrew Abernathy, Major Vivian Barnes, Major Marvin
Yates and Major Yvonne Jordan.

MELROSE HIGH SCHOOL was represented in great force by the
NDCC officers and sponsors which include Capt. Bernestine Prewitt, Capt. LeMuel McCall, Col. Abraham Campbell, Lt. Col. Carl
Hill, Lt. Col. Lydia Campbell, Col Major Clarence Walton, Col.
Major Faye Threatt, Col. Major William Bufford and CoL Major
Freddie Foster.(Staff photos by Withers)
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&imbed To Speak At Program
Of Walker Avenue School PTA

..
...
.
Go-R6
und
.
.
.• BY MARJORIE I. ULEN

E. C. Stimbert, superinten- prize at the last meeting.
dent of the Memphis City Other faculty members are:
schools, is expected to be the Mrs. Vera Archibald, Mies Joguest speaker when the Walk- sic Baldridge, Miss Georgie
er Ave school hold its PTA Banks, Miss Phyllis Brooks,
meeting Thursday. March 1, Mrs. Barbara Cooper, Mrs.
at 7:30 p.m.
Faye Davis, Mrs. Bernice HarThe presence of the superin- ris, Mrs. Rosa Holley. Mrs. Hattendent at this meeting, desig- tie House, Mrs Lillie Kirklon,
nated es "Family Night," is ex- Mrs. Gloria Lindsey, Miss
•
pected to draw a capacity Veamealure Patterson Miss Alcrowd and a series of pertinent berta Robinson, Mrs. Nannie
Iramatelanwasieson•ine:.
questions from the very in- Santos, Mrs. Jerlean Taylor,
With
millions of other Odetta was happy over the
terested parents of the com- Miss Evelyn Thomas, Miss QuiAmericans, we held our hopes warm reception from the aumunity. It is the third nightly ts Vaulx and Mrs Carla Walkhigh and fervently prayed dience. "I am glad they enmeeting held at the school since er.
during the impressive orbital joyed the concert," she said.
school began.
The PTA president is Mrs.
flight of Col. John Glenn into The youthful Odetta
Besides a very dynamic Ernestine Young. Mrs. Vilirie
is
outer space to his successful charming and exciting and
speaker, a highlight of each oftFifer is the vice president. The
landing.
there is power and force in
the meetings is the presentation secretary is Mrs. Blanche FanHaving removed our sights her voice. She is truly "tops"
of a prize to the home room ion.
from the celestial unknown, in the folk singing field.
with the largest number of pa- Charles J Patterson, Jr., is
we settled back to view the WOMEN'S
rents present. Robert Terrell's the principal of Walker ave.
ACTIVITIES
•
*.oso sixth grade class received the school.
pace of our mundane world
in which we mortals seek res- METROPOLITAN BAPTIST RECENTLY MARRIED . . tist church. The bride, the
CHURCH
women
were
Mr.
and
Mrs.
puthatArthur
Reed
former
Miss
Louise Bell is
pite from life's hurdy-gurdy
by participating in activities ing excament last week as Stand in traditional after - the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
they
culminated
wedding
a
pose
at
month
the
recepof
William
Bell.
Sr. She is a
...social, civic and cultural—
,
JUGS MEMBERS PAUSE for their annual Charity Ball,
all of which creates news f Women s activates at the tion which marked their re- graduate of Washington high
for • moment to relax dur- set for March 9. On the left
church by presenting dynamic cent wedding, which was school. Mr. Reed's parents Sr.
our readers.
ing the last minute planning is Marie Bradford and Mrs.
Mrs. Arnetta G. Wallace as performed by Rev. W. M. Mr. and Mrs. Willie Reed of
THE PATS
speaker last Sunday Fields. Jr.. of Vollentine Bap. Ma Austin. Hit is a ManasJohn Jordan.
The paths of connubial bliss guest
afternoon.
sas graduate. (Withers Photo). By SIMONE McANULTY and and the D. G. become popula:
and comradeship were effecdances?
tively trod when THE PATS Mrs. Wallace needs no inBONNIE LITTLE
entertained their favorite Val- troduction as such to Men'.Why is Sherry Jones cute?
11
entines at a post-Valentine phis, nor any other met
SPOTLIGHT
tan area of the country, having
dinner recently.
The Father Bertrand chapLektoyne's Modern Dance Hall. The dance program was
long been identified with the
ter of the National Honor
The vantage points of Wit- church
work she shares with Group, under the direction of a part of Negro History Week
belmien Lockard's orang e,
Society held its induction care
Alt Memphis is buzzing The Living-Ad presentation
her husband, Rev. Robert Wal Lucinda Edwards, offered an and the Centennial Decade
mony on Thursday morning in
brown and pine decorated den
about the J-U-G-S' Annual will be one hour earlier this
lace of Chicago, Ill. She is a hour of exciting entertainment Celebration of the college.
the auditorium.
left nothing to be desired in
Charity Ball, Friday, March 9, year from 11 p.m. to 12 midThursday morning in Bruce In the first section of the
national figure—a former
comfort or beauty for dancing, preme balsams of Alpha su
Membership in the organi
which promises to be a stellar night, so that patrons may
Kap
program,
Jones,
Betty
Matdining and giving cocktail pa
affair. In keeping with their enjoy and dance to Onzie's
Alpha Sorority Inc., a Moyse Jones presented several talyn McKinney, Barbara Mc- zation is one of the greates
shakers a few lessons in do- guiding
honors bestowed on a high
line of "firsts," the J-U-G-S renowned jazz music.
light in the Nationa outstanding numbers.
Moore and Mae D. Williams
ing the Twist.
school student.
have completed negotiations A. C. (Mooksati) Williams, a
Council of Negro Women and Scriptures
danced to "Lift Every Voice
moving
and
a
Caterers served a roast beef now spearheading the drive
Qualifications are scholar
for the Clearpool Ballroom on master of wit and ad-lib, will
and Sing." The tunes of
Edprayer
were
by
Rev.
given
supper with the men in mind; to raise thousands of dollars
Winchester at Lanthr. The be the M. C.
provided the ship, leadership, service and
and the tempting and beauti- for the Mary McLeod Bethune die Currie of the English de- "Deep River"
locale, with a richly decorated
J-U-G-S wishes everyone
musical background for danc- character. Mary Stiles, the
partment;
D.
Hurd
Mrs.
read
ful foods, from the cocktail memorial in the Nation's
interior, has adequate dancing keep in mind that the undeill
Gay era Telitha Caviness, Delores president, gave a brief talk
ca
hour through dessert were pital. A former teacher of the history of Founders'
importance
of
the
about
and
table
facilities
lying
with
reason for all the work
a
City P'ederation of Colored
Joyner, Mae D. Williams and
masterpieces, we're told. Es- Knoxville, where the Wal- and Mrs. M. Smith captivated Betty Jones.
Character. Arl Williams the Women's club observes An- modern motif of decorated pa- and planning is for the allepecially dreamy was the des- laces resided prior to moving the audience with the history
vice-president spoke on leader- nual Tea.
lettes
and
indirect
viationsof
lighting
the illegitimate birth
Williams. Caviness. Joyner
seri table, which was centered to Chicago, her energy is as of the Manassas PTA, going
ship; Mary King, secretary, On Feb. 18.
rate in Memphis and Shelby
the city Federa- throughout.
with a large silver bowl o limitless as her capacity for back to the early 30s, and hold- itrid McMoore also executed spoke on scholarship, and
Mrs.
Helen
Cooke.
County.
All contributions will
the gendark red cherries, served un- organization and administra- ing the very first mtnutes book movements that blended with Marian Hassell talked about tion of Colored Women's club eral chairman of the dance, go for the salary of
the caseheld its fourth annual "Sweetthe music of "We Thank Thee
of the organization,
der a volcanic blue flame as non.
service.
has
announced
that
the
work
theme
counselor,
Mrs. Ann
heart Tea."
?Ars, Lula smith, former 0 Lord." Solo numbers were
the lights were extinguished. Mrs.
this
year
will
be
"Dances
called
Robinson,
candidates
were
at
Service,
The
Family
Wallace was the house- PTA
The Tea was held in the lipresident introduced the done by Betty Jones to "On
At this point, the PATS sang
on the stage by Sister Mary brary of Stavin high school. Through The Ages." Depicting whose progress .in this rehaguest of her friends, Mr. and
and
Liberty
Slavery"
Earand
guest speaker, a former Man"Let Me Call You Sweetheart," Mrs.
James Martin. They included There were seven tables beau- the theme will be lovely sub- bilitation program of unwed
Ted Beauchamp, during
assasite, Mrs. Johnie L. Pet- line Houston to "I've Been
and presented each husband her
Teresa Thompson and Law- tifully decorated carrying out debs who will be dressed in mothers and fathers in Memvisit of last week and her ers, who
Rebuked."
Barbara
McMoore
and
gave
parents
and escort with • monogramrence Warren, seniors: and a Valentine theme. Tables beautiful glittering costumes phis and Shelby County. can
climaxing appearance Sunday
teachers a forthright speech and Ladell Patterson worked
med linen handkerchief.
Frank Yates, Jacquelyn Broad- were overlaid with white out- and will nostalgically take be obtained by request from
mem
be
the
duet
_
of
"
out
music
to
a
LUNCHEON
AND
which
will
long
Husbands receiving the hon- REctpriopi
nax, Leo Kolheim, Sherry work linen, white Damask, or some of us back to the days J-U-G-S, Inc.
bered. Another highlight of 'Nobody Knows the Trouble
ors, and the girl each man
Jones and Bernard Johnson, a white antique Satin cloth, of the Charleston, Waltz, J-U-G-S, Inc. is again reI've
Seen."
Metropolitan
the
was
program
an
impressive
women
gave
causes to have that ethereal
juniors.
with hearts, flowers, cupids, straight up to the current questing their patrons to wear
look in her eye are Arnette their distinguished guest VIP reading by Mrs A. Grayson The same young ladies
students
were
seven
The
mints,
candy and nuts. Rib- rages. the "Twist" and the formal attire. Bids to the ball
interesting
hospitality,
rendered
five
other
to
of
beginning
related
the
which
faculty
with
a
and Hazel Lee. Alton and
may be obtained from any
"PoPeYe"
Bose Coleman, Hannibal and beautiful luncheon sponsored Negro History Week. Mrs. numbers in the final section installed after repeating the bons were given to the clubs The music will be by Mem- member of the club, Paul's
pledge. for the prettiest table. The
society
Honor
National
of
the
program.
by
dance
the
Speaker's
solo;
Katherine
Wyatt
Committee,
sang
a
Ensile Parks, Charles and Eurelic Fletcher, sarnuet and of which Mrs. Robert David- and Mrs. Lucille Price another Choreography was by Miss So hats off to a fine organiza- Book Lovers club received the phis' most "talked about" and Tailoring on Beale, Bradley's
celebrated band, Onzie Horne's Sundry on Park Avenue 'a
Alice
Helm
George and son was the speaker. The former PTA president gave Edwards and the commentary tion with very fine members. blue ribbon for the prettiest
Stroziefs Drug on Chelsea.
table, Thursday Sewing club, incomparable "Maestros."
Ethel Isabel and Theo and luncheon was held at the home awards. Recognition of past was done by Golciie Parks. GRAPEVINE
of Mr. and Mrs. T. May- presidents was given by Mrs. Accompanist was U. Grant Charles Epps admires a cer- received red ribon for secJean Evans.
ond, Gloxinia Art and Garden
Sharing dinner with Wilhel- weather' 1263 Greenwood at Bebe Fingal, acting assistant Harvey.
tain someone at F. B.
club, white ribbon for third
mien was Dr. Harbin
, Singh last Saturday, with Mrs. May- principal.
Assisting Miss Edwards in
Charles Whitey is better best, and Literary
Art, Music
and Terrance Mosby with Mol- weather as hostess.
Mrs, A. Parker, president of the production were Jerry C. known as the HOOK.
a n d Social club honorable
lie Carter.
Luncheon consisted
the
presented Johnson, Reginald Morris and
organization
Jo Ann Hooper is the num- mention.
This spark of togetherness shrimp cocktail, filet mignon gold and blue corsages to past Mrs. Pearl Vaughn, faculty,
ber 4 girl on A. J. Albright's A musical program included
was proof enough that, "All with
and Mary Garrett and Martha
presidents.
mushroom sauce'
top 3.
two solos, Mrs. Carolyn Garthe World Loves a Lover." a91.1s tills, baked Potatoes.
students.
Wilson,
but- Following the program. readmires rett, instrumental trio, Misses
Winfrey
Walter
THE ENTRE NOUS'
tered lima beans, tossed salad. freshmessts were served in the
Officers of the modern dance
WDIA Sock Hops, starting hot records out to Hamilton to
Charlene Washington and the Glenda Johnson, Bernita FarAnother
post-Valentine cream Puffs topped with
get the super-series started.
liberary, where the lace cover- gmup are Bettye Jones, pres- feeling is mutual.
mer, and Janette Croon'. mu- on March 2, from 3:30 to 5:30
party was given by Lillian Ped cream — topped whipident;
Mae
D.
Williams, vice
with ed table was centered with a
pan., at Hamilton High school
All tickets will be sold by
Wolfe at her home at 2809 strkwbemes• and demi tasse. profusion of assorted bright president; Earline Houston, Timothy Warr has moved sic students of Mrs. W. S. and continuing each week students, and every penny of
Vance. Solos Misses Barbie
Supreme ave. for Club Entre Lune-he:in guests included surigold spring flowers.
secretary; Telitha Civilness, Elias Guy out of the life of
thereafter at a different high the money wil go to Hamilton
Butler, Bunice Carr. and Irma
Nous' regular meeting.
Mrs. Ruth Beauchamp, Mrs.
school, will give Memphis for any worthwhile item it
treasurer; Martha E. Wilson, Doris Harris.
GMT CHAT
*Lucille (Del) Scott, who
Beulah Williams. Mrs. Selma
business manager: Liz Pat- Lynn Howell says that Mari- House. Members of the Teen youngsters a chance to have cares to buy — perhaps uniWe've
known
long
about
Age
Wits
song,
club,
"Catch the time of their lives and still
acquired the mantle of "Offi. Smith. Mrs. Velma McLemore.
terson. reporter; Mattalyn Mc- lyn Roby is no competition.
forms for the band, or a new
a Falling Star," Mrs. M. G.
,cial Club Tally Maker" be_ the latter the general chair- the outstanding civic work in Kinney, assitant reporter, and
Juanita Robinson wishes to Freenian also sang a solo. make some money for their curtain in the auditorium.
which Mrs. Stanley Ish encause of her originality and man. Miss Frances Thane the gages in our fair city. and it Mack Jackson, parliamentar- inform Beverly Watkins, Evealma mater.
WDIA will furnish the servMesdames Jemine Vane e,
artistry for such, whose tallies
lyn Johnson, Delores Purdy, Frances Givens and Mies Ear- WDIA's Honeyboy, Robert ices of Honeyboy, records, and
co-chairman: Mrs' Annie Big- came as no surprise to us that
for the meeting carried the gins, Mrs. Isabella Flagg; Mrs.
his
well-known
Thomas,
for
high fidelity sound equipmegt.
Mary Wade, Joan Ford, Clau- lane Jacocks were accompancupid and hearts theme, re- Jean Harris; Miss F. A. Owen, her efforts would be smgled
that please "We wish to thank Morggn
dia Nevels, that she hates you ists .for the musical numbers. popular programs
and old, will have Christian, assistant superiiyoung
sulting in a rash of compli- Mrs. Jessie Mae Bell; Mrs. out by some organization. I!
both
think you have Thomas Elrod, The group sang ';Let Me Call
was the Memphis Urban Lea the accent on youth when he
ments.
Georgia Aticins; Mrs. Sadie
gin which chose her as one
Frank Reynolds' final deci- You Sweetheart' and dedicat- takes his choice selection of tenclent of instruction in tge
Combining business, dinner, Gurney
Memphis city schools for perand the honoree'
of
the
two
personalities
in
our
sion
was
Julia
ed
it
011ie.
members
to
the
of
the
-bridge and their latest accom- Saturday night, the home o
mitting WDIA to do this," said
receive awards for excity
to
oldest.
city.
the
Club
in
Anita Ware still admires
plishments over "That Dance Dr and Mrs. I. A. Watson, Sr., empiary service in the realm
C. Gentry representing Glox- David James Mattis, producThe three past President oil
Larry King.
—The Twist," Gladys Anderinia Art and Garden club rats- tion manager for the stall,
828 E. McLernorei Was the of race relations for the betFederation
the
City
were
preson got the lion's share of the scene of the beautiful
Betty Cunnigan, Carolyn
ed the second highest amount. "He gave his permission
recep- terment of Memphis. We add Officers of the YM and W
cheers. Bridge prizes went to tion honoring the speaker.
Harris, Marie McGree, Phyllis sented Mesdames 0. E. Sti- Mrs. Radford was crowned, cause the Sock Hops will be a
our congratulations to the club were installed during a regall,
Donald
Emma
and
Lerlia
Nedra Smith, Carrie Scott, and
wonderful opportunity 1 o r
Combining gorgeous masses charming matron, and our cent meeting of the club at the Ross, Lora Ann Green, May Cunningham. M r s. Stigall "Mrs. City Federation." by her
guest Martha Galloway.
high school students to help
of pink carnations and green- deep admiration for her gra- home of Mrs. Beatrice Scott, Francis Riley and Jackie Walk- gave the history of the Feder- cousin, Mrs. Erma Bonds, Mrs.
Other guests of the h
their school and" help themery in the living and dining cious and sincere personality 1201 Fountain Court. Installa- er all equal Harry "CHINO" ation and pointed out some City Federation 1961.
land the club were Frances
Johnson.
Remarks were made by as- selves to a healthy good time
rooms, chairman of decorations which has endeared her
of
the
protects
tion
first
officer
of
the
was
Mrs.
Bertha
Hassell, Larsenia Cain, LaVera
George Jones are you still club. The unveiling of a por- sistant principal. A. P. Nunn. at the same time."
Mrs. Jean Harris chose Mrs. our community. She is the Taylor.
Watkins,
Warkeise
Horne, Wallace's sorority colors—pink wife of Dr. G. W. Stanley Ish, Installed were Mrs. Aliura carrying your hook around or trait of her late husband and Mrs. Nelda Williams, mistress Carver High will be the
Pearl Jackson and Lula 'Culland green, at each of the chief of staff of Collins Chapel Lee, president; Francis Woods, have you opened up your eyes first principal of the Stigall of ceremonies presented all scene of the Sock Hop on Mar.
ens Additional members were
9. Other schools will be schedevents given for her and a
Hospital and medical examine vice president; Mrs Mattie Tay- to the light?
and for whom the school is cluubs. Nine adult and three ued as their
Enie Shaw, Mollie Long, Earapplications for
at the Church on Sunday.
of the Universal Life Insur- lor. second vice president; Mrs. Arl Williams is up for mem- named, buying instruments for junior clubs were presented.
hestine Gray, Arend Taylor,
Refreshments were served the event are received by
ance Co. They have a charm- Lurlie Dent, third vice presi- bership in the GEAR GRIND- the school band, and planting
refreshment
The
table
in
the
WDIA.
Iananne
Roach,
Hannah
shrubbery around the school. from the refreshment table Mr Mattis said plans
dining room was a soft glow ing little daughter, Etta Susan, dent: Mrs. Evelyn McRae, sec- ERS
Hirsch and Helen Bowen.
were
under the supervision of
Thornton, DEDICATIONS
Mrs.
who
retary:
Beatrice
appeared
at
The
Mrs.
Donald
Florence
of
read
pink
a
with
beautiful
an
exquisite
underway
LEE DEMOISELLES
to include Shelby
pink organdy appliqued cloth McCleave Music Association's assistant secretary; Mrs. Bert Bonnie Collins to George poem and dedicated it to all chairman Mrs. Lerla Lyons County high schools in the
• MRS. FANNIE
wEsrs
Music Festival in a piano solo Bernard, corresponding secreclub ladies. Mrs. Cumming- with Mrs. Lena B. Reid. pre- Program.
Jones: "I Found a Love."
charming manor at 1260 Quinn that was centered with a silver
tary: Mrs. Month Mae Harness,
ham stood and bowed graci- siding at the punch bowl, aseras a beautiful setting for the bowl of exquisite pink roses. the same night at Owen coltreasurer Mrs. Cora Lee, chap- Joshua Ware to Kay Joy: ously as she was introduced. sisting her were Mesdam
Lea Demoiselle's Bridge club' Brunched sterling candlelabra lege her mother received her lain. Mrs.
Teresa Blevirts, par- "Lost Someone."
citation.
The newly elected Presi- Anna Bryson, Sarah Triggs,
"recent party, where Mrs. Ver holding pink tapers flanked
The CHARMETTE CLUB, liamentarian; Mrs. Mary Gray, Joann Hooper to Duane dent Mrs. A. B. Roe was in- and Eva Moody.
the centerpiece.
nen, Tolerson served as h
which was organized last thrift secretary: Ms. Rosa B. Minim: "Rough Lover."
Stigall Chapter of N e
troduced. Mrs. Roe thanked
;tess. Again, business was corn. Hostesses at the beautiful
year, has plenty of fun in Young. assistant thrift secre- William Worsham to Odet- the Federation for electing her Homemakers of America wasl
affair which drew scores
:bined with diner and bri
tary: and Mrs Hilda.H e 1 rn. ta: "Baby It's You."
as President and expressed well represented at the Dis'—the dinner of barbecued guests included Mrs. Edwina store for friends and patrons thrift treasurer
appreciation to all the clubs trict Meeting held at Douglass
Laster
James
Betty
Hudson who registered guests; when they give their "Waistto
Mar:chicken.
Refreshments were served
Saturline Hop" Friday, Feb. 23 at
shall: "I Kinds Think He for participating in the Tea, high school. Memphis,
The lively shenanigans was Mrs. P. Britmon, Mrs. Robert
following the installation.
and appreciation to the large day. Sixty girls, their advisor,
Does."
introduced 3066 Johnson.
:sheer relaxful pleasure for Davidson, who
Add to the list of SHUTnumber of people present.
Mrs. Nelda Williams, Home
Xary Gregory. Mary Childress, guests to the receiving line,
Robert Davidson to
INS, Mrs. Theresa H. FrankAt this point the oldest and Economics teacher, co-advisor
II/Prince Allen, Barbara Wil- Mrs. 'rorrimye Wallace, Mrs.
Luster:
"Duke
of
Earle
lin, Mrs. Jeannette Carr and
youngest Couples in married your scribe, three chapter
liams, Veola LaMondue, Valca Selma Smith, Mrs. Lela Hall,
TOP TEN
Mrs. Georgia Harvey, all of
years were present and given Mothers, Meadarries Anna B.
Boyd, Marie Berley, Nora and Mrs Peoria Mitchel.
GIRLS. Joan Ford, Vivian gifts. They were Rev. a it d Bryson. Rebecca Newhouse
Manassas High's faculty, who
Jackson and special guests, Among the many ardent
Barnes, Jackie Poster, Lynn Mrs. C. D. MeRebry w I t b and Lena B. Reid, made the
were all confined at E. H.
Gwendolyn Nash and Odessa committee members responsi- Crump 'Hospital
Howell, Helen Prudent, Fred- thirty-one years.
trip to Memphis.
last week.
Boyd.
ble for the successful culminadie Rooks, Cheryl Walton, Bo- Ilse" young ladies viewing The theme of the meeting.
Get-well wishes are sent
ODETTA. COME BACIS!
tion of their month of activiOfficers
of the board of di- nita James, Robbie Herron for the title Mrs. Federation w a a "The Investment re,
our good friend, AY. A. A.
toT
Odetta has been here and ties were Mrs. Theodore McLe1962 made their report. Mrs. Youth's Values in the World, Automobile, Furniture
LATITNG, who is now con- rectors of the Goodwill Homes and Friendly Murry
'gone, but she can come hack more, general chairman: Mrs.
For
Children,
Inc. were revalescing at his home followBOYS. John Swift, Duane Lavern Radford representing of Today and Tomorrow." A
Signature
any day She lived up to her Fannie
Ross, co-chairman; ing
elected
for
a
three
year term
another bout of surgery.
Miliam MacArthur Roberts, The Book Lovers club raised group of girls sang on Talent there is e teesoo why people
advance press releases lest Mrs. Lela Hall and Mrs. Josie
All his legion friends awai during the annual meeting last Larry Mitchell, Fred Jackson, the highest amount. Mrs. Ora time.
hito to do beefiness with us.
Wednesday night when she Burden, chairman and coYou, too, will like or,
his return to full strength so Thursday afternoon.
George Jones. Melvin Barnett,
thrilled an interracial audience chairman of entertainment;
teem trearneet ead desire to
that he can show everyone Re-elected were: John A. Vance Moore, Staten Parham, inistameewampee.
of more than 2,000 in LeMoyne and Miss Frances Tharpe, coParsons,
chairman:
Rabbi
imie V
just how The Twist should
and Thomas Parham.
4.,
College's Bruce Hall.
chairman with Mrs. Davidson be
"Thaw, Thorp*" Noel /rider
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done, excellent and Jovial James A. Wax, 1st vice presi- QUESTIONS
It was Bruce Hall's biggest of the Speakers Committee.
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ladies of the Manassas PT JOSEPH V7ESTBROOK, MRS. treasurer
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Mrs Mildred T. Heard was since between Joan Hampton
JOHN R. (JUANITA) ARNFINANCE COMPANY
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audience even before she made Day with an impressive
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groat
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Who's George Jones' latest
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ber first appearance on the gram and reception. The pro
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(MARY) ROBERTS last weekleen requertJane'
stage, and she held her listen gram was held in the school'.
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Evensorred
and Superrignd 5.
end. Joe was headed for an
When will the 'Esquires setera in rapt attention for almost auditorium where
Ht. Stem Depertmert
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educational meeting, and Juatle down?
two hours. The crowd loved sas High School band Manesiotorronc•
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under nita and Mary were visiting Textile imports from Hong Who is the honk giver"
• her and cheered the exciting the dtrerton of Emerson
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folk singer throughout the Jr. and the Mixed Chorus
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EATING
By
GRACE WILLIAMS

Il o4.1 1

POTATOES
Potatoes, potatoes, what Is
here new to say about potatoes?
We all know that they are
economical. They are one of our
VISIT WASHINGTON
win the prizes and your scribe
best buys—in the money we
Returning from Washington was pleased with the consolaspend on them and in the food
last week after a grand meet- tion prize for low score since
value we get for our money.'
Mom.
ing were Mrs. Essie M. Perry, it didn't seem to be my night.
By CARLOTTA NA'f.TSON about this?
They are nutritious. Sure, we
Dear Mom:
Miss Linda Kay Shipp, a n d High scoring persons were MesMUSING:
It is going to be at least two all know this, in fact-nutritionJames Crofton, who represent- dames Gertrude Ford and Julia
Your future happiness will years before your child will ists with the U.S.D.A. say one
ed Lane college at the National Sheegog. All prizes were imdepend to a great deal upon be calling anybody anything. medium-size potato supplies Is
meeting of the United Negro ports. A delightful evening it
your relations with your as- But since your husband wants much as one-fifth of the reeCollege Fund Council was held proved to be.
sociates. If You know that other to settle everything YESTER- nmmended daily requirement of
on the campus of Howard uni- KNOXVILLE CHOIR
young people like and admire DAY by all means agree to sup- ascorbic acid. It also contains
versity.
Greekdom in Jackson plays
you, you will feel self-confident, port his posftion. Personally worthwhile amounts of thiamin,
Mrs. Perry, professor of Edu- a very important part in camkeep your mind on your work when I am called "aunt" if niacin, minerals, iron, phosphorcation at Lane, who has serv- pus and community life. The
us. and potassium.
and be able to accept almost nmakes me feel very old.
ed very efficiently as secre- first Greek letter organization
The fact that they are verany knicl of defeat or disaptary of the council, moved up to come to Lane was Sigma
satile isn't new. Cooks have
pointment. But if you are not
to fourth vice president.
Gamma Rho sorority in 1932.
been serving potatoes in every
sure of people's feelings toward
Crofton, a junior, moved from Two of the charter members
possible form and fashion t at
von and if you have no real
the office of treasurer of the ar • still living in-Jackson, Mrs.
all meals since the impoverishfriends nothing else seems to
National Pre-Alumni to presi- Odessa Beck and Mrs. Mildred
ed peasants of Ireland found
AR. 4ik,
'natter very much. Some of the
AEdent.
Parrish: For their vision in
that they would keep body and
in life
W On the campus, he h o 1 .c1 bringing sororities to the cam- LESTER HIGH SCHOOL was Carver high school, recently. Hill, Capt. Melvin Barnett. greatest satisfactions
well represented at the sec- Above are, standing: Col. Bi• Capt. Eunice Logan, Major come from being able to get The North Memphis Chris- soul together.
membership in Alpha Phi Alpha pus, they were so honored by
t.\r
,,,tand Col. Marion Willie
ond annual Military Ball and shop Trotl
Morgan and Major along well with all acquain- tian Club elected officers dur- IN THE CAN
fraternity a n d is dean of their_ sisters in Alpha Gamma
Banquet of the National De- Roberson. eated are: Maj• Beverly
Johnson. (Staff tances 'and to be important to ing a recent meeting at the So, what is there that's new
pledgees.
and Nu Sigma Chapter of Sigma
someone in particular. Your home of the new president, Mrs. about potatoes? Have you tried
This was the first experience Gamma Rho on last Sunday in fense Cadet Corps, held at of L. J. Fos er, Major Mary photo.
range of acquaintances, since Gertrude Johnson Clark, 706 -armed potatotes? No. this isn't
for Miss Shipp, who represent- their thirteith anniversary celehas N. Third at.
new, but it is a different angle.
a senior honor student at Sti- 'oil have become an adult
ed the college well in the cap- bration.
gall high where she is secretary broadened and your interests Other officers elected sic' When we talk about potatoes
acity of "Miss Pre-Alumni" It was held on the campus of
that
you
Mm's. Bonzela Clark, secretary: we usually think of the fresh
of NHA and a member of Phi have eh; n;_ -d so much
She has served on the Student Lane with the sorority presentBeta Chi Scientific club. So- now choose friends for differ- Mrs. Evelyn Selleivs, assistant ones, but the modern homeCouncil and is a pledgee to ing the Knoxville college choir
did
once
you
reasons
that
secretary; Mrs. Mary B. Adams, maker is always searching for
cially she belongs to the Junior
Delta Sigma Theta sorority.
in concert.
treasurer: Mrs. Mary Baker. short-cuts in preparing meals
Federated club and the Estra- Dear Carlotta:
And speaking of Lane college,
The chapel was well packed
We have some nieces a n d chaplain, Ms. Estelle Crawford. and canned potatoes are ideal
letics.
Founder's Day will be observto hear this noted choir who
eephews and they all call us assistant chaplain; Rev. John for use in a quickie stew ind
ed on March 4 with a pubCHURCH DELEGATE
gave a superb performance, and
by our first names. My hus- Baker, teacher; A. Clark, super- in preparing hurry-up creamshe
is
lic program. I'm sure all of you
Active
in
church
work,
Jacksonians were very proud More than 21 teenage girls Carr.
band thinks this is disgraceful. visor: Rev. F. D. Adams, dean, ed potatoes.
TrainLanites have received letters of one
secretary
of
the
Baptist
of our very own, Miss will be competing for the title Miss Beasely, the daughter of
and Rev. E. D. Scott, chairman In addition to being ideal for
about this date and your parMorning Star Bap- Frankly I don't mind. To me
Jacque C. Cole, who was one of f "Miss Bronze West Tennes- Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Beasley, is ing Union
it seems that they look upon of the sick committee..
use in meat stew or as a creamticipation in making this day
member
of
the
tist
church,
a
he featured solists with the see" in a pageant to be premy
ed dish, these pre-cooked potaa success is an opportunity you
Sunday School, Youth Fellow- r • more as an equal but
sented at the Merry high school
group.
symptomatic WORKSHOP AID
it's
husband
says
toes
are easy to fry. Slice them
all have been waiting for I'm
ship choir, Intermediate Usher
young Standard galvanized ste.1 into a buttered skillet for home
:The time is growing near for gymnasium in Jackson, Tenn.,
sure.
board, and was the church's de- of the lack of respect
on Friday night, March 9.
an
elated
group
of
pails
are
a
good
"catch-all"
for
fries,
or drop the whole into
young
mistoSOCIAL NEWS
legate to the National Baptist people have for all adults
Along With the title in the
the home handyman in the hot bubbling fat until crusty
School and Training day.
Mrs. Rosetta McKissack pre- ses who will appear in "The
Sunday
contest sponsored by Delta
convention held in Buffalo. N. We are expecting our first workshop. The pails can be brown.
sided beautifully at the New Miss Bronze West Tennessee"
Theta sorority will go a $300
be used to carry nails, screws Tiny canned potatoes a r e
Y.. in 1960 and a Youth Endea club meeting for the month pageant to be staged on March
child in March. My husband is and small tools when working handy for kabobs and other
9 in the Merry high shoot gym- scholarship. The runner-up will
campment in Memphis on the
f February.
receive a $100 scholarship from
determined that our child will on small repair jobs around skewer meal s. A tempting
Owen college campus.
Incidentally, your scribe was naium. They were at their best
guest at the lovely meeting last Saturday at t h e second Radio Station WJAK.
All three of the girls will dis- not address any adult by his the house. Steel pails also can skewer combination is lamb
cubes, chunks of onion, canned
play music Went at the pag- first name. How do you feel be used to mix cement.
In the home of Mrs. 0. C. Beck scheduled luncheon when they Among the participants in the
potatoes, tomatoes and musheant.
on Hays ave., when she served counseled with their charm con- contest will be Misses Rhoda
rooms. Baste while cooking
as hostess. 'Twas a Valentine sultant, Mrs. Maggie Massey. Jean Beasley of Jackson and
The title will be relinquishwith a favorite salad dressing
setting in keeping with t h e Twenty-one yes, twenty-one Flora Mae Harrell and Bunice
ed to the winner by Miss Loor marinade.
month. During the social hour talented and pretty misses will
FOR DIETERS
a game of Hearts was conduct- vie for the title to be relinquished
by
Miss Loretha Anne
Srnall-size canned potatoei
ed by the hostess which brought
Robertson
of
Selmer,
Tennessee,
also have advantages for the
first prize to Mrs. Annie M.
who
is
presently
at
Fisk
unihomemaker who mustcope
•o n d, second to Mrs. E. M.
with a reducing diet. Despite
Perry and guest prize to your versity on scholarship.
the fact that a medium potsscribe. Very tasty was t h e An added attraction too f o r
BUMCE CARR
toe is known to have no more
menu of hot fried chicken, bak- your enjoyment will be the
nosAus
famed
Fisk
university dancers
calories than a large apple ot
ed white potato with butter,
a senior at Merry high school,
SCOTT
under
t
h
I
I
e
direction
of
Mrs.
HtSkIE SERVICE DIRECTOR AND HER STAFF
grapefruit half, weight watchpineapple salad, tea and angel
and was a recent winner in
ers are sometimes a bit potato
cake surprise. Other members Mable Robinson Love. Plan to
the Betty Crocker Search for
be
there.
shy.
One or two small potatoes
Mesdames
present included
Talent contest for her school.
The Lane Dragons basketball
Sarah Gibbs, Snda White, M
Invite the neighbors over for a friendly get-together... can help to ease the low-calorie
HONOR STUDENT
conscience,
and at the same
Kate Smith, Lucille Sangster, team left last Thursday for
you're sure to be a success when you serve these flavorful
She is an honor student, presitime supply the important food
Tuskegee, Ala., to play in the
and Vivian Bell.
dent of the New Homemakers
Butterscotch-Pecan Tarts. Combining Carnation Evapvalue in this most popular
Mrs. V .F. Walker, who also tournament of t h e Southern
of America, assistant secretary
orated Milk, water and packaged pudding mix is an easy vegetable.
Niiiesides on Hays ave., was the Conference where they placed
S
of her class, treasurer of the Laway to get a rich, smooth filling. For extra lightness,
Canned potatoes can be subcharming hostess to t h e bi- fourth out of 17 teams. Ten
Cheres Social club, and a memwhipped Carnation is folded in. The result?...delicious, situted for fresh potatoes in
monthly meeting of the Crit- teams make up tournament
ber of the Semper Fidelis Jun.most of your recipes. So as a
attractive compliment•getters! Do try them soon!
erion Bridge club in her home. play. Will Shaw, outstanding
'or Federated club. Miss Seasshort cut to nutritious, econoHaving made several trips member of the squad, is in secey is a member of Berean Bapmical meals use canned potaabroad, the setting f o r this ond place in top scoring for
tist church.
toes. Get some extra cans for
meeting was a French one, with small colleges. They departed
Miss Harrell is the daughter
your Civil Defense Emergency
FLORA MAE HARRELL
even the candy being Frendh with many wishing luck beRHODA BEASLEY
of Mr. and Mrs. Grundie Hasfeeding shelf.
Everyone was trying hard to hind them.
sell. A senior at Stigall high retha Ann Robertson of Selschool, she is song leader for mer, who won last year, and
her NHA chapter, treasurer of who is presently a freshman at
the Rainbow Art and Junior Fisk university in Nashville,
Federated club and sings with where she was given a $100
"Charm a n d Personality"
the Youth choir of Morning Star scholarship by the Masons of
was discussed by Mrs. Mythle
Baptist church.
White during the monthly meetweek as one of
Miss Carr', daughter of Mr. Tennessee last
i n g of Beauticians Excellior
scholars.
and Mrs. Sammie D. Carr, is the school's leading
Chapter, Inc., at the home of
M r s. Florence McGinniss Of
Wellington st.
Mrs. White is an instructor of
cosmetology. She was accompanied by two of her student:s.
Presiding was the second vice
president, Mrs. C. Butler. Mu.
Alburtha Bates and Mrs. Priscilla Burke, were reported ill.
M r a. Margaret Pemboke 11
president of the chapter. '
conditions
a
Under
suitable
SHADE TREES
PECAN
TARTS
BUTTERSCOTCH
electric
most
special
soil
auger
or
is
the
Early spring
,
(Makes 12 4-inch tarts)
favorable time to fertilize drill may save time. For large
shade trees, says Dr. John shade trees it is sometimes
/
2 ounces)
1 Cup wafer
1 package (31
Sharp, U-T Extension forester. necessary to go two feet deep
ON HIS BIRTHDAY ANNI- were Mr. and Mrs. Tanner
1 teaspoon vanilla
butterscotch pudding mix
In this period, with mois- or further.
VERSARY Sydney P. Brad- Spicer, Mr. a n d Mrs. S.
2 tablespoon: orange luice
1 tablespoon (I envelope)
ture and fertilizer available, Holes should be about one
field, jr.. was surprised at a Franklin, Mr. and Mrs. G.
unflavored gelatin*
1/2 cup sugar
Johnson. Mrs. M. Scruggs,
tree root systems can support foot apart for the smaller
party given in his honor by
1 cup chopped pecans
1% cups (large can)
better growth. Elements most trees and two to three feet for
his wife. Mary. at their home, Mr. and Mrs. J. Milan, Mr.
necessary for tree growth are the larger ones. Fertilizer ap12 4-inch baked
undiluted CARNATION
1259 College at., last Saturday and Mrs. J. Armours, Mr. and
nitrogen, phosphorus, and po- plied to each hole up to five
evening. A cake was decorat- Mrs. L. Brown, Mr. and Mrs.
pastry shells
EVAPORATED MILK
tassium. When these are lack- inches from the surface is beed with a large red heart- B. Casem, Wilton Steinberg,
(about
1 minute). Add orange
and
gelatine
in
grass
Mix
pudding
roots,
ing in the soil, the result is low the level of
shaped decoration surrounded W. Steinberg, Mr. and Mrs.
juice. Whip very 'tiff (2 minCarnation
by five small r e d heart- A. Reynolds, Mrs. LeFarris
N E W YORK — Algernon an unhealthy color of the foli- thus assuring that the tree is saucepan. Add / cup
utes longer). Fold in sugar.
shapes, designating his five Harris (Photo by McChrist- Black, member of the NAACP age, poor bud development, being fed instead of the grass, and water. Cook over low heat
according to package directions. Fold whipped Carnation and
children. Guests attending ian.)
Board of Directors and leader dying branches, and poor Sharp emphasizes.
Cool until thickened and mix- chopped pecans into pudding
of the New York Society for growth of the tree in general. Fertilizing is usually not ture mounds from spoon (about
mixture. Spoon into tart shells
analysis
the
of
A fertilizer
necessary more than once 45 minutes). Beat until light
Ethical Culture, has written a
Place pecan half on top of each
cur15-15-15,
is
Citizens,
years.
12-12-12 or
every two to three
new book, The Young
and fluffy. Add vanilla. Chill re- tart, if deaired.Chill 2 to 3 hours
on the Encampment for Citizen- rently available and is recom- Farmers who bring newly- maining Carnation in refrigerat- in refrigerator.
shade
average
For
publishmended.
ship. The book will be
purchased pigs into their herds or tray until soft ice crystals
cup filling to
Note: About
ed March 14 by the Ungar Pub- tree conditions, one to one and this- winter without taking form around edges of tray (15
each tart.
one-half pounds of fertilizer health precautions are running to 20 minutes). Whip until stiff
lishing co.
The Encampment for Citizen- for each inch of tree diameter the chance of suffering some C.514 Printed in U.S.A. (22)
ship is an interracial, interna- is sufficient, Sharp says. He heavy losses.
tional leadership training pro- adds that barnyard manure is A threat right now is swine
gram for young adults, founded low in the three main ele- dysentery, says the American
Members of General Remodelers of Memphis
by Mr. Black in 1946. It is high- ments and should n o t be Foundation for Animal Health.
respected in university cir- used.
ly
Dr. George M. Merriman, U-T
Mrs. Josephine Norman,
AND RECEIVES
cles.
FEED ROOTS
veterinarian, confirms this
one of Memphis' most
INTEREST ON
Black's book tells of the En- Fertilizer results are greatly statement by saying, "This
popular hair stylist and
campment's efforts to "supple- increased if it is properly disease is becoming more and
a student at CHARM,
ment conventionl education and placed in the soil with respect more of a 'problem in Tennesto prepare the younger genera- to the root system. Roots see. It can affect up to 100
INC., says:
DELUXE COMBINATION ALUMINUM DOORS
tion to, deal with destructive normally extend from the per cent of the herd, and can
$33.95 WITH THIS AD
"The self-assurance and
social forces."
trunk as far as the branches cause 25 to 50 per cent death
losses if it goes untreated."
Dr. Eric F. Goldman, profes- overhead in area.
poise I've always wishFiber Glass Awnings and Carports
Fertilization should be apsor of history at Princeton uniFarmers are advised to
for is now becoming
ed
Papering
Painting
and
Doors
Combination
versity, said, "Anyone who has plied through a series of holes make sure that pigs are
a reality--- Thanks to
Aluminum and Insulated Siding - Roofing - Insulation
a serious interest in where the in the soil made with a crow- bought from a healthy herd
MRS. DOROTHY CURRIE
Charm, Inc."
youth of the world are going bar or ordinary farm pick. Newly purchased pigs should
Garages - Fences - Ornamental Iron Work
Of 970 Lerneyn• Drive, says
be kept apart from the herd
Screens - Windows - Floor and Plastic Tile
Your wishes can also be
"I Bank at Tri-State Bank and
Pelee • Driveways • Free Estimates
. . . had better begin with a for a period of weeks, because
appreciate tb• completik, coo,
fulfilled
CALL:
reading of Mr. Black's sensitive infected hogs can spread the
FHA and Conventional Terms
tem0 and confidential s•rvIc•
CAN YOU USE
Miss Bernice Lansicy
analysis of his intimate experi- disease before they show
which I rec•Ive.
WH 8-4079
symptoms.
ences with the problem."
BR 6-2724 (Anytime)
MORE
OPEN TILL 6 P.M. FRIDAYS
147 Beale Street
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Merry High Scene Of
Delta's Talent Hunt

"i

CARNATION
I
COOKING HINTS
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'Charm' Discussed

DOWN TO EARTH
Farm Talk
By James G. Gregory

31E-X
111.
1Ft

'Young Citizens'
Is Book By NAACP
Board Member
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A 'r Conditioning - Heating & Appliance Service
To Our Reliable Repair Alteration 8, Construction Service
CALL
PROPERTY MAINTENANCE COMPANY
3211 Summer Avenue
GL 2-6681
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Fiber- Glass Construction
CO., INC. OF MEW'HP.;
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MRS. EDWIN C. BERRY,
associate director of Community Relations for Channel 11, gives final instruction to volunteer chairman
of the WTTW fund drive.
Shown (left to right) - are
Mrs. Lanl Renfro*. 125 L.

84th it.: Mrs. Joseph J.
Robichaux, Jr., 8343 S. Indiana; Mn. Berry; Wsyman
Burns , 9334 S. Eberhart,
and Mrs. Rubye. 6834 S.
Cornell. Edward L. Morris,
director of, development for

WTTW, (photo 'woad from
left) addresses volunteer
chairmen for the WTTW
community fund campaign
at a -briefing session" held
Saturday, Feb. 17, at the
station. About 200 commu-

silty chairmen were given
instructions to help them direct fund raising activities
in their communities during
Lducational Television
Week, March 11-18. Discussing final plans (photo sec-

ond from right) for the community drive for WTTW are
(left to, right) Mrs. Charles
Runner, 1367 East Park PI.:
Edward L. Ryerson, president of WTTW: Win. Edward J. Halfacre, Jr., of 5109

Ellis, and Dr. John W. Taylor, executive director of the
station. Mrs. Runner and
Mrs. Halfacre are commu
:illy chairmen for the drive.
The herd work (photo right)
of planning Channel 11's an'

fluid fund drive was punc•
entertainment
by
Waled
provided by local television
Lind'
Marge
s.
personalitie
man, (left), WTTW's popular storytelling puppeteer,
gives a private demonstra-

lion to *onus admirers: Mrs.
George Jones (second from
left), 4800 S. Drexel: Mrs.
Saddler, (second
George
from right) 4808 S. Drexel;
and Mrs. Silas Brown, (fax
right) 6100 Champlain.

their
TALKING 0 v LH
plans for the Channel 11,
WTTW fund drive campaign
are (left to right) Ramona
Greene, representing t h e
Alpha Kappa Alpha soror-

ity; Mrs. Thornton Davis,
who is in charge of the
Sherwood school area; Mrs.
Jesse Fowler, of the Douglas school area, and Weyman Burns, who will direct

the Burnside area campaign.
Among the many North
Shore residents working on
the Community Campaign
of WTTW (p hoto second
from left) are the chairmen

from the suburb of Glencoe.
They are (left to right) Roy
Harris, 628 Dundee: Larry
Meyerson, 530 Sunset; Mrs.
Milton Vainder, 35 Aspen;
Mrs. Irving Leiden, 205

Franklin; M r s. Theodore
Davis, 470 Vernon; and Mrs.
W. A. Wheeler, 352 Jefferson. Mrs. Thornton Davis
(photo second from right)
greets Mrs. Theodore Davis

of Glencoe, with Mrs. Francis Mock looking on. The
three ladies chatted while
waiting for the WTTW fund
drive "briefing session" to
begin. Members of the AKA

sorority (photo right) attending the briefing session
examine the Channel 11
members
sunburst. AKA
are (left to right) Ramonda

Greene, of 6831 Dante, Max-0
inc Kirkwood, of 4418 S.
Greenwood: Petra Harris, of
550 W. 70th it.. and Rochelle
Burch of 218 E. 70th at.

March 9 from 8 to 9 p.m.
to the meeting.
The volunteer chairmen were In the past yea r, WTTWtold that the budget for 1962 Channel 11 has expanded its
is $975,000. Only $255,000 of this air time 25 per cent, and has
amount needs to be raised from increased its audience to over
the Chicago , and suburban 2,000,000 viewers per month.
Such programs as "Meeting of
community directly.
The remaining $720.000 is Minds," "Festival," "Self enOver 200 volunteer com- Dr. John W. Taylor, execu- brought in by the station it- counter," and the spectacular
station, admunity dhairmen gathered in tive director of the
self through production work series "An Age of Kings" plus
subinstructional
extensive
'the studios of WTTW-Channel dressed the group on the
it does for the ational Edu- the
campaign,
11 on Saturday, February 17, ject of this year's
cational Television network courses for elementary and high
r
F o
for a "briefing session" to help "WTTW-Channel 11 —
the Chicago public schools, and school children and college stuon
other dents are a few of the reasons
for
and
them organize their communi- Everyone." He commented
colleges,
of
expanded schedule
ties for the educational tele- the
educational agencies.
for the expanding interest Chiefvision station's fund drive. The WTTW, and its continuing
T.V.WEEK
cagoans have in their educaand
drive is scheduled during "Edu- forts to meet educational
During "Educational Tele- tional television station.
Week," cultural needs of the whole
Television
cational
11-18,
March
vision Week,"
community in its programming.
March 11-13.
thousands of volunteers will
Chairmen were taken on a BRIEFING
the $255,000
help to collect
'tour of the station's facilities, The "briefing session" on needed by WTTW through the
conwas
organization
and then greeted by Mrs. Wil- campaign
door-to-door or str e e t "Possible Life on Other Planliam A. Dean. general chair- ducted by campaign director, corner campaign.
ets" will be the topic of a lecMorEdward
and
Ryan.
man of the campaign, and state Betty
instructions to ture at Museum of Science and
minute
Last
t.
Developmen
of
director
ris.
for
radio-television chairman
volunteer workers throughout Industry tomorrow (Saturday)
the Illinois Federation of Wom- WTTW performers Margaret
Chicago area will be given morning at 10:30 by Dr. Dan
the
Eagle.
White
Chief.
Lindman.
'RyL.
en's clubs. and Edward
over Channel 11 in a Q. Posin, scientist, author
r
live
Woodchoppe
the
le
Ark
and
WTTWof
erson, president
program on Friday, and educator.
special
touch
light
a
add
to
there
were
11.
Channel

Mrs. Dunnigan To Speak
Al Fla. Press Workshop

200 Volunteers At WTTW
Session For Fund Drive

Mrs. Dunnigan was the first
Negro woman correspondent accredited to congressional galleries, and has the distinction
of being the first to become a
member of the State Department Correspondents Association.

Mrs. Dunnigan, a veteran
TALLAHASSEE—
Mrs. Alice Dunnigan, Washington, D.C., journlaist
educ a t ion consultant to and winner of numerous citathe President's Committee on tions, will also meet the memEqual Employment Opportuni- bers of the student personnel
ty, will deliver the keynote ad- department and the university
dress at the lath annual Florida placement officer. She has also
A&M university interscholastic scheduled several meetings with Milton P. Semer, general
counsel for the Housing and
press workshop on Thursday, student groups.
The journalist has been the Finance Agency, Washington,
March 1.
of some 25 citations D.C., will address the Chicago
A record attendance of some recipient
national organizations and chapter of the Federal Bar As175 high school journalists and from
Among them sociation on Tuesday, Feb. 27,
their advisers from a three- foreign countries.
the award of merit from at 6:30 p.m., at 29 S. LaSalle St.
state area is expected for the are
Haitian government, for Semer will discuss urban rethree-day conference which will the
report- newal before an audience
Saturday, "honest and unbiased"
continue through
on the conditions of that which, according to William F.
March 3. Some of the nation's ing
country.
Lemke, Jr., president of the
top newsmen and journalistmem- Chicago group, should be at
educators will serve as consul- She is the only Negro
ber of the Women's National capacity attendance.
tants for the workshop.
in
interested
Press Club and holds member- Individuals
ship in the National Council of housing and related industries
and businesses are invited to
Negro Women.
Mrs. Dunnigan is a native of attend the dinner meeting.
Kentucky and was educated in Reservations may be obtained
colleges in that state and Ten- by calling HArrison 7-4700.
nessee. For a number of years Milton Gordon, second viceshe taught in the public schools president of the Chicago chapin Kentucky and later went ter and regional attorney for
into government service as an the Federal Housing administration, will be program chairman.
economist.

Slate Talk On
Urban Renewals

Set Planet Talks

ALICE A. DUNNICAN

What You Really Need When You're Sick ...

MONEY, NOT FLOWERS!
••.„

•

The flowers which your friends bring are fragrant and beautiful things, but when you're
laid up from an accident or illness you need money.

IS YOUR CHILD
A POOR READER?
Saturday School
Classes Can And Will

GSM's New 7 Star Health Insurance Plan
"As modern as tomorrow's frontiers- can provide you with this money. For disabilities
covered, GSM's 7 Star Hospital & Surgical Expense Policy will provide money fort
• Hospital calls by your doctor
• Ambulance service
• Miscellaneous hospital expenses, includ• Emergency accident
ing operation and convalescence rooms,
• Hospital room
anesthetics, medicines & X-ray.
• Surgical operation

REGISTRATIONS CLOSING

LEROY L. JOHNSON, Dlr.

FAILURES & LOW GRADES CAN BE PREYENTED.WE GET RESULTS!!

GIL PEARSON
41111111, HEAR THIS
MAN of GOD

Remember, when you're sick friends send flowers, we send money. For information concerning this faithful protection mail the attached coupon to your GSM representative,
"The Man With the Golden Pen" ...

BEGINNING

DO IT NOW!

Fri. February 23, 1962

NIGHTLY 8 P.M.

GOLDEN STATE MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE CO.
Hems °Mere: Lae Ancielce 54. Caltfocele
Vhcage•

EXCEPT MONDAY

GOLDEN STATE MUTUAL LIFT iNSUNANCE COMPANY
Bea Office Bev 3224. Torisiwol Annal•
los Astistl.“ 54, Ceillecele

Health Insurance Plan

I v..4. re lee.. mere .5..'GIN'. 7 list Ifeeplisl •011 Serykel
we.,. Pel ciea.
mod 0i se
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ke"As modern as tomorrow's frontiers"
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GSM's New 7 Star

JO
Pro

Formerly With R. W. Schambach

GSM's Disability Income Policy gives you the money to ...
• Meet your other expenses
• Pay rent
With cash in hand your mind is worry• Buy food
free and you con concentrate on get• Buy clothes
ting well.
• Make the COf payments

Anew • Celfferele • INefels • ledleee

82
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sp
Co

(Aff•r 5 p.m.)

(For Furth•r Inforr0000rt)

School Location 809 E. 42nd Pl.

on
Ce

•

RAISE THE READING & ARITHMETIC LEVELS
• Reg. Cert. Bd. of Ed. Teachers
FREE! Stondordi.iod
• Small Classes 18.10 Pupils Par T•oche0 Reading end Arlth.
,
• Very Lew Tuition IPeyrnent Plan
Ca)) The ADVANCE READING CLINIC RA 3-7794

In addition, GSM's 7 Star Family Group Policy gives you these other benefits:
• Automatic coverage for new children,
• Childbirth benefits, including an equal
born after the policy is in force, from
amount for each child in cases of multhe time they are 15 days old until
tiple births
their first birthday — AT NO EXTRA
COST

Ri
sp
B.
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SALEM GOSPEL CENTER
221

fast 43rd St.

SIGNS!

WONDERS!

Cloy & Vet

Rev

Booker

Fitzgerald

MIRACLES! 11'
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FOOD INDUSTRY AIDS IN EDUCATION
BOARD OF EDUCATION TEAMS UP WITH
CHICAGO'S CHAIN FOODS COMPANIES
TO PROVIDE CAREER TRAINING IN BUSINESS
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By GEORGE LAWLEY
Supervisor, DE.South Secffbn
Mr. Richard Munson, Distributive Education Teacher'.
The Chicago Board of Education and hundreds of Chicago's busliiessee
have teamed up to provide specialized training for over 500 high school seniors
Coordinator at Carver High, has found valuable training
stations for all of his DE students through contacts madi
enrolled in Distributive Education. Students are pursuing such realistic career
objectives as: store manager, head cashier, buyer, supervisor, section manager, primarily with the food industry.
personnel director, training director, advertising manager, and division manager.
Mr. Munson, in cooperation
One major area of Chicago's retailing industry is the
with the Illinois Employment
companies
as
High
Such
Service,
has screened all apChain Food business.
Low, Del total operation of the specific
Farms, Kroger, A & P, and Jewel are currently providing business, all of which enables plicants for the DE program
training for young people who are considering a career in the student to clarify his to =Re sure that the she*
dents who are accepted into
11
business after graduation. These companies are enabling career objective,
Employment will be mainly the program have the aptitude
Classroom looks on as student Antonio Wheat, a DX. Stustudents to achieve one of the
e
llitiyt tpolacdo
inngd, display,oth faneecitortyhe
dent at Del Farms. 38th & Cottage Store, demonstrates
major objectives of D.E., that in sellingadvertisa
work
on a
other
is to help the student make merchandising,
merchandise display methods. Instructor Richard Munson
the adjustment to full-time areas of work related to the job.
looks on.
Mr. Munson is a product of
employment
and to guide sale of the product or sem
COMBINING WORK AND STUDY
ices of the business. Excellent our Chicago Public Schools.
them in career decisions,
opportunities are He is a graduate of Hirsch
The promising your man or woman graduating from
The key to the success of training
available and can be arranged High School, Wilson Junior
a Distributive Education high school program has many D.E. lies in the fact that for all students entering the College, and
the Chicago
opportunities to continue his education in the State of students receive RELATED program. The type of training Teacher's College. He is curINSTRUCTION
in
the
classIllinois.
and on the job experiences to rently attending the Illinois
room. D.E. students study the be scheduled are
There are good adult educadependent Institute of Technology two
theory
of
merchandising
and
RICHARD MUNSON
tion programs, technical
scholarship is available to retailing in the classroom and upon the student and his nights a week and working
schools, and Junior Colleges
on a Master's degree in Susi- easy to see why Mr. Munson
both boys and girls for then in the afternoon this future vocational choice,
in the State for those who
ness Administration and Ecocollege training in the field theory is put into action at A k P NATIONAL. LEADER nomics.
wish a few specialized courses
Mr. Munson has had has made such a hit with
their
cooperating
training
staManagement
of Restaurant
or a terminal short program
IN THE EMPLOYEE OF three years of general selling both students and employers.
tions.
and Administration.
of courses. For Distributive
DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION experience and one year as a His enthusiasm for DE can
Classroom instruction in
Education graduates who wish 6.'Jewel Scholarships
manager trainee in one of be easily seen by looking at
sales
techniques,
advertising
to
take
a
four or five year
JOHN ALLEN student, gets special training in produce
10 full scholarship worth a display, credit control, mer- The 1960-61 tabulation of Chicago's leading chain stores. this page which he planned
degree
program,
the
UniverDistributive Education Student With the line educational and initiated with the oopackaging and display from Leo Schaben Manager of A k P
_maximum of $6000 each and chandise information, person- shows that A & P not only background and valuable operation of the leading food
sity of Illinois offers several
Store, 7535 S. State Street.
silty
development,
!nonageexcellent opportunities.
scholarships
worth
15 partial
ment, and economics is given was the leading employer of managerial experience, it is stores in Chicago.
SCHOLARSHIPS
$2000 each are offered to as well as instruction common Distributive Education StuCOMBINING WORK AND STUDY
As busines people are begirls and boys employed by to the occupations of all the dents in the Food Industry
but
was
the
National
Leader
coming more aware of the
Jewels on a part time basis. students in the class. Indi- in the employment of all Disneed for better trained perThe student must average vidual or related instruction tributive Education Students.
sonnel, scholarships and other
is given as needed to the
It further showed that one out
15 hours of work per week
grants are being offered for
student to be able to perform of
every four students is emextended study and research
durtig the senior high school more efficiently on the D.E.
ployed in the Food Industry.
in the field of distribution.
year. The students are judg- student's school program IS
7
A & P is very proud to be
1. Illinois Foundation for Dised on C E E B competitive arranged so that he or she is able to cooperate and work
tributive Education, Inc.
able
to
leave
school
performance
after
about
work
with the many High Schools
$500 (Distributive EducaSCHABEN Manager of A & P 7535 S. State gives Dusable
exams'
and school record. The Je- seven periods which is gen- whose curriculum includes a
tion) Graduate Scholarship
High School student Theodore Gray special training in
erally
about
1
to
p.m.
The
anxious
wel Tea Co. is
"
8 /.. cooperative or educational pro_awarded annually to a Dispromotion display.
have DE students compete dents go directly to their gram.
tributive Education gradufor these awards. The win- training station which is Students having the benefit
ate interested in further
ners ar provided with part secured by the teacher-coordi- of this type of training have
education in distribution
time and summer employ- nator and approved by the proven ,to be good employees.
or distributive education.
ment to supplement their Board of Education.
The vast field of food dis- MR. SCOTT Manager of Del Farm 38th & Cottage Grove
2. DEC A Scholarship-Loan
scholarship. In addition to Once on the job, the stu- tribution needs people to help explains methods of pricing merchandise to Antonio Wheat
Awards
the scholarships Jewel also dent works the same as an- sell its product to the con- Carver High School Student.
The Scholarships-L o a n
has a two or four years 'goo. other part-time employee with sumer and above all the retail
Award Program of the
sorship DE Program to West- one exception. The D.E. stu- industry needs people with
DECA Foundation is a
ern Michigan University at dent-learner follows a step- imagination, energy and creplan whereby worthy
Kalamazoo. Qualification for by-step training plan prepared ativity. Those who can plan
members of the Distribusponsorship by the company by the businessman and the ahead and have the ability to
tive Education Clubs of
is based on job performance coordinator. This training plan resume responsibility quickly
America may have an opthe ability to do college level is designed for the student will have an interesting and
portunity to further their
work and an interest in mak- and generally provides a well rewarding future ahead of
RUDOLPH PHILLIPS Crane High School student receives
education in marketing
ing a career in retailing, rounded experience in the them.
special training from Leo Schaben Manager of A & P 7535
and distribution for careers
The program operates on the
No one industry can guar
S. State.
in Distributive Education.
A Guide to Scholarships antee that there are more
basis 01 one SOMeeter
Any high school senior or
school and the next semester
for Counselors in the Chi- chances to get ahead faster
• "
,
..11
graduate who is or has
is spent in a Jewel store uncago Public Schools com- than in any other industry.
MARSHALL BENNEY, Manager Del Farms 6330 S. Parb
been an active member of
aer supervised training for
piled by the Bureau of We believe that these extra
instructs Walter Cobb, Carver High in Produce Display.
DECA and intends to purcollege credit with the studPupil Personnel Services chances for success and satissue a full-time, two-year
ent paying his own tuition
lists other scholarships. faction make retailing Amerv.vviessigler"
or four-year course of
out of the money earned durThis reference book should ica's No. 1 career opportunity
study in marketing, dising the training period.
be available at your school. industry.
tribution or Distributive
•
Education is eligible.
ARE HEAk3. Chicago Gasoline Jobbers
ft
Scholarship
$500 is offered once a year
to an outstanding DE stuA. BROAD SOCIAL ABJECTIVES
a knowledge of the sources of such
dent who has worked in a
To meet vocational responsibilities
Gas Service Station. The
information
through acquisition of knowledge,
student should be interestLEO SCHABEN Manager of A & P 7535 State Street dem.
To contribute to the efficient
attitudes, skills, and appreciations
ed in securing a college
onstrates methods of opening merchandise to James Williamz
operation
of the distributive sysMARSHALL BENNEY manager of Del Farm 6330 South Park
in
the
field
of merchandising and
education. The money
Carver student.
is teaching register operation to Ernest Griffin a Carver
awarded will be paid to
services
tem, so that increased profits may
the college of the student's
High School student.
To build sound human relationresult to the distributors, increased
choice.
ships by learning and practicing
savings to the consumer, and
4. The Kroger Co. Scholarthe skills and activities which lead
greater stabilization to the distriship
to working efficiently and harThe Kroger Co. awards
butive system
moniously with others
one $500 scholarship to an
To increase understanding of our
C. PERSONALITY OBJECTIVES
outstanding male high
economic system through participaTo develop proper work methods,
school distributive education in the cooperative part-time
attitudes, and understandings
tion senior in Illinois for
program of the school and the
To develop personality traits destudy at the college or
business community
sirable in merchandising and servuniversity of the successB. ACHIEVEMENT OBJECTIVES
ful candidate's choice proice occupations
t4
.
64i•
To acquire a working knowledge
vided the instruction is
To develop adaptability to new
WILLIAM GILLESPIE Manager of Jewel Tea Company,
fully accredited.
of the various areas of merchandissituations.
623 E. 79th Street is explaining the difference between
5. National Restaurant Assoing and service occupations
,
ciation Scholarship Awards
private and public brands to Hoover Coney and Napoleon
To determine through exploration
THE FUTURE OF D.E.
The H. J. Heinz Company
Through the direction and guidance
Henderson, Carver High School students. Napoleon is being
in actual work situations one's
WILLIAM FITZGERALD Manager of Del Farm 1030 N.
has been awarding five
of Dr. Benjamin C. Willis, the general
sponsored to Western Michigan University by the Jewel
aptitude and interest in merchandisLarabo• gives Gloria Basic, Waller High School student
$1,000 scholarships
Company.
superintendent, the Distributive Eduing and personalized services
instructions in special merchandise promotion.
throughout the country.
cation program will be expanded from
To develop an ability, based on the
The applications may be
25 high schools to 50 high schools. This
knowledge of merchandise and of
secured from Miss Kathryn
expansion points out the need for inthe needs and wants of consumers,
Bruce, Educational Direccreased cooperation by the business comto serve customers intelligently,
tor, National Restaurant
munity. Men and companies with vision
efficiently, and agreeably
Association, 1530 North
and courage can readily see that the
To understand and apply ethical
Lake Shore Drive, Chiobjectives and values of D.E. go far
practices in business
cago 10, Illinois. Applicabeyond those stated below.
tions should be in by FebTo acquire product information and
ruary 1 each year. The
FANe!v
COMBINING WORK AND STUDY
COMBINING WORK AND STUDY
JOHN WALSH High Low supervisor explains advertising
Carver
High
School
Student.
procedures to Paul McGee
ROBERT WATKINS Co Manager of Kroger 8224 Cottage
Grove gives Leonard McClendon Carver student training
in store traffic sales promotion.

COLLEGE OPPORTUNITIES
MANY FOR DE GRADS

0
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OD

Mr. Richard Munson, DE
Coordinator At Carver High

OBJECTIVES OF THE COOPERATIVE PART-TIME
DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION PROGRAM

4P

RICHARD BAHL Manager of Jewel Tea Company at 8249 JOHN McKenna asst. mgr of High Low 71st and South Park
THADDEUS HODGE Carver student gets explanation on
Cottage Grove shows Cupid Cobb. Carver High School Stu- explains feature display of perishable merchandise to Carver
distribution of store merchandise from Joseph M•larski
dent how to coordinate individual prices with merchandise. student Thaddeus Hodge.
Manager of High Low 71st and South Park.

‘•1
tik."44

la&
EDDIE BRITTON Carver High School Distribution Education student is receiving training which will aid her in
becoming head cashier from Russel Dodson. Manager Jewel
Tea Company in Lake Meadows.
.4.0816
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, ,.
".eke.eiteampie
,
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BARBARA SMITH Carver High School student gets instruc ANTHONY ZUNGROVE Manager of High Low 712 E. 87th LEONARD McCLENDON gets instructions on private brands
lions in check cashing verification from Arnold Grant Street explains shrinkage control to Paul McGee Carver from Robert Watkins Co-Manager of Kroger 5224 Cottage
High School student.
Manager of Jewel Tea Co., 837 W. 68th Street.
Grove.

dail0

a/

LEONARD McCLENDON gets household merchandising
explanation from Wells Schroeder Kroger manager 11124
Cottage Grove.
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Ohio CollegeSenior Wins
Restaurant Bias Case

GOODMAN

Brandon of Durant is president.
Mrs. Flecia Brooks is at the
Everyone enjoyed the first bedside of her daughter, Mrs
_meeting of the newly organiz- It. C. Sallis in Afro hospital.
ed singing convention
at
• Shady Grove Baptist church
HOLLY SPRINGS
WILBERFORCE, O. — Cen- chain all over Ohio had
the third Sunday. Several
sig'ner.
tral State College senior Jean,church
choirs
participated. , The 38th annual meeting of
nette
C. Thomas of Cincinnati, iashmm
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onal Dishas won her battle with the
trict Teachers Association conMills
Restaur
ant chain in a disvened at Coldwater, Miss. The
Columbusat branch,effe aibnsuot.
crimination case brought before Clevela
oang lrey ethem enCt
nd nawendanns
Tate County scheel, headed by
the
Ohio
Civil
Rights
commis- The chain's headquarters is in
Prof. Floyd Miller, rendered a
sion.
Birmingham, Mich.
fine program before the reguAURORA
T
h
e
home
economi
cs major In a letter from James A.
lar cession.
filed
a
complai
nt
against
By ADA L. CARNOR
the Madison, director of pulbic acLawrence Autry, the Second
Cincinnati Mills restaurant last commodations
District Teacher Assn., presifor the commisMr, Robinson of May street le,
year,
after
the
manager
there
sion, Dr. Durham was told:
called the meeting to
has been quite ill.
eic,pressed "concern" over the "You will
cicer. Guest speaker w a s
be pleased to know
act that she insisted on eating that partiall
Mrs. Ruth Durham, Mrs. E. E. Rankin, presiden
y as a result of int of
ith the white employees, in formation
Lillian Bridgeford, Mrs. Anna Mississippi Industrial
brought to the Comcollege.
the upstairs dining room.
Mae Vaughn and Mrs. Ida Prof. Blair T. Hunt,
mission'
s
attention by one of
of MemSwaine went to Manhattan phis made interest
According to Miss Thomas, your students
ing reseveral months
the Mills Restaurant has se- ago, the
Saturday to attend a districe marks. Address by
chain of Mills restauA. A. Alexmeeting of the American Le- ander of Jackson
parate dining facilities for Ne- rants in
Ohio recently signed a
. Election of
gion Auxiliary.
gro and white employees, and Concilia
officers for the next two
tion
when she refused to abide by ing a wide Agreement correctMrs. Amos was chairman of years. L. A. Cummings, presirange of illegal disthe
custom
of eating separately, criminatory practice
•the chicken dinner given at dent; Mr. Bearden, vice presis."
the
manager
informed her that Madison
the Church of God in Christ dent.
continued, "It is safe
slle was no longer needed.
last Sunday. Rev. Bonner is The State Teachers will conto say that the success of thi.
Miss Thomas came to the
Pastor.
vene in Jackson, March 22-24.
Mills Restaurant after the man- negotiation will be a major fac...Mrs. C. B. McCarthy left
%
tor in attacking similar pracDELTA FOUNDERS' DAY ess groups sponsoring
agement of the chain had conSaturday for Charleston, Mo .
the ob- chapter and Misses Marian Mrs.
tices throughout the restaurant
Ross, Dr. Anna Johnson tacted Dr. Elizabet
spearheads camera-record re- servance were Chicago
BATESVILLE
" to attend the funeral of her
h
Durham, industry in Ohio."
Alum- Morgan and Mary Foster, co- Julian,
luncheon speaker and head of the CSC
cent observance of the 49th nae and Lambda chapters
sister who died suddenly.
Economics De- He comment
, chairmen of luncheon-pro- (standing)
By CLEY W. JOINER
ed, "Miss Jeananniversary of the founding sparked by Mrs.
Miss Morgan, Miss partment requesting
- The Valentine luncheon at
Nona Ross. gram. Group includes (seated McKinn
Dietetic nette Thomas can
ey and Mrs. Lennie Interns from the
take a small
St. Johns AME church was Fire swept through a six of the Delta Sigma Theta So- president of the Chicago from left) Miss Foster,
college.
She measure of pride in
Mrs. P. Muse, vice president of the began
the posiworking in the Cincin- tive
largely
building here killing rority, Inc., at the Como Inn, Alumnae: Miss Nina McKin- norothy P. Harrison, immediattended.
Visitors,
action
Chicago
generat
Alumna
546
ed by her
*,
N. Milwaukee live. Host- ney, president of Lambda
nati restaurant in June, and
were from Main Street Baptist Andy Brown, 86. His youngest
ate past national president;
willingn
ess
to
protest
against
was dismissed in August,
on escaped without injury.
--and Logan Street, Batavia.
after the imposition of
second class
having "disobeyed the rules"
Funeral for Mr. Brown was
sanctions because of her race."
on
four occasions by eating in
held at Sand spring AME
CAIRO
Miss Thomas received a
the area •reserved for white
letter
church where he was a life
from Robert J. Coates, SouthBy DAN CLARK
employees.
time member.
JOHNSON CITY
west Regional Director, infora thriller to Elizabethton 47- Mrs. Chester Frank last
T
h
e CSC senior explained
The Church of God in Christ,
SunJACKSON
William Grogam and wife
48.
day in the home of Mr. and
that, at the Cincinnati Restau- ming her of the results of her
By COURTLAND RHEA
-are are visiting his mother, East Batesville, had enjoyable
complaint. She was told that
The
By
semi-fin
Mrs.
C.
rant,
A.
Deal
AGNEW
als
Anderso
and
finals
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services
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here last Sunday.
Negro help were reMrs. Chariot Grogan.
Human Relations Day was were played at the Douglass
quired to get their food from the Commission would make
John Sloe* is home from
Invitations are in the mail
Mrs.
Iona
periodic compliance reviews to
Savage Hall an- behind the
observed here on Feb. 11 for a gym, Kingsport. The Golden
Kennedy General hospital in nounced her
to friends who will attend the
marriage to Mr. the white serving line, while determine the restaurant's comkickoff signal for Brotherhood Tigers downed the Kingsport
Memphi
employees got their pliance
s. ,
reception in Paducah, Ky., for
Luther Day. The marriage
Week. Race Relations services team by a score of 76-68 while
with the law, prior to
Miff Birdie H. Douglas cf ceremony was performed re- food from the front of the dismissing the
the former MA's Shirlean Marwere held at the West Market the Tigeretts lost to the Kingscase.
line
just
as
the regular customTRUSSVILLE
A and I State university, cently here in Jackson .The
fin and her new husband, Mr.
Street Methodist church on the port Lassies by a score of
When
told by the manager
ers. The Negroes were
19- isfashville, was home
By L. R. MEYERS
Mundy of Chicago, Ill.
furnish- that she need not
with her couple spent their honeymoon ed
.norn.ng of Feb. 11 with Judgt. 34.
finish out
a hot, stuffy dining
father, Ralph Douglas and sis- e. Detroit, Mich. On their reThe brotherhood program , Services at Mt. Canaan T:;ton E. Phillips as
room day, Miss Thomas stated, the
the The final rounds found
"We
the !er, Mrs. Thomas Williams.
held at Ward Chapel AME Baptist church were crowned
turn home they will reside on downstairs, while the whites are taught at Central
st speaker. L. C. Spiva was Greeneville
were allowed to eat
Slat
girls outlasting
exhilarating joy last Sun- the master of ceremon
church where Rev. B. Ramsey
upstairs in never to leave
Smith Lane road. Congratuies. Rev. the Kingsport Lassies
any job half.
the aircooled regular
by a
is pastor and Mrs. Hattie B. day. A great message wis de- J. C. Hill is the pastor.
lations to the newlyweds.
dining done, so I will finish
CLARKSVILLE
the day
room. It was this practice
score of 39-24 for first place
1 vered by the pastor, Rev. T.
Kendrick is president.
that
out."
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and
Mrs.
A
Jackie
Race
Relations service and the Langston Tigeretts
Spears Miss Thomas set out
James Campbell, 79, died at C. Williams. Deacon and Mrs.
to combat. She is the
was held at Thankful Baptist easily won over Rogersville By EDWARD H. BROWN, Jr. of 464 Merry Lane court are In separat
daughte
r of Mrs.
e letters to Miss Jeannet
his home. He was an old citi- George Posey were visitors
tlie very happy parents of a Thomas
te A. Thomas of 1512
church on the afternoon of for third place.
and Dr. Durham, the Blair
from the Haygood Chapel
Mayor William Edmondson fine 71
zen of Cairo.
/
2 lb. baby girl born Ohio
st., Cincinnati, and attendFeb. 11 with Rev. Carl C.
Civil Rights commission ed
In the boys' finals Slater, signed a proclamation in ob- Feb.
Rev. and Mrs. J. I. Cobb church of Pinson.
13. Mother and daughter fcrmed
Withrow high school in that
Murray, minister of Watauga
Bristol won over the Tigers servance of Negro History were
them that the Mills city.
have just returned from the Presiding Elder E. P. Green Avenue
doing fine at this writPresbyte
rian
church
by a score of 74-68 for first Week in Clarksville, Feb. 11,Sunday
school
convention h eld quarterly conference as guest speaker. The
ing. Mr. Spears was very libmusic place and Elizabethton
here at Mt. Zion AME church
held in Springfield, /11.
de- 18. Present for the signing eral with his special brand of
was furnished by the Echoes feated
Kingsport in a thriller were Francis L. Young, pub- clgars.
Mrs. Hattie M. Pettigrew last Sunday.
This reporter was one
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Hunter of Zion and the Thankful by a score of 36-33.
lic ty director for the Associa- of the
died Feb. 16 after a serious
recipients of his generChorus. A film was shown on
tion for the Study of Negro osity.
and family attended the funer•accident.
Trophie
s
were
present
ed by
the night program by Frank
Life and History; and Samuel
Rev. Ed Horn, 83, died at al of a relative in Birmingham L.
The Helping Hand club of
Wilson entitled "Human William Blevins, vice-presi- Thomas
, manager of the Hi Bethel AME
'Veterans hospital, Marion, Ill., last Monday. Their son, James Relation
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e
Aschurch celebrated
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Hat Dinner Club.
after an extended illness.
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g
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Third Annual Valentine
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group heard an addiess by
MACON, Ga.—(UPI)—Police
• Mrs. Learlene Walker of with other relatives of the de- Aaron
Georgia city.
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Redd. H. C. Collie, jr.,
into a
.Cleveland is here with her ceased from Lorain, Ohio.
There have been several inspeaker
at
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History
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Place—
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George Clem,
was in charge of the program.
l red dress- city bus last week but
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Roberts
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recent
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,who is very ill.
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2nd Place — Douglass,
boycotting
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Mrs. Ann Winters' guests
yon, president of the Willing A very unusual program was
last Monday after four
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Negro bus boycott.
Rev. Daniel Goines a n d
AD AMSVILLE
•last Sunday were her son-inNegro ministers were arrested
Workers' club, who sponsored rendered. A motion picture of
3rd Place — Langston,
There were no injuries. Offi- for violating state
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said
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the
two shots ap- seating laws.
oastor of St. Peter's AME &aced by Clemmy Patterson
erved at Adarnsville Elemen- conducted the services at the
parently
came
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from
Two white youths were
was present and shade was an added attraction to the
a wooded
1st Place — Slater, Bristol
ary school. Guest speaker was St. Paul .AME Zion church on
a fine talk on Negro history. occasion. The church dining area and possibly could have beaten by young Negroes and
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Mrs. Aletha Safford, instructor the afternoon of Feb, 11. Rev.
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fired
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ments of homemade room was beautifully decor.
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Washington trip to fly home
d tables were decorated with
Elizabethton
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he PTA. P. J. Billingsley, Prof. Emery I. Gary attendAfter this latest incident of
The Greeneville girls also program was rendered. Mrs. white linen cloths, red roses and said he will insist that
president; S. William Harris, ed a clinic for high school
By R. C. DURR
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violence
was
mistress
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and
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and Negro leaders meet
white carnations. EveryWilson said, "I will
r, .ved a trophy for All•
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one dined sumptuously. The with him in an effort to ease require and insist that leaders
Season Play as did the boys ceremonies.
Funeral services were held :nistress of ceremonies.
D. C. recently.
from
occasion
racial
both
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of
sides meet with me."
was under the supers, Bristol, Virginia. Mrs. Annie L. Northington
tensions,-inhis central
for Bishop J. R. Davis, who Funeral services for the late
Mrs. Thelma Moore is indisPolice said they have reCo - championship football was taken to Vanderbilt hos- vision of M r s. Jeffye B.
was pastor of the Church of Mrs. Alice Farris Givens were posed. Mr.
and Mrs Moses trophies went to Douglass, pital, Nashville, where she Hearnton, Mrs. Maggie Carver,
ceived
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that some buses
. God here for 14 years. Services held at Mt. Zion Baptist Prather
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AMENDING THE MOTION
Although some 47,000 NeThe Langston High school
Mrs. Robbie Mosley was the blood, type B. positive. ness. on Eastern Avenue was
bishop, delivered the eulogy. Praco, Ala., recently visited
QUESTI
ON:: Please discuss groes continue to stay
recently under the
Tigerettes defeated the Eliza- dinner guest of Mr. and Mrs. Blood was taken from 23 of rendered'
The city has lost a great man her parents here.
off the
amendi
ng the motion by the buses, Bibb Transit
them. Fresh, whole blood was direction of Mrs. M. I. Moore.
who was loved and respected
Those on the sick list are bAhton girls by a score of Hampt Robinson last Sunday.
method of substitution.—Mrs. ident Linton Baggs Co. presThe
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at49-21
for
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in
the
the
opening
n.
The
round
by all.
commun
said
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ity male chorus
the
Pete Vasser, Mrs. Lillie Mincy
white riders were making up
the Tri-State Athletic Associa- of Dyersburg gave a musical Two of the donors were Fort tended. Elder C. N. Ricks, pas- L. P.
Cunningham
and Fennel and Mrs. Willie Merrill.
tor.
tion Tourney. Nancy Goines program at St. John Baptist Campbell soldiers.
ANSWER: The purpose of for losses in revenue.
were the center of attraction
Z a r ah Court No. 51, an amendment is to make the
helped the Tigeretts' cause by church last Sunday afternoon
when they presented the floor
EMPIRE
Miss Phyllis Walker and Paughters of Isis celebrated wording
d..nking 30 points. High point- for the St. John choir. Legrant
of the main motion
,show at Rodgers Bar.
By DONALD E. PENDLETON er
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Second Annual Valen- more acceptable to the memEwing
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at
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the Masonic bers. One of the methods is
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City South and Mrs. Lula
Tourney played in the Lang- The president. Willie James
Mrs. E. D. Roberts, Sr., is con- I p.m., at Mercer CME church, "Mr. Chairman, I move that
Modest were added to the ily were here Sunday to at- ston gym, the Golden Tigers Graham, presided.
tend
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the
at
Rev.
Johnson
L.
Argo.
officiatchurch. Rev. Brown spoke for
we send five delegates to the
News was received that fined to Memorial hospital.
defeated Greeneville by a
Mrs. L. Tener's brother vis- score
Rev. W. M. Bowie who was
of 92-54. Johnny Russaw Johnnie Hamilton is dead. A Mrs. Leona Outlaw, struck ing. Burial was in Ebenezer annual conference."
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end.
former
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resident of Newberry, by
During the discussion, it Virgin Isles 30 pt
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an auto, was taken to MeMrs. N. Creig had guests and
NEW YORK, N. Y. — Where
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Royale rendered a program
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conducted at Pilgrim Rest treasury
would one expect one of the
i. orial hospital.
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according to an article in the
Richard Allen Founders Day
director of the board of Chris- prepare speeches upon request. current issue.
was held at Ethel 0. Miller
tian Education of St. Paul For my parliamentary law
Among the many reasons
High school last Sunday eveCME church and former mem- motions chart, send fifty cents listed by Joseph, the first
is
ning. Principal speakers were
Marcus
to
Dr.
Boulwar
H.
e,
ber of Lane College and forclimate. The temperature in
Charlie Waugh, Albert Watmer supervisor on Lauder- Florida A. & M. University, the islands ranges
from 70 to
kins, Yancey
Montgomery,
dale County School system Box 310-A, Tallahassee, Fla.
90 degrees all year round, with
Mrs. Bertha Williams, Mrs. SPRINGFIELD, Ill. — (UPI)
was the guest speaker. She
an
average
mean
of 78. There's
Theodie Miller and others. — The Illinois Department of
ws introduced by Mrs. F. A. Green was her pastor.
a difference of only five deRev. McDade. pastor, made the mental health Tuesday apDobbins. Music for the occas- The 30th anniversary of grees
between
the average
closing remarks.
pointed an advisory committee
ion wa.s furnished by St. John Alpha Gamma chapter of tempera
tures on the hottest
Rev. W. T. Daniel attended on standards for day care
Men's Chorus, Denmark Bapt- Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority,
and coldest months of the yesaik
services at Lucherman last centers.
ist chutrh, Blairs Chapel CME Inc., was celebrated Sunday, "What's
more," says the OW
. Sunday morning.
Dr. Francis J. Gerty, dechurch 'and West High Glee Feb. 18 at 5 p.m.. in the Lane
bele, "the average humidity is
•
Rev. and Mrs. Albert St. partment director, said the
club.
college
chapel.
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sorority very low for a tropical
Clair attended services at committee will review and
island,
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Friendship Baptist church last recommend changes in standWilliams Lancaster lege Choir in concert, featurLouise
Sunday.
ards for licensing day care
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The PTA of Ethel 0. Miller centers, which in this state
Hill CME church, the Rev. R. quelyn Cole. The occasion was happy again that they're
high school sponsored a found- care for more than 20,000 IlliT. Kinney officiating. Burial thoroughly enjoyable. Miss alive."
ers day tea last Sunday.
nois children.
was in Elmwood cemetery Cole is the attractive daughter
Mr. and Mrs. Carroll Rucker The 11 persons named to
with Bledsoe Funeral Home of Prof. and Mrs. 0. C. Cole
visited in New Port last Wed- the committee included:
in charge. Mrs. Lancaster was of this city who are piominent
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born and reared in Madison members of Mother Liberty
Mr. and Mrs. McKinley N. Cleveland ave., Chicago;
County and was a member of CME .church and teachers in
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. Cathrine visited in the home Mrs. Irvin Blumfield, Alton;
Union Hill and had served on the city's school system. Alpha
of Mr. and Mrs. Festus John- Sister Sylvia Brown. 2822 W.
the Stewardess board for a Gamma was the first Greek
Don't Pass This Upl
son last Sunday.
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Jackson blvd., Chicago; Mrs.
number of years. Survivors in- letter organization on the THE
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Sixten young persons joined Margaret Buckwalter, Quincy;
clude her husband, Calvin campus of Lane college.
Last week, all Georgia,
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the AME church last Sunday Miss Shirley Dean, 2507 N.
New
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Mrs Johnnie Brown visited Park, Mrs. Evelyn Edwards,
Mrs. Helen Adams, and Miss church, the Rev. A. L CampMe Dexter, Detroit 5, Mirk.
in St. Louis recently.
211 S. Ashland, Chicago; Mrs.
Maxine Lancaster; two broth- bell officiating. Burial was in
TY 1-6046
Enire Dotty is ill at his Mary Meyer, 2817 Pine Grove
ers, Charlie and J. W. Wil- Mt. Olive cemetery with Ford
Magical Secrets for Love
home.
ave., Chicago; Mrs. Barbara J. WILLARD TYLER (third and, companies.
liams;
four sisters, Miss Artie Funeral Home in charge. Sur- Win the love of anyone you wish
Tyler, chair- tax structure. Tyler is vice
The young people sang two Smiley, East Peoria; Mn. Al- from right) and
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Mutual Assurance Mich.. Mrs. Emily
morning services held at Beth- and Miss Pearl M. Frost take
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ipmegemiee Club
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part in conference airing bee, described the problems company
: Dr. Brothers is ac- grandchildren
el AME church.
Aurora.
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and one great brother, Edward Shipwith of torinr.t.v,
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Lester Pressures BTVI To Defeat

Sports

Lestei used an aggressive The Lions got terrific scor- place during season play,
second-half defense to storm ing from their veteran guards. whipped Carver for the third
from behind to soundly de- 'Thomas Parham scooted in for consecutive time 62-58. Melfeat Booker T Washington 72- numerous lay-ups in tallying rose took care of Douglass in
57, in the finals of the Dis- 20 points. John Swift, the fine fashion with a 68-34 loptrict 1 Basketball Tournament Lester "bread and Butter" sided win It was the rubber
last Friday night in the Mel- player, led all scorers with 24. game between the two teatns.
Amami.
Ward led the Warriors with Douglass won the first two
rose Gym.
By BILL LITTLE
event.
Melrose qualified along with 21 markers.
meetings. then Melrose copAs • conference champ,
the ftnalists for this week's Lester defeated Melrose in ped two one-point decisions.
TOURNEY TIME
Florida has accepted an inRegion III action, by downing the semi-finals 76-69. In the Douglass was never in this
The baseball season is right
vitation to play in the small
Manassas 67-52 for third place. latter game, Lester failed to one.
around the corner as the bas- college division of the
NCAA
Three teams from District I demoralise the host Golden Washington's first game was
ketball teams prepare for the cage tourney which opens
will represent the prep lea- Wildcats with their blazing a 67-55 semi-final win over
tournament trail Those quin- March 9th, with four regional
gue this week at Washington. fastbresk holding a 48-40 Manassas. Lester appears to be
tets whose iesseds didn't war- playoffs.
rant an invite from tournaBehind 27-32 at the end of margin at the halfway mark ready tourney competition.
ment selectors, have but one KIRI DRAWS
the first half due to the War- Willie Morgan led the Lions' The Lions won the LeMoyne
course to pursue—pack away NEGRO LED TEAM
rior tight zone defense and attack in this encounter with Tourney, also.
their uniforms in moth balls Memphis State, angling for
the unerring basket bombings 25 points. Melrose's Willie Ii all games run true,. to
an
N.I.T.
post-season
tourney
until next aeason.
of Willie Ward. Lester put on Jones, the tourney's top point form.
Friday's
semi-finals
LeMoyne, Memphis State bid, has accepted an offer to
the pressure in the third producer, led all marksmen should match Melrose and
face
Creighton
University
of
and Christian Brothers college,
quarter to overtake Washing- with 37 tallies. Jones bucket- Washington in Lme game and
ed 35 against Manassas in the
were all invited to participate Omaha, Nebraska in the N.C.ton.
Lester and Woodstock in the
In post season hoop festivals. A.A. regionals. The game is
Charles Wright and John consolation game.
other. The games will start
Mated for either Lubbock or
The
quarter-finals
produced
MAGICIANS LOSE
Swift held the Warriors outDallas in Texas. In Creighton,
two mild surprises, when un- at 7 each night during the
side shooters at bay with derdog
LeMoyne, taking part in the Memphis State will go up
Manassas, tied for fifth tour day stand.
sterling defensive efforts. DesSouthern Intercollegiate Ath- against another outstanding
pite those individuals efforts,
letic Conference tournamen five, led by a sepia player.
the Lester win, the first in
for the first time in 10 yeirs, Where this was the case in
three outings with the league
suffered a heartbreaking de- two previous road games (Lochamps, was a big team effort.
feat in the Consolation game yola of Chicago and Villanova)
As a matter of fact, it was
at the hands of Clark College the Tigers were soundly
the key play of the Lions'
of Atlanta, Ga. The Panthers trounced.
second liners that proved
outscored the Mad Magicians The Creighton coach in a
104-91, in a race horse-style speech before the local alumni CITY CHAMPIONS — Two proudly accept I h e Coca- a perfect season of 14 wins Washington's undoing • Big
game.
early in the season, annouced players on the Booker T. Cola company's trophy for and no lasses. The players Charles Bowers got three
The Purple Wave got top that Creighton once again Washington high school the Memphis Prop League are Willie Ward, 22. and Le- clutch baskets during the By JOHNNY CHANDLER cept the score you made after
you hole out.
last desperate effort of the
CHAPTER IV
notch scoring performan
would return to great heights Warriors basketball t e a in from Bill Nabors, right, after Roy Weakley. 22.
Even the rules require ex*
(Withers Photo)
Warriors to snatch the lead
from freshmen guard Monroe in the sport that once used
If you are a beginner try to *naive interpretation by comCurrin and the usual high- peach baskets to deposit the
stay away from everything but mittee of experts from the top
scoring David Gaines. Cur- ball. Naturally, the curious
acquiring
the
fundamental drawer of the United States
rin, a yearling from Halls, were concerned with the
theories of proper use of grip, Golf association, the final au-Tennessee, threw in 33 mark- means for the end. The coach
stance, swing. All the intricate thority on the playing of 3ei
ers while the tricky Gaines, pointed out that he had a
and often unfathomable refine- golf game in this country.
a Detroit junior, meshed 24. sophomore named Paul Silas Who has the best basketball r/Pirst, the Alcorn Braves hold ber one small college in the tough Southern of Louisiana. ments attached to a golf swing. At this point I must impress
Before the tourney got un that a lot would be writte
freely cited by the experts upon prospective golfers jhe
But on the other hand, E. E.
am in Mississippi among Ne- two wins over Grambling, the nation.
derway last Thursday at Tus- about before the season ter
a question third ranked mall college in The Braves seem to have the Simmons' Braves have twice should be saved for the day value of knowing the rules. I
colleges?
That's
gro
kegee, LeMoyne was rated minated.
which fans are arguing all over the nation, they also own one "Indian Sign" on the Touga- fallen before sharp shooting When you feel you are playing say that a complete knovelerge
:second to Florida, the even- Silas, a 6'7"-scoring wizard the state. The four teams men- win over Tennessee State A- too Bulldogs, having whippedIllississippi Vocational College's tisfactory and with some of the code is an absolute ,pteams
atrial champion. The 10
with a better than 20-points tioned seem to be equally mid I., the second ranked col- them twice in two thrillers; Delta Devils of Ma Rena, Miss. regularity.
sential in the process of learnW tourney were bracketed b average and 20 rebounds per 'etched. Just take a gander at lege in the nation, but they they have also split two game Second, Jackson State, a per- The advanced technique will hi/3 golf.
system.
the Dickenson rating .
game, has done more than his the season's results thus far: lost to Prairie View, the num- settos with Jackson State and ennial basketball power, has be just as much a plague to The rules of golf will rkot
LeMoyne had an 8-5 confer- share in leading the Bluejays
twice spanked MVC, split with you then but by that time you teach you how to swing at the
posFlorida
ence record with
to an 18-5 overall record. One
Tougaloo, Alcorn, Southern, and will have the ability to adapt ball or correct a bad slice, litit
20-0
undefeated
'eclair* an
win and a single loss were
GI ambling and to date holds some of the formulas mainly by a careful reading of the comelate. Strangely enough. Clark against unofficial college complete code and a little personal
one of the three wins that any the trial and error
method. prying into the
enten
the
sated last among
petition. The win was over
reasons
team has been able to eke out There is no hard
and
conference
fast
trants with a 7-9
the Phillip's Oilers, 75-66, a
help make you tremendously in
over No. I ranked Prairie
has
spent
seven
chance
of
getting
back
into
the
formula
for anything in golf ex- the art of playing the game.
mark.
Februilry 27th opponent of Major leaguer Robert "Bob" Boyd, who
View, 14-3; the two other teams
Memphis State.
Boyd is scheduled to leave here ears in the major leagues, will majors after spring training who have been able to knock
RATTLERS DOMINATE
the
for
first
base
in
gets
underway."
be
training
wolf P.V. are Southern and DilFlorida A & M continues to It is believed that because sometime soon to report for Toronto farm of the Milwaukee
exhibi- spring training at Daytona
When Boyd was asked why-lard of LOUIS'S/Ma.
show the supremacy that has of this year's sterling
Braves.
Since
the
close
of
the
schedTraining
is
opponFla.
Beach,
did he, a native of Potts Camp, T It i rd. MVC's Delta Devils
the Rattlers labeled as the tions given by ebony
to start the first week 1961 season he had been work- Miss.. select Memphis as the
"big school" in an inferior ents of MSU, that the Tigers uled
have the Braves number. MVC
relations
man
ing
as
a
public
in
this
month.
be
seeking
their
city to call "home." He ex" holds two clean wins over Alconference. It goes without will sodn
for
a
local
beer
distributing
wouldn't
Next
year
plained: that he started It s
saying that Florida has won services.
last one by a twenty
company here in Memphis, a job baseball career with the now corn, the
Bob
point margin. The Braves and
this tourney more than any be surprising since Coach
for
the
last
had
held
ne
has
while
has
used
them
defuncted
Red Sox in 1947. He the nails Devils are currently
other S. I. A. C. team, and Vanatta
two off-seasons.
also pointed out that his father, tied for the lead in the
threatens to hang up more compiling a winning record at
South
said,
"I'll
be
out
Boyd,
who
athletic•
Boyd,
lives at 636 Stev-tcentria Athletic conference.
the
DISU
Willie
titles than an aggregate of all Bradley. If
out
training
my
heart
there
the
green
St.
don't
give
ens
officials
-the other schools. With foottrying to get back in the big The first baseman has also Fourth, the Tougaloo Bull11and basketball champion- light to recruit Negroes, it
league," expressed the belief purchased a sundry store here, dogs, fast becoming a hardwood
needed
the
fuel
might
be
just
ships in their monopoly bag,
power, have had their moment
he has 'about three years When he is not an his public of
that
countstart
the
Valletta
to
for
-the Rattlers need only to salgreatness. The "Canines"
life" reof
good
ball-playing
exodus
to
the
an
down
for
relations ion, he can be seen can't seem to find the answer
-wage the baseball and track
Semi-Pro Baseball League maining in him.
Missouri.
His
University
of
crowns, to complete a grand
riddle
will start its 1962 season during The first baseman first wen working in
name has been rumored with
he
is sS
ai
l rP
ala%1361
:
have
e held
their "
slam.
A theirosvn
the iirst Saturday and Sunday a berth in the major leagues FloridaH
altallhey
st
home
state.
in
his
vacancy
everybody
the
several
more
sundry
purchase
Located in the heart of
else. The Bulldogs
in May (4-5 )announced t h e with the White Sox in 1913.
stores . . I sorts of want a have split two game settos with
'Major league baseball pre- PREMIER LEAGUE SET
ue's board of directors fah From there he went to the
Jackson State and powerful Dil'paratory camps, the Rattlers The ten teams which com- sowing a meeting last week. timore Oriole, Kansas City and chain of them."
Boyd said he was about 15 lard of New Orleans, La.; they
'will be favored when the con- prise the Premier Bowling Also announced was the start to the Milwnukee Braves.
years old when he started to also own a 22 point win over
ference umpires yell out "play League all set to roll March of the Semi Pro League's school
ball!"
5th at Roll-Away Lanes. The for baseball umpires which was Boyd said, "there is only one think seriously about becalm Southern of Louisiana in the
should
good
ballplayer
place
a
ing a big leaguer. Those were only game these two have
Since Xavier university of Monday pin busters will go scheduled to start Feb. 28 and
to play . . . and that's in his sandlot days.
played, and they have twice
New Orleans de-emphasized at each other in the following continue thru April 17. Classes seek
the major leagues. I liked play- The ballplayer and his wife, bopped MVC. while dropping
Its athletic program, Florida alignment: Golden Arrows vs. are held each Wednesday at
and
I
got
big
league
ing
in
the
Valco, are the parents of anione to the Devils.
has been dominating track and RC (B squad), Torres vs. Bass. 7:30 p.m. at Hanley Edleatenhat was corning to mc."
eight-year-old daughter, Deb- Who's best? Figure it out. One
field. It would be merciless, Plough, Inc. (B squad) vs. tary School, 680 Hanley ave.
he
to
say
that
He
went
on
of
ra Jo, born in Canada. T h e thing is certain though, these
should Florida fail to drop Budweiser, House of Beauty announced J. K. Davis, dean
would be eligible for a lifetime Boyds live at 89 S. Parkway are the most evenly
matched
any athletic encounters with vs. RC (A squad) and Wilson umpires.
National League East.
from
nsion
teams seen in these parts in
their opponents. In last Sat- (Tennie's) vs. Plough Inc. (A Men 17 years of age arid cid- at the age of 50. He is presesturdays' championship final at squad).
er are eligible to attend.
mans--a-moon,
ly 36.
Carolin
During baseball season junior
'Tuskegee, South
don't
realize
I
said,
"I
Boyd
league umpires earn from $10
State watched the Rattlers FIGHT FIRE
chiding the manager and his
have long to play ball. I'm getfight back from a deficit to Always keep a shovel and to $35 a week; and semi-pro
coaches. The workout included
ting up in age. However, if I'm
gain a thrilling 66-79 verdict. several galvanized steel pails umpires earn from $10 to $40
physical exercises, running and
well blessed I may haves
May6e-11V the SIAC Track with sand and water in the per week.
throwing. The first batting
and Field Meet held in Atlan- basement in case fire breaks
drill will be held Thursday.
ST. PETERSBURG. Fla.
ta in May, the other 18 astern- out or there is a bombing and
(UPI) — Ray Sodecki. young
berm will prevent the Rat- emergency work is necessary.
left handed pitcher, was the
tlers from winning every Keep the water pail covered.
only holdout absentee when
appearance
first
was
the
It
finishLeMoyne's Magicians
the Cardinals started spring
ed fourth in the annual cham- for LeMoyne in the SIAC training under the direction of
merit
otirna
championship
t
tournapionship basketball
Johnny Keane, starting his
ment of the Southern Inter- since 1935.
first full season as manager
Magicians
for
the
Stalwarts
Conference
Athletic
collegiate
Sadecki, who won 14 games
I'or As Little As
throughout the tourney were and lost 10 last year, wants
at Tuskegee.
LeMoyne wound up real in Capt. David Gaines, James about 12,0(10 more than General
regular conference play but Gordon, Robert Nelson, Donald Manager Bing Devine has ofwas elevated to second place Nelson, Monroe Currin and fered thus tar. Devine is not
You Can Have One or Two Modern, Convenient Offices
in the tournament under the Robert Hambric.
expected in camp until next
In The Tri-State Defender Building.
Although LeMoyne has a
Dickinson Rating System.
week.
Coach
aggregation,
fast-moving
The top 10 teams in the 16DOCTORS - LAWYERS - BUSINESSMEN. ETC.
There were 30 Cardinals in
"We
says:
Johnson
Jerry
C.
college conference participated
uniform at Al Lang field, inmad.'
good,
tall
still
need
a
Contact Mr. Whittier Sengstacke
HUNKY DORY
in the tourney.
BROTHER Bob
LeMoyne drew a bye in the
6 to 8:30, 11 to 1:30
4 to 6, 10 to II, 1:30 to 2
first round and went on to
* REV. SISTER ALLEN NEALER 11110 AIPIISIRR • °I
defeat Alabama State, 81-77, in
Rev. Sister Allen has the God Given Power to Heal
the second round. This victory
by Prayer-So come today, tomorrow may be too late.
moved the Magicians to the
Remember if there is God's help on earth it con be
semi-finals.
found-She heals by the hand of God. Remember there
The Idemphians were
is a lucky charm that has been blessed by the Saints
thrown against No. 2 South
of Jerusalem given free with each visit.
Carolina State in the semiIF YOU ARE BLIND OR CRIPPLE REV. SISTER
88-74
defeated
were
finals
and
If you want to improve your same then the book
ALLEN
CAN PRAY FOR YOUR SIGHT AND HELP
Clark, of Atlanta, defeated
"HOW TO IOW L BETTER" is a "MBST"foryou.
WALK AGAIN.
YOU
TO
by No. 1 Florida A&M hi the
Are you suffering? Are you Sick? Do you seed
This book carefull edited, beautifully library
semi-finals, met LeMoyne in
help? Do you have bad luck? If so, bring your prothe consolation game Saturday
bound in cloth with over 300"SHOW HOW" illusblems to Rev. Sister Allen today and lee rid of thmn
won it, 104-91.
Clark
evening.
trations and photographs in its 144 pages will
tomorrow.She advises on all he affairs ef life. There
Florida took care of South
is no problem so great she can't solve-how to hold
show you how to perfect your game.
Carolina State, 8848, to win
CANE COLE
GOLDEN GIRL
your job, when you have foiled and how to succeedYou will be shown how to hold a ball, the
the conference title.
3 to Sign Off
3
10,
2
to
8:30
to
separated).
reunites
the
proper distance, footwork, delivery, and followUpon reaching womanhood and realizing she has
through. You are tau& how to throw a straight,
the God-given power to help humanity, she has dea hook ball and proper bowling form. Head pin
voted a life-time to this work. From the four corners
and spot bowling, making strikes and spares, and
of the world they come to Iser.Whit• and Colored, mien
what to do about splits are just a few of the suband women of all races and walks of live. Guaranteed
to remove evil influence and bad luck. There is no
fects covered.
CARS OR
pity tor those knowing they ore in hard luck and need
There are special sections on teem play,
help and do not come for it-one visit witl convince
USED CARS
bowling guide for women, league bowling, and
you. If there is God's help in earth Rev. Sister Allen
how to score. This book is absolutely guaranteed
can help you. She gives lucky days end lucky numbers,
to improve your game, even if you have never
lifts you out of sorrow and darkness. and starts you
on the way to success and happiness. Sister Allen is
bowled before, Order today. Send $2.50 Cash,
EiNANCING TO SUIT
in this area for the first time. She invites you to her
Check or Money Order to:
YOUR PURSE
home. A FREE LUCKY CHARM will he given with I
each reading. Guarantees to read your entire life, past
REUBEN
present, and future giving dates arid actual facts of
courtship,
divorce,
marriage,
health,
business,
love,
WASHINGION
Worlert Largest Ford Deniers
and family affairs. You'll bless the day,
Siirsday — Sign On
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Bob Boyd Off To Spring Training

Semi-Pro League
Starts School
For Umpires

WANT HOUSE

See
Simmons

Saderki Reports
To Card Camp

Magicians In Fourth Place
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Commenting

ON REAL ESTATE
By Ted Brown
I want to welcome to the Many other
good things
folds, a brand new real estate could be said
about Mrs. Harbroker. I call her a "brand ris, but I
am too elated at
new broker" because she ob- her becoming
a
tained her license several call all of them.broker to reSufice it to
weeks ago. She is Mrs. Azzie say congratulati
ons Mrs. HarL. Harris of 1560 Cane rd. Her ris.
license is hanging in an office
at 979 E. McLemore aye.
.Mrs. Harris the wife of Le,
ART SERIES — A series of first sessio
roy Harris, has been workn.
panel discussions examining the Arts." "The Function of onymus, Nashville Tennessean
ing
in
real
estate
SAFE DRIVERS for t h • lette,
were. from left, art critic; and
"The Phenomena of the Arts"
Dr. Denis Cowdepot
comma
nder,
for
the
last
last
Dr.
three
gram,
Ferdi
years.
Memphis General Depot were week
2437
nand
She
and from left are Lon- and Horac Cable, 14 years, is the second Negro
has been started by the Fisk language instruGowa, Fisk an, head of Fisk music dewoman
honored for 58 years of
e L. Knight, 3794
ctor;
Walte
r
partm
ent.
don
Dr.
Universsity International Stu- Sharp, forme
Hanna, 326 Brooks, 15 Whittier,
Gowa moderdriving of government safe
15 year s. (U. S. in Memphis to obtain her
r director of the ator and chairman is
vedent Center. Panelists for the Vanderbilt
of the serbroker's license.
hicles by Col. Shelby L. Gil- years; John W. Pleasant, 375 Army Photo)
university f i n • ies continuing throu
Glencoe, 14 years: Willis Ingh April
iain
She is a graduate of Manasarts departments Clara Hier- 18.
sas high school and attended
game of the tournament. We Henderson Business college,
do hope they can squak pass before studying real estate at
the University of Tennessee.
them.
She is a member of Alpha
HONOR STUDENTS
Students at Gorine College of During the week
For the fourth six weeks Gamma Chi sorority (for busistudents preTo climax the week, the colCosmetology and Physiothe- sented progr
period the principal's honor ness women) annd a member
ams on all phases lege sent four studen
ts to Colrapy
joined
beauticians through- of beauty culture,
roll (all A's) consisted of Wil- of St. John Baptist church.
and many lins Chapel hospital, along with
out the nation in the observance participated in
liam
the
round
L.
Faulkner, Erma Jean
table an instructor, and they rendered
Greetings from the Caple- and
of National Beauty and Health discussion, "Beau
challenging
messages. Faulkner, Ben Key, Jr., and
ville Cavaliers!
Week from Feb. 11 through Its Importance ty Care a n d t'_eir services free to the deAfter the general assembly Marion Young.
in
the
Moder
n lighted patients.
The Capleville student body each
17.
World."
The group included Miss
Was recently addressed by two closed speaker presided at a CAMPUS COUPLES
Good grooming habits were On one day,
session for the senior Lavern
Miss
Alene
FreeGloria Parker, Mrs. Edith BarStevens and
stressed, and students were told man was named
of Memphis' foremost educa- class.
,
"Mode
l
of
the
ber
Bolden, Miss Shirley DorPaul Holmes.
tors, Dr. Floyd L. Bass, Dean We
the habits were as essential as Day" and was
given everything tch and the instructor-supe
feel that we were forMrs. Harris
A courtroom drama, "You,
Annie Joyce Key and
rvisof LeMoyne college and Dr. tunate
a three-meal-a-day diet.
from
a hair-do to a pedicure. or, Mrs. Willar
the Jury," in three acts will be
d Isom.
Charles Dinkins, president of dress to have the men ad- Chester Johnson.
our student body as the
presen
ted
at Scipio A. Jones
Marry King and Cleveland
Owen college.
senior high school is in its Johns
high school in North Little
on.
'Both delivered inspirational
infancy and each board that Jo
Rock,
Ark.,
on Friday, March
Ann Peni/ton and
is nailed to the foundation is Ben
1, by Thespian Troupe 1343,
Key, Jr.
•...•.•...•..,sS....
., nailed with confidence as long
with
Mrs.
V.
R. Robinson as
Fabulous Fellows: William
as we can have speakers like Faulk
ner, Sammy Young, Jim- sponsor director.
these.
my Saulsberry, a n d Elmer Otis Harris will have the role
TESTS
as judge, and Barbara Scott,
Johnson.
Our principal, E. L. Ford Lovel
y Ladies: Emma Jean the girl on trial for murder,
By JO JO BELL
announced that the eighth an- Steve
ns, Erma Jean Faulkner, will be played by Dorothy Stepnual National Merit Scholar- Stella
henson.
ship Qualifying Examination Maxwe Murdock and Luvenia Dr. E. H. Hunter is principal
ll.
Hello There,
will be administered to the
of the school.
TUNING IN
This is Jo-Jo Bell bringing Capleville
students who are
you the latest happenings in their
Charl
es
Frank
PAIN
lin to Betty
T FENCE POSTS
junior year on Tuesaround Carver. How about day,
Richmond: "Cry to We."
March 6. at 8:30 a.m.
Wood preservative, such as
that? Let's get on with this
The students will be com- Atria Niter to Rowena Hurd: creosote, may be
AGENTS WANTED
applied to U.S. CIVIL SERVICE TESTS!
Week's chatter.
1 Rooms and Bath - Water pd. Oss
peting for National Merit "I'm Blue."
new fence posts without the Mon-women, 1842. Start high
Heat. JA 6-8045
SPOTLIGHT
as
429 South Main
$102.00 • wa.k. Preparatory trainScholarships which will be Arthur Murdock to Lizzie usual mess by using
The limelight falls this week
galvaa
SAVE 68$ — Buy Thousends of Mee
ing until appointed. Thousands
announced during their senior Harris: "I Know."
at wholesale. Send 111.00 orefundable)
of 10 MEN
nized steel pail and a paint jobs open. Experl
10 WOMEN
Ms the most popular boy
$90 Weekly Earnings for
anc• usually unlarge Illustrated eatanw.
Charlie Mitchell Erma Rich- brush. Fill
year.
Cali101nia. P.O. Sot 3187, Hollythe pail about half necessary. FREE Information on
around Carver, "Mr. Senior,''
apply
Ag• 55 - 45. High School Education of
ardso
n:
wood. Califoinis.
"Just
fob•,
You
saitult
Preli
and Me." full of liquid preservative and
aa, wituulromants.
minary registration for
Men with sales seuerlence
Charles Brown, son of Mr. and
FULL
ER
PRODUCTS
TODAY
Most oe neat in arwearanne, car I.
giving phone. Lincoln
insert the bottom end of the Sarviea, Pitt,.
Mrs. Charles H. Brown, of the 1962-63 school year is cur- SPOTLIGHT
*e**•*ry. Able to furnish Bond.
110.00 DOWN
74,, Mittel*.
rently in progress at Caple- Stepping into
PROM0111/N 10
1483 Monsarrat.
the green post in it. Paint upward as de
Own a beautiful home site OD
FOR
%elle
SAL
E
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School. We are ad- glow, this month is charming sired. Excess liquid will run
QUAL
IFIE
D
In school he is a member of
MEN
Peel, Up Payments On
Grenada Lake in Carver
Wilts. to P.O. Box 311 -12-3. He is a member of the ding Mechanical Drawing and Miss Alice Eddins. Alice is a back into the pail.
french Provincial Forint:no
Details
Point
Subdivision - Easy
iLying Haan. - Dining ROOT
student of the 8-3 class of
Honor Society, president of Spanish to our curriculum.
terms, wonderful resort area
MAVIS - N.Y. TO PIO WE.
Sedr00.• and $11111.0
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which Mr. W. L. Jones is in- The higher you keep the
the Senior Class, and in the SPORTS
sent - Jobs waiting kl dr Tiolov
14 Agcy. for fishing, boating, s w i mTelgOore GL 5-435
,
temperature in your home, the
210 POST AVE.
NDCC he holds the rank of The Capleville Cavaliers structor.
ming, hiking and just plain
WESTBURY, N. Y.
greater adjustment your body
Lt. Colonel. This year the took a squaker from the Mit- She resides with
— —
living. Call me for compleb
her parTYPISTS! HOMEWOREIERSI
Do you need 3 or 4 bedrooms,
must make when you step
seniors sponsored a Who's chell Tigers in the second ents, Rev. and
HEL
P
WAN
MAKE
TED
infor
Or you can rent out one aide
money at dome! Hailers, 2 MadiMrs. Thomas
mation and pictures. M
Who contest and he won the game of the District II Tourna- Eddins, at 2254
into the frigid outdoors.
of this big hawse as an apart15 GOOD WORKERS son.
Ruby Fant - BR 6-7090.
Mt. Moriah rd.
OREENCASTIX. INDIANA
ment to help per the notes. It
ment at Mt. Pisgah High
15U11 ar part time in Memphis. Seed
title of "Mr. Senior."
Around the campus Alice is
haa a deep lot and g
postcard lettb name,
. end
, and
a very reasonable prin Let
Be is an active member of School on Thursday night, a member of the 4-H
selenium@ to Dept. D: addles.
Baker Electric Co., Inc.
147 5. StratLive- In Maids
to show you this highly desirClub School and become a beautiford Drive:
Feb. 22.
Bliomfield Baptist church.
able property Call us War
and secretary of her home- cian.
TUCSON. 551101115
New
The Cavaliers will meet the room.
York
HAND IN HAND GO
JAME
2219 Young Ave.
S M. GURLEY
When Alice graduates So hats off to a very talent$130 - $120 MONTH. 20-33
Jacqueline Brown and Wal- Mt. Pisgah Eagles in the third she plans
YEARS
FA 3-517S
LIVE
IN
MAID
expens
S,
NEW
es
to
advanc
atten
ed. Send Ref
d Beauty ed young Miss.
BR 6-0016
ti.r Payne.
PAUL BRELAND
YORK $130 - $220 MONTH arenas.
MATTORY AGENCY. LY
Ruby Hardy a n d Alvin
licensed & Bonded Electricians
Ff8 Ilirriek Rd., notionk. 3-5300
GL 8-7232
N.Y.
20-35
YEA
RS
Floyd.
Realty
Rooms and Bath Water pd.
Tickets, expenna
FA 4-2061
Free Estimates
advanced. Send 3
Hot
water. Rear.
REPERENe=.
Carl Turner and Virginia
282 N. MERTON
frila Leath
MALIORY Cattier, LY 3-3300
JA 6-8045 We wire new room additions,
Nelson.
BARBEE LAKE - Fishing and
676 Merrick Rd., Lynbrook, N.Y.
Horse- ranges, dryers, air condit
back riding, 5108 Horn
ioners,
Labe Rd.
James Hollins and Beverly
SR 3-1068.
hot water beaters, electric heat.
Parker.
Leonard Webster and Gloria
Tucker.
Willie Titus and Stella Jenkins.
254 SOUTH LAUDERDALE STREET — JAcks
Johnnie Maxwell and Glenon 6-2523
da Hawkins.
Robert Taylor and Patricia
Pearson.
Elvin Cabbage and Willie
Jean Holloway.
1. Must have a car
Willie Gilliland and Alfrecla
Butler.
TOP CHICKS
2. Must be a go-getter
Ruby _Hardy, Faye Mason
Beverly Parker, Lois Becton,
3. Must be able to work around
Jacqueline Hayes, Ruth Craft;
Barbara Nehru, Johnnie
the clock-7 days a week
Pryor, Marvietta Henry, CaroTHE "Y" FACILITIES ARE TO SERV
E
—.—
lyn Sherman. Sandra Gates
YOUR NEEDS AND INTERESTS
We
need
and Sallye Bowman.
capable and aggressive display advert. .....erm..ery
H
R
TOP FELLOWS
_Aetna — Clean, Ceatfer
tising salesmen and saleswomen to work in
table. 1.4edern Furniture,
adPrivate Bath — Clean Weill ROOMS
Alvin Floyd, Gus Heath, C. NESTLED AMONG THE
Showers
school in Walls, Miss. The stationed at
vertising field with experience and ability
Weekly
Rates:
Ft. Dix, N.Y.
$5
G. Gilliland, James Hollins, TREES at 11387 Glenvietvr ave.
—
810
to
lovely home has wall-to-wall The hcene cost appro
2. Modem Swimming Fool — Year
Melvin Derden, Ernest Partee; is the above two-bedr
sell. You must be a (Go-Getter) Good starting
ximately
oom. carpeting, and a broken-tile S10,70
Diving — Swimming — Watling Round Swimming: 75.30 ft. —
0. the transaction was
Donald Turner, Harold home recently purchased
rates, wage progrescion and merit increases.
by porch. It is located on a 110x handled
Beau/0W Sun Deck. Holds AA Sections. Underwater Lighting
Adams, Zeb Hill, Richard Wil- Mrs. Joyce Green, 23, an
by William T."Jack"
3 Regulative Gym Equipped with Rating.
in- 210 lot. Mrs. Green's husband. Simmons
Stage:
liams, Marion Brown a n d structor at Delta Cente
of the Simmons
1200 sealing capacity — Fer Leagues, Spectator, Section with
r high Sgt. Johnny Green, Jr., is Real
Estate Co., 401 Linden
Tournaments, Compotativa
Ernest Campbell.
Matches, Classes — losing —
Commu
ave.
CHIT CHAT
4. Merge Club Rooms: Club Meetin nity Programs
gs
Cl
Po,um,
Your reporter has found a
Conferences — Tees — Socials
new love.
program included Cecil D.
Carolyn Sherman and C. G.
JOIN THE "Y" TODAY:
Goodlow, Mrs. Gladys Sharp,
Gilliland are trying to make
ANNUAL RATES
Mrs. Minnie V. Echols, Mrs.
comeback.
Mary Collier and Mrs. Lytle
Chester Moore is admiring
McKinnely.
Ruby Hardy.
Floyd M. Campbell commendJohn White is trying to
ed the sponsors during remarks
make Ruth Craft come back.
A "high school bowl" with Brinkley
and Michael T. Bras- at the end of the program.
A certain junior at Carver quiz contestants
from seven well, Hamilton; Beverly T. Guy Among the visitors there for
admires Gus Heath..
Men phis high schools added ex- and Shirle
y A. Purnell, Man- the program were parents of
(English Lady)
Harry Jacobs and Lois Love citement to the twelft
h Annual assas; Roosevelt Brooks a n d honor students, members of
:are trying to get tight.
YOU
KNOW SHE IS NOT
Induction Services of Melrose Thurm
other
high
school honor sociean Glover, Booker T.
Morris Webb is trying to get high school on Frida
y morning. Washington; Bennie B. Teagu tis, and several guidance counA GYPSY
-Delois Washington's friends to Feb. 23.
e
and Charles Brown, Douglass• selors.
This is her new office at the
'talk to her for him.
The contes
31issitil
members of Rudolph M. Cox, Melro
Larry King (Bertrand) is the Nationaltants,
siopi State Line, MADAM
Honor Society of Bishop Trotter, Lester se and
BELL W
.
jealous of Alfreda Butler, a their school
s, were divided into Principles of the
back after a long time
freshman at Carver.
Honor Soof being away
two teams, Herbert Robinson, ciety
were explained by four
and at last she is back to stay
QUESTIONS
principal of Caldwell high studen
in her
ts.
They
were
Effie Erby.
Is it true that Floyd Lynch school, was the
new home.
quizmaster for character; Rudol
ph Cox, scholhas eyes for Joyce Hollowell? the first quiz
of its kind pre- arship; Willie Carr,
Here's blessed relief from tortures of
vanilla
leadership: Itch,
Could this be love that sented at a Memph
Are you Dissatisfied with
rectal itch. chafing, nth and ceterna
is high and Mary Parham, service.
marriage?
Robert Herrod has for Los school.
The with an amazing new scientific formula
Have you lost faith in your
called
speakers were introduced by Ins LANAGANE.This fax-ming, i,ainhusband, wife or sweetresbitt?
medicated creme kills harmful benefit
Inducted into the Melrose Neale), Willia
heart? Are you in had health: Are
term. while it soothes raw, irritated and
ms.
Have Kenneth Wilkins and high school
you discouragedf
inflamed skin nista. Stops foratebinc--so
er of the Na- SPONSORS
Lewiette Draper really brok- tional Honorchapt
If any of these are your problems,
speeds heali ne,Don't suffer soother MInl.fe.
Society in cere- Teacherc responsible
come let MAI/AM
Gat IANACANI today at all emu motes.
for
the
uo?
monies preceding t h e bowl
BELL advise you at once. She will
read life to you
were Carl Hill, Bennetts Neljust
as she would read an open book.
son, Clarence Walton, Mary E.
Tell you why
your job or business is not a success.
Dougherty, Roger House, Edith
If
you have CallMcCoy, Gloria Mason and Anna
ed in the rest come see MAI/AM HEL
L
at once.
Smith
.
.
iLICENSED 311.711-11EM
COMMERCIAL A N D REPEAT OATH
Located on Highway 51 South, just
INDUSTRIAL, Ol P rover Mins*.
They were accepted into the
CIAL/ILINCI IN PATCHsippi State Line on the way to Hern
ING, BRICK
ando. Her home
WORK. chapter after repeating the
oath
WALKS AND DRIVEis 2 blocks below where she used
WAYS NO JOB TOO administered by Learah Bogs.
to stay right aside
SET OF TOOLS
SMALL OR TOO /CHOC secretary of
the DeSoto Motel. Be sure to look for
the Melrose group
PLASTERING
the RED BRICK
An acceptance speech was giv763 NEVI UNE hT
CONTACT:
HOUSE and you'll find her there
en by Edith McCoy.
at all times. (Shit
JA d-5374 (After 6 p.m.)
never had an office in West Memphis.)
Students on t h e panels
answering the questions were
JA 5-6041
Catch yellow bus marked Whitehav
An Wil/ituns and Mary L Stien State I,ine
and get off at State Line and walk
les, Feeler Bertrand; Pattlette
2 blocks and see

Gorine Beauty Students Visit Local Hospital

'Capleville Capers

Students To Present
A Courtroom Drama

Advertise In The Want-Ad Section

Carver High

Call

JAckson 6-8397

3 Lines For 2 Weeks

.70

826
BULLINGTON

ABE SCHARFF BRANCH

YMCA

E:FDS YOUR SUPPORT NOW!
JOIN TODAY!

The New Tri-State Defender
236 South Wellington Street

Students Thrilled Al
Melrose Hi Quiz Bowl

JAckson 6-8397

MADAM BELL

ITCHING Torture
Stopped like Magic

C. J. MACK

I

FARM FOR SALE!

CALLING
ALL
NEWSBOYS

You Can Earn Cash By Selling
The Tri-State Defender

Near Cairo, HI.
120 Acres
$14,000 TERMS

Call or Come In Today.

PARKER HOUSE SAUSAGE CO.
4605 S. State St., Chicago 9, III., ME 8-1112

Harry! Call JA. 6-8397 Now!
236 So. Wellington St.
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MADAM BELL'S,HAND SIGN.
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